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Abstract
This thesis set out to understand the water dynamics in softwood using a lattice
Boltzmann model description of sorption, with microstructural information derived
from X-ray Computed Tomography experiments and experimental validation of water
dynamics using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. This is the first substantive use of a new
lattice Boltzmann model that includes multiphase liquid/vapour fluid dynamics in
lumen with sub-resolution effective media to model cell wall sorption. This is also the
first time these three technologies have been combined to study the sorption behaviour
of softwood. A software package—ProTG—-was written to generate tesselating arrays
of realistic two-dimensional tracheids, including pits, suitable for use as a bounceback
mask in the lattice Boltzmann model. ProTG tracheids are created based on a statistical
distribution of values for each of a number of anatomical parameters. To ensure these
are realistic, Norway spruce (Picea abies) juvenile wood was imaged using X-ray micro
computed tomography at a voxel size of 2.5 µm and seven anatomical parameters
were measured for 1511 complete tracheids. Statistical distributions were fitted to
measurements of: tracheid length; radial and tangential lumen diameter and cell wall
thickness; cell overlap; and linear intra-tracheid pit density. The latter two distributions
are novel, as they required a number of CT volumes to be acquired and stitched
together. Lattice Boltzmann sorption simulations were carried out on an array of
tracheids where both relative humidity and pit state (open, closed and dynamic) were
varied. Significant differences were seen between drying behaviour with pits open
and closed, while dynamic pits behaved similarly to closed pits. Cell wall desorption
took place at 35% RH but not 65% RH: in the latter case the wet cell walls prevented
tracheids with closed pits from drying. Finally, NMR drying and rewetting experiments
were performed on dried cubes and green discs to provide qualitative validation of the
lattice Boltzmann simulations. The initial drying of green discs was found to proceed
significantly differently to subsequent drying cycles, and initial rewetting also differed
from subsequent rewetting.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
Wood has evolved over millenia to provide trees with an efficient mechanism for
transporting moisture from their roots to their leaves. Water is therefore an integral
component of wood that is vital to its biological origin, and control of this water is
critical to the end-use of wood and timber products. Microstructural and functional
complexity mean that this moisture tranport is still not fully understood, despite
continuous human use of wood since prehistoric times. Further, environmental factors
during growth ensure that no two pieces of wood have an identical microstructure,
even if they share the same genetic information.
The drying of wood plays a key role in the primary transformation of wood from
raw material to timber. Lowering the moisture content in a piece of timber reduces
its weight, increases its stiffness and strength, and ensures dimensional stability in
engineering applications. Notwithstanding the importance of water in wood, a detailed
understanding of water transport at the cell level—and how this links to macro trans-
port—remains elusive. Moreover, sorption cycle hysteresis and irreversibility between
the first and subsequent cycles is poorly understood. A more detailed description could
potentially be used to optimise the drying of timber and reduce its energy consumption;
inform structural timber calculations; and aid in understanding the impact of moisture
transport on tree health.
1.2. Aims
The aim of this project was to understand the water dynamics in wood using a
lattice Boltzmann description of sorption, with microstructural information derived
from X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) experiments and experimental validation
of sorption using Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). This novel combination of
technologies has previously been identified as having enormous potential for improving
our understanding of the movement of water within the vessel network of hardwood
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(Frank et al., 2010). Specific objectives of the project were:
1. To create a digital description of softwood microstructure using X-ray CT that is
suitable for inclusion in a lattice Boltzmann model;
2. To create a multiphase (liquid-vapour), multiscale lattice Boltzmann model for the
purpose of running sorption simulations in softwood with the explicit inclusion
of sorption in cell wall material and transport through pits;
3. To validate the lattice Boltzmann sorption simulations using NMR imaging
experiments on drying and wetting pieces of softwood.
This thesis is laid out as follows: the remainder of Chapter 1 is a discussion of wood
as a material, with an emphasis on water in wood. Current methods of characterising
wood microstructure and water sorption are introduced, as are current approaches to
modelling. Chapter 2 describes the three key methodologies used in this work: the
lattice Boltzmann method, X-ray CT and NMR. Chapter 3 lays out the materials and
methods as used in the experimental sections. Chapters 4 to 7 comprise the bulk of the
thesis and cover results related to X-ray CT, a statistical model of wood microstructure,
NMR imaging and lattice Boltzmann simulations of sorption, respectively. Finally
Chapter 8 is a short summary and discussion of the work and looks forward to the
future.
1.3. Wood as a material
1.3.1. Overview
Wood can be divided into two broad groups depending on its biological origin. Soft-
woods are produced by coniferous trees, for example pine, which are characterised
by their seed cones and evergreen needles. Hardwoods are produced by broadleaved,
flowering trees that bear their seeds inside fruit. Hardwoods are more genetically
Figure 1.1.: The longitudinal, tangential and radial directions in a log
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diverse than softwoods. Note that the words hard and soft in this context are not an
indication of the mechanical properties of the group.
When discussing the structure and properties of a material it is helpful to relate
these to a standard coordinate system. In the case of wood that coordinate system is
defined by three axes. Considering a section of tree trunk (Figure 1.1): the longitudinal
axis points vertically up the trunk and the radial direction points from the centre of
the trunk to the bark. The third axis—the tangential axis—points normal to the plane
defined by the radial and longitudinal axes.
1.3.2. Softwood
The hierarchical structure of a softwood is shown in Figure 1.2 (Harrington, 2002),
where the wide range of length scales covered by micro- and macrostructural features is
apparent. There are a number of differences between the structure of softwoods, shown
in Figure 1.2, and hardwoods. These differences are briefly outlined in Section §1.3.3.
The stem of a tree (labelled (1) in Figure 1.2) can be divided into several regions. The
stem expands in girth by laying down new cells on both the inner and outer surfaces
of the vascular cambium, a thin layer of cells (2) just below the bark (3). The vascular
cambium produces vascular tissue, responsible for fluid transport in the tree: phloem
(bark) is laid down on the outer surface of the vascular cambium, while xylem (wood) is
laid down on the inner surface. The recently formed, outer region of wood in a stem is
called sapwood (5) because it conducts sap (the liquid that plants use for internal fluid
and nutrient transport within their vascular system)from the roots to the leaves of a
tree, where photosynthesis takes place. The older, inner region of the wood is called
heartwood (6) and does not transport water. The earliest layers of wood that the tree
laid down are known as juvenile or core wood (7), and have different mechanical and
anatomical properties to the later mature wood.
Over 90% of the volume of a typical softwood is comprised of a single cell type: the
tracheid (11) (Wiedenhoeft, 2010). These are long cells—typically in the range 1 and
10 mm (Wiedenhoeft, 2010)—aligned axially with the branch or trunk of a tree. As a
tracheid reaches maturity its protoplast, the living inner portion of the cell, dies away
leaving an empty space behind. This space is referred to as the lumen, and allows the
cell to perform both hydraulic and mechanical roles within the wood. The tracheid
cell wall carries mechanical loads and provides structural support to the tree whilethe
empty lumen is used to transport water.
Plants growing in temperate climates exhibit a seasonal variation in growth rates. In
3
Figure 1.2.: The hierarchical structure of softwood, from Harrington (2002). The typical size of mi-
crostructural features are indicated on the diagram.
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Figure 1.3.: A diagram of the layers in a wood cell wall, from Wiedenhoeft (2010). The cellulose chains
are randomly oriented and loosely packed in the primary layer (P1). In the secondary layers
S1---S3 the chains are closely packed and aligned. The middle lamella (ML) binds adjacent
cell walls together. Bordered pits in the cell wall permit the passage of water from cell to cell
the spring trees grow fast. Photosynthesis within leaves needs a plentiful water supply
from the soil. Tracheids laid down at this point have wide lumina, thin cell walls and a
high pit density to maximise fluid transport. This wood is called earlywood (8). During
the summer the focus shifts to consolidating structural support for the earlier increase
in mass. Thus, latewood (9) tracheids have increasingly narrow lumina and thick cell
walls. Growth slows to a halt over the winter before beginning once again in spring.
The fairly sharp transition from latewood to earlywood produces characteristic annual
rings, often visible to the naked eye, which can be used to age trees. Tracheid diameter
typically varies from 10 µm to 100 µm
Narrow holes in tracheid cell walls called pits (15 in Figure 1.2) provide a means for
water to move between adjacent cells, enabling a continuous network of water to run
from the roots of a tree to its leaves. Pits can take several forms: those that join two
longitudinal tracheids are known as bordered pits. Bordered pits achieve their name
because the adjacent tracheid secondary cell wall layers separate slightly to form a
cavity with a narrow aperture (see Figure 1.3). The middle lamella and primary cell
walls of the tracheid form a porous membrane (the margo) that stretches across this
cavity with a thickened, impermeable plug (the torus) in the centre. When both sides of
a pit are at the same hydrostatic pressure water passes through the porous margo from
one cell to the next. If either cell is damaged or cavitated and an air-water interface
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reaches the pit, the pressure difference across the pit membrane forces the impermeable
torus againt the pit border (a process referred to as aspiration). Aspiration prevents
embolisms from propagating throughout the hydraulic network in the xylem, although
the net effect on permeability differs between species (Liese et al., 1967).
Wood cell walls are a fibre-reinforced, multi-layered composite. Aligned chains of
semi-crystalline cellulose form microfibrils, which are embedded in an amorphous
lignin and hemicellulose matrix. Cellulose is a long-chain polysaccharide formed of
glucose monomers, which are produced by photosynthesis. Hemicelluloses are a group
of non-cellulosic polysaccharides, and lignins are a family of phenolic network polymers.
The fibre-reinforced composite material forms thin lamellae, which combine in turn
into thicker layers, shown in Figure 1.3 (Wiedenhoeft, 2010). Each layer of the cell wall
has a distinct microfibril orientation, thickness and chemical composition. The primary
wall forms while the the cell is still growing, and has randomly oriented and loosely
packed microfibrils to avoid restricting this growth. The secondary layers—especially
the S2 layer—form once the cell has stopped growing and are characterised by densely
packed, highly aligned microfibrils. Many of the mechanical properties of wood are a
result of these aligned microfibrils, and in particular their orientation relative to the
long axis of the cell (Barnett et al., 2004).
As mentioned above, the anatomy of tracheids can vary in several ways depending
on the environmental conditions (earlywood vs latewood) and age of the tree (juvenile
vs mature wood) when they were formed. Another important factor governing tracheid
anatomy is the gravitropic response of a tree to self-loading of stems, which enables it
to maintain an upright growth form. The general form of wood tissue that forms in
response to self-loading is reaction wood, but in softwoods this is specifically referred
to as compression wood because it forms on the underside of stems in response to
compressive loading. Relative to normal wood, compression wood tracheids are shorter
and narrower with thicker S1 and S2 cell wall layers and no S3 layer (Donaldson et al.,
2016). The transverse cell profile is rounded, which leads to intracellular voids between
adjacent cells. The S2 cell wall layer has an outer region called S2L with an increased
lignin content, and an inner S2 region with helical cavities that run around the surface
of the lumen. These helical cavities are associated with distorted bordered pits (Tarmian
et al., 2011). Davis et al. (2002) found that Pinus radiata compression wood dries more
slowly than normal wood, and linked this to an increased proportion of latewood,
narrower lumina and reduced number of pits. Tarmian et al. (2009) found that Picea
abies compression wood has a permeability around 1.5 times less than normal wood in
the radial direction and 30 times less in the longitudinal direction, and attributed this
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to the reduced size and number of pits. Mayr et al. (2003) note that compression wood
also has a low resistance to drought-induced embolism, and conclude that its primary
function is mechanical not hydraulic.
In addition to the extensive network of longitudinal tracheids, softwood xylem also
contains radial channels called rays. Rays are composed of ray parenchyma, and in
some species also ray tracheids. (Unlike tracheids, parenchyma are living and can
actively transport nutrients, repair damage and synthesise biochemical compounds.) It
is quite possible that ray tracheids evolved to overcome the resistance to radial flow
presented by the living ray parenchyma (Barnard et al., 2013). However, although
radial water flow has been demonstrated across many species of tree (Comstock,
1970; Phillips et al., 1996), the exact role of rays here and the links between radial
and longitudinal transport remain unclear (Barnard et al., 2013). This question has
particular implications for the preservative treatment of dried timber because of the
signifiant reduction in permeability caused by pit aspiration in longitudinal cells. The
pits that link longitudinal tracheids to ray tracheids and ray parenchyma are referred
to as cross-field pits. Cross-field pits are typically smaller and more elliptical than the
bordered pits that link adjacent longitudinal tracheids (Sirviö et al., 1998). In some
species the pits associated with ray tracheids also differ in form from those associated
with ray parenchyma (Liese et al., 1967; Sirviö et al., 1998). There is evidence of
cross-field flow from tracheids to ray parenchyma in Sitka spruce (Siau, 1995), further
corroborated by Usta et al. (2003) who report that small latewood cross-field pits
correlate with reduced permeability—and that the size and number of cross-field pits
is crucial to the penetration of preservatives into dried wood. However, note that
these results are not necessarily generally applicable: Barnard et al. (2013) studied
three different conifer species (Pinus contorta, Pinus ponderosa and Pseudotsuga menziesii)
and did not find a correlation between radial hydraulic conductivity and ray anatomy.
Further, Tarmian et al. (2009) found that radial permeability was controlled more
significantly by ray parenchyma than by pitting. Differing results between species are
not unexpected, given the inter-species variations in radial permeability that have been
observed (Comstock, 1970). Radial transport is not considered in the modelling in this
thesis because cross-field pits were not observed in the anatomical data collected in
Chapter 4. The implications of this decision are discussed in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 1.4.: Hardwoods use fibres for structural support and vessels for water transport, where softwoods
use tracheids for both functions. Fibres and vessel elements are derived from tracheids.
Image source: http: // www. jefpat. org/ wood& charcoalidentification/ wood&
charcoal_ part2. htm
1.3.3. Hardwoods
Whereas softwoods use a single cell type to fulfil both structural and hydraulic roles,
hardwoods evolved to use a different cell for each. The evolution from tracheids to fibres
and vessel elements, which provide mechanical support and water transport, respectively,
is shown in Figure 1.4.
As with tracheids, fibres and vessel elements are dead at maturity and have empty
lumina. Fibres are narrower than tracheids and an order of magnitude shorter, with
thick cell walls and narrow lumina. Vessels elements are short cylindrical cells with a
diameter usually between 50 and 200 µm (Wiedenhoeft, 2010). Vessel elements stack
together to form pipe-like structures called vessels that commonly have a length on
the order of 10 cm to 100 cm. As vessel elements combine into vessels their end walls
become perforated, and are referred to as perforation plates.
Unlike the bordered pits in softwoods, hardwood pits have a simple membrane and
lack a thickened torus. The pit membrane is solely responsible for preventing air-water
interfaces passing between adjacent vessel and thus is much less porous than that of
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a softwood margo — although the higher pit area of vessels means that the overall
hydraulic resistance of vessels and tracheids is similar (Hacke et al., 2004; Pittermann,
2005).
1.4. Water in wood
Water is present in wood because of the material’s biological origin, its porous structure
and its subsequent role in sap flow. The sap that wood conducts up the tree is composed
primarily of water with a low concentration of solutes (Zimmermann, 1964), the solute
concentration varying according to factors including species, position in the plant, time
of year and presence of pathogens (Dambrine et al., 1995; Rep et al., 2002; Losso et al.,
2018). This solution can be considered a Newtonian fluid (Jensen et al., 2016) and has a
dynamic viscosity on the order of 10× 10−3 Pa s (Rand, 1983).
The moisture content (MC) of a piece of wet wood with mass mwood,wet is defined as
the mass ratio of water mwater to oven-dry1 wood mwood,dry expressed as a percentage:
MC=
mwater
mwood,dry
× 100 % = mwood,wet −mwood,dry
mwood,dry
×100 % (1.1)
Moisture content was traditionally measured gravimetrically, which precludes measure-
ments on living trees. However, data reported by Glass et al. (2010) for green (freshly
felled) wood indicates that moisture content can vary from around 30% MC up to
250% depending on species. In general, softwoods have an average sapwood moisture
content well above 100% MC (Glass et al., 2010) because of the high volume fraction of
tracheids. By contrast, the lower volume of material taken up by vessels in angiosperms
means that hardwood sapwood is often below 100% MC (Glass et al., 2010). Heartwood
is not used for water transport and typically has a moisture content below 100% MC in
both softwoods and hardwoods (Glass et al., 2010).
Although a useful metric, moisture content is a bulk measurement that fails to capture
many of the complex and interesting water dynamics occuring at the cellular-scale in
wood. To understand these dynamics and their links to bulk moisture content, water
in wood can be considered as three populations (Skaar, 1988): that adsorbed2 by cell
1Note that a small but measurable quantity of water will remain in oven-dried wood classified as 0% MC
by equation (1.1). For example, Tiemann (1906) found that vacuum drying oven-dried discs of spruce
reduced the dry weight by a further 0.78 % on average.
2Some authors prefer the term absorption over adsorption based on an assessment of the IUPAC definition
of these two processes, see e.g. Thybring et al. (2018) and Thybring et al. (2019). However, the latter
term has been used here for consistency with the bulk of the literature.
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walls is known as bound water because of its relative immobility; liquid water in cell
lumina is known as free water; water vapour occurs in cavitated and embolised lumina in
living trees, and in wood removed from trees. The cell walls in living trees are fully
saturated with bound water and the lumina of sapwood cells are further saturated
with free water. (The presence of water vapour in the hydraulic network of living
trees is actively avoided because it interrupts the tensile forces that allow water to rise
through the xylem to the crown of a tree.) Bound water and water vapour move via
diffusive processes, while free water flows in response to a pressure gradient. Diffusion
is the incoherent transport of molecules by random displacements. Transport diffusion
occurs in response to a concentration gradient but a uniform distribution of molecules
will also undergo self-diffusion. By contrast, flow is the coherent transport of a fluid in
response to a pressure gradient. In particular, capillary flow is driven by the capillary
pressure that arises from the interfacial energies of a fluid in a narrow pore.
Bound water saturation occurs at the fibre-saturation point (FSP). In the original
definition of the FSP Tiemann (1906, p.82) identified this as the point during drying
below which wood cell walls begin to dry, the cell lumen having already emptied of
free water. In other words, above the FSP cell walls are saturated with adsorbed water
and there is liquid water in the lumina. Tiemann (1906, p.82) found average values
for the FSP of six different tree species between 22.5% MC and 31% MC. Subsequent
research has found that this definition of the FSP is an oversimplification and that
the transition between lumina and cell wall drying is not abrupt (Menon et al., 1987).
Nevertheless, the FSP explains why the moisture content of green wood typically has
a lower limit in the region of 30% MC (Glass et al., 2010): all cell walls are saturated
in living trees and differences in moisture content depend much more strongly on the
amount free water in the xylem (Skaar, 1988).
Free water accounts for the high mass of green timber, which has implications
for transport, handling and processing the material. However, below the FSP the
presence of bound water also hasimportant implications. The cell wall matrix is
hygroscopic and thus the bound water concentration tends to reach equilibrium with
the relative humidity of the local environment (Buck, 1952). At the cellular level
this implies equilibrium between cell wall bound water and liquid water vapour in
the lumina, a state that is reached via sorption (adsorption of water vapour onto cell
walls and desorption of bound water from the cell walls). The moisture content
corresponding to this equilibrium is referred to as equilibrium moisture content (EMC),
and depends on the local relative humidity (RH) and temperature (Simpson, 1998). The
temperature and humidity dependence of the EMC is shown in Figure 1.5 (Glass et al.,
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Figure 1.5.: The equilibrium moisture content of wood as a function of relative humidity and temperature
(Glass et al., 2010)
2010)—the results are generally applicable amongst different wood species.Plotting
data from Figure 1.5 for a fixed temperature results in a sorption isotherm, which is a
common way of visualising the dependence of equilibrium moisture content on relative
humidity. Additional local factors governing the equilibrium moisture content are the
concentration of bound water, availability of sorption sites and mechanical stresses at
the cell wall (Eitelberger, 2011).
An important phenomenon in wood, as in many other porous media, is sorption
hysteresis (Everett et al., 1952; Nicholson, 1968; Liu et al., 1993): for a given temperature
and RH the equilibrium moisture content reached by desorption can be 4% greater
than that reached by adsorption (Simpson, 1998; Zillig, 2009). The mechanisms behind
sorption hysteresis in wood are an area of active research, complicated by the structural
heterogeneity of the material, but could include interactions between water and cell
wall material (Willems, 2014; Fredriksson et al., 2018), capillary condensation in cell
lumina (Shi et al., 2017), and interactions between adjacent pores (lumina and pit
chambers) (Salin, 2008). Note that, in addition to reproducible sorption hysteresis, there
is also an irreversible change associated with drying wood from the green state. As
cell walls dry below the FSP for the first time their microfibrils form lateral bonds and
aggregate irreversibly (Suchy et al., 2010a; Suchy et al., 2010b), reducing the availability
of sorption sites for water. The net effect is a permenent reduction of equilibrium
moisture content at high RH.
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Figure 1.6.: Typcal shrinkage from green dimensions as a function of moisture content in the radial and
tangential directions (Glass et al., 2010)
1.5. Drying wood
The hygroscopicity of cell walls has three key implications for the use of wood as a
material. Firstly, the cell wall volume increases in proportion to the amount of adsorbed
water molecules, so the macroscopic dimensions of wood vary with environmental
humidity. Second, the mechanical properties of wood such as strength and stiffness,
which are a direct result of the mechanical properties of the cell walls, also vary with
moisture content. In general these properties are inversely proportional to bound water
concentration (Kretschmann et al., 2010). Finally, changes in moisture content alter the
viscoelastic properties of wood (Armstrong et al., 1960; Ranta-Maunus, 1975).
The motivation for drying timber can now be appreciated. As free water is removed
from the wood its total mass decreases significantly, in turn reducing transport and
handling costs. The rate of fungal decay in wet wood decreases as moisture content falls
past the fibre saturation point (Meyer et al., 2015). Mechanical properties also improve
as drying continues below the fibre saturation point (Glass et al., 2010). Further benefits
include easier and more precise processing, improved joint and adhesive performance,
and more effective surface treatment (Simpson, 1983).
The point to which timber is dried depends on its final application, because dimen-
sional changes in response to environmental moisture can be significant. Although
longitudinal changes in dimension are generally much less than 1%, due to the low
microfibril angle in the S2 cell wall layer, figure 1.6 (Glass et al., 2010) indicates that tan-
gential and radial changes can be 5% or more between fibre saturation point and 0% MC.
Drying wood to the equilibrium moisture content where it will be used—around 12%
MC indoors and 18% MC outdoors in the UK (Simpson, 1998)—ensures dimensional
fluctuations in service remain small.
Drying rate is also critical to the quality of the final product. During the initial stages
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of drying a moisture gradient develops within the timber, and the differential swelling
of cell walls in response to this gradient leads to internal stresses. If the moisture
gradient is too steep, because the external relative humidity is too low, these stresses
can cause checking and cracking.
There are three common approaches to drying. Air-drying involves leaving stacks
of sawn timber exposed to the ambient air and sheltered from the rain. This is a long
process with no control over the drying rate, which is sensitive to fluctuations in ambient
temperature and humidity (Bergman, 2010). Highly permeable species may reach the
equilibrium moisture content within a number of weeks, but relatively impermeable
species, such as many hardwoods, can take more than a year to reach equilibrium
(Denig et al., 2000). A kiln is used to reduce the moisture content further, faster, and
with more control over drying rate than would be possible by air drying. Kilns offer
control over air temperature, humidity and circulation, and a relatively uniform internal
atmostphere. There is a tradeoff between drying too fast—which causes defects in the
timber as explained above-—and drying too slowly—which increases cost and fuel
consumption (Plumb et al., 1985). Two variations on the traditional high temperature
kiln are low temperature dehumidifying kilns, which are more efficient for long periods
of drying, and vacuum kilns, typically used with thick pieces of high quality hardwood
(Simpson, 1983).
1.6. Modelling the drying process
The advantages of a mathematical approach to designing kiln schedules over empirical
trial and error were recognised as early as 1925 (Tuttle, 1925). Initial drying models
were based on diffusion in one dimension using Fick’s second law, which was used
both above and below fibre saturation (Bateman et al., 1939). However, timber was
rapidly recognised as a material to which advances in the general theory of drying
could be applied (Sherwood, 1929a), and benefited from advances in this area.
A significant step, for example, was the extension of simple Fickian diffusion to
include interactions between multiple phases (Philip et al., 1957; Luikov, 1966). These
initial formulations were the basis of a number of models that describe the drying pro-
cess in wood(Comini et al., 1976; Avramidis et al., 1992; Nijdam et al., 2000; Martinovic´
et al., 2001; Dedic et al., 2003). In general the models use diffusion to transport bound
water, capillary action to transport liquid water, and a combination of convection and
diffusion to transport water vapour (Di Blasi, 1998).
Another major advance occurred with the mathematically rigorous macroscopic
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description of multiphase transport in porous media provided by Whitaker (1977).
This description was based on microscopic conservation equations averaged over a
representative volume element. The approach differed from previous models that had
assumed a slightly modified continuum description could be applied to wood and
other porous materials (Whitaker, 1977). Since its publication, many wood drying
models have been been based around this set of partial differential equations (Plumb
et al., 1985; Perre, 1987; Michel et al., 1987; Perre et al., 1991; Ferguson et al., 1996; Perré
et al., 1999; Eriksson et al., 2007).
Perré (2010) suggested that (Whitaker, 1977) has incorrectly assumed thermodynamic
equilibrium at the pore-scale. In the absence of this equilibrium a multiscale approach
is required whereby macro- and microscale phenomena are coupled in both directions
(Perré, 2010). Such multiscale approaches to modelling are becoming increasingly com-
mon in wood science. For example, models that account for a number of length scales
have been used to investigate the hygro-mechanical properties of softwood(Harrington,
2002; Gloimuller et al., 2012), moisture transport above (Zillig, 2009) and below (Eitel-
berger et al., 2011) the fibre saturation point, and drying of timber stacks (Perré et al.,
2006; Perré, 2010).
Inherent in multiscale models of wood mechanics and moisture transport is the con-
cept of material heterogeneity. Although heterogeneity is increasingly being included
in drying models (Perré, 2002; Nasrallah et al., 1988; Nijdam et al., 2000) the need for
an accurate description of the pore space is becoming increasingly apparent (Blunt,
2001). For example, angled edges and internal corners within pores, like those found at
the ends of tracheids, extend free water connectivity to a lower moisture content than
was previously supposed(Salin, 2008). Accounting for pore geometry is considered a
key step in the development of predictive—as opposed to empirical—models (Blunt,
2001; Perré, 2011).
Accurate representations of the porous microstructure of wood have two important
computational implications (Perré, 2011). Firstly, discretisation of the microstructure
must be correspondingly accurate. Secondly, interfaces within the complex microstruc-
ture need to be tracked. Both of these pose challenges for traditional continuum
approaches to fluid modelling.
One promising computational technique for overcoming these issues is the lattice
Boltzmann method (S. Chen et al., 1991; H. Chen et al., 1992; S. Chen et al., 1998; Raabe,
2004), a mesoscopic approach that simulates statistical disbutions of particles on a
regular grid. The lattice Boltzmann method evolved out of lattice gas models (Frisch
et al., 1986; Qian et al., 1992), which are a means of solving field equations (such as the
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Navier-Stokes equation for viscous fluid flow) using cellular automata. Lattice gases can
be used, for example, to simulate sorption hysteresis in porous media (Papadopoulou
et al., 1992). But lattice gasses suffer from a number of drawbacks, including statistical
noise (Qian et al., 1992). The lattice Boltzmann model is an improvement on these:
it has at its heart a velocity discretisation of the Boltzmann equation, which is a
statistical description of particle interactions (Succi et al., 1991; Qian et al., 1992). In
addition to simulating water dynamics, the lattice Boltzmann method is also popular
for modelling immiscible fluids (Gunstensen et al., 1991) such as oil/water systems.
Other applications include thermal flows (Prasianakis et al., 2007) and acoustics (Viggen,
2009).
There are a number of reasons why the lattice Boltzmann method is particularly
suited to modelling multiple phases in porous media. Firstly, complex microstruc-
tures can be included through a simple boundary condition known as bounceback
(Rohde et al., 2003). Second, lattice Boltzmann models automatically track fluid-vapour
interfaces without the need to treat each fluid independently (Zalzale et al., 2012).
Finally, calculations are local to each node on the lattice, making the method inherently
parallelisable (i.e. can be run across multiple compute nodes).
To-date there have only been a handful of studies that apply the lattice Boltzmann
method to moisture in wood. Valli et al. (2002) modelled single phase flow through
a bordered pit, with unresolved porosity in the pit membrane accounted for by the
Brinkman equation (Spaid et al., 1997). Frank et al. (2010) used the pseudo-potential
model by Shan et al. (1993) to study capillary invasion of hardwood vessels. Both Frank
et al. (2010) and Valli et al. (2002) can be considered case studies that demonstrated the
application of lattice Boltzmann methods to wood. By contrast, the focus of work by
(Mendoza et al., 2010) was on the development of a novel lattice Boltzmann model for
simulating miscible flow mixtures in anisotropic porous media. Mendoza et al. (2010)
demonstrated their model by simulating the penetration of a water-adhesive mixture
into softwood. Nevertheless, to-date there have been no LB studies of multiphase
moisture movement in a realistic wood microstructure that accounts for cell wall
semi-permeability. Accounting for this semi-permeability is essential to an accurate
description of sorption dynamics below the FSP.
1.7. Measuring moisture in wood
A crucial part of modelling physical processes is validating them against suitable
experimental data. In the case of modelling moisture in wood, that means measuring
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changes in moisture content as the material responds to varying environmental con-
ditions. Traditionally, gravimetric techniques have been the most common method of
measuring the moisture content (Choong et al., 1969; Kravka et al., 1999; Pearson et al.,
2013). Gravimetry involves calculating moisture content by weighing wet and oven-dry
specimens, or samples taken from these. Although very accurate, gravimetry cannot
distinguish between bound and free water. It can only provide a spatial resolution as
fine as the samples can be cut. Being a destructive technique, gravimetry cannot be
used for time-course studies.
Electrical tests are also commonly used to measure moisture content. These methods
are based on correlations between the electrical properties of wood, determined via
two electrodes, and its moisture content. Electrical tests are non-destructive but can
only offer quantitative information below the FSP (Bergman, 2010). Further, the tests
are imprecise, and cannot capture moisture profiles within the wood.
Conventional methods of measuring moisture in wood are therefore limited in their
ability to investigate transport processes. However the are three modern techniques that
are capable of the non-destructive, high resolution, time-course measurements required
to study moisture movement in wood. These are X-ray computed tomography, neutron
imaging, and nuclear magnetic resonance. X-ray CT produces a three-dimensional
image of a sample using a number of radiographs taken from different angles. Each
radiograph records spatially-resolved attenuation of X-ray photons by the sample in
that particular direction. The sample is rotated between radiographs such that the total
angular displacement is 360◦ about the rotation axis, using upwards of 1000 projections.
A reconstruction alorithm combines the 2D radiographs into a 3D image. 2D slices
(tomograms) can then be taken from within this 3D image to measure internal details
of the sample. However, X-ray attenuation is based on the chemical composition and
density of a material. The attenuation coefficients of wood and water are very similar
to one another (Suuronen et al., 2013), which leads to difficulties locating moisture in
wood without the use of contrast agents. Further, unlike wood and water, bound and
free water have an identical composition and density making them indistinguishable
with X-rays. For the same reason stagnant and flowing free water in saturated lumina
appear the same, so imaging flow with X-ray CT requires the use of tracers.
Neutron imaging uses a neutron beam to measure attenuation in a sample similarly
to X-ray CT, and can produce both 2D radiographs and 3D images. Whereas X-ray
photons interact with the electron shells around an atom, neutrons are scattered by
atomic nuclei. This leads to a much greater difference in attenuation between hydrogen
and other common elements when using neutrons instead of X-rays (Nakanishi et al.,
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1997). Over 90% of neutron attenuation by wood can be attributed to hydrogen alone
(Mannes et al., 2010). As with X-ray CT, detection of flow and diffusion in saturated
lumina requires a tracer. Similarly, bound water and free water cannot be distinguished
in saturated lumina. However, the sensitivity to hydrogen means that diffusion of
bound water below the FSP can be measured (Sonderegger et al., 2010). From a
logistical perspective neutron beamlines are rare, and experimental time on each must
be distributed among a wide range of different projects. Beamlines are also immobile,
which limits the sample sizes and experimental conditions that can be tested.
Magnetic atomic nuclei such as the hydrogen 1H precess in a magnetic field at a
characteristic frequency. NMR experiments place these nuclei in a static magnetic field
and apply radio-frequency (RF) pulses at a characteristic (resonant) frequency. The
RF pulses move the 1H precession out of equilibrium and the NMR experiment then
measures the response as equilibrium is restored. The signal decay and the return
to equilibrium are distinct processes by which the nuclei return to low-energy states,
and both of these processes provide information on the dynamics of the nuclei within
the sample. The return to equilibrium with the static magnetic field is spin-lattice
relaxation and is governed by a time constant T1. By contrast, the measured signal
decays due to spin-spin relaxation and is governed by a separate time constant, T2. A
1H nucleus in bulk water relaxes exponentially with both T1 and T2 on the order of
several seconds. However, the relaxation time of that same nucleus changes significantly
when constrained by a pore, thin film or surface (Zimmerman et al., 1957; Brownstein
et al., 1977; D’Orazio et al., 1990). This information on relaxation processes allows
NMR to distinguish between bound and free nuclei, which it does non-destructively. It
also allows NMR to characterise the internal structure of a material based on the fluid
behaviour within different pore geometries (Hollewand et al., 1994). Multi-exponential
relaxation occurs in materials such as wood with a distribution of pore sizes, where the
contribution of each fluid population depends on the surface-to-volume ratio of its local
environment (D’Orazio et al., 1989). Averaging between the two relaxation processes
also indicates the exchange of nuclei between bound and free water populations in
different reservoirs within the cell (Cox et al., 2010). The flexibility in distinguishing
between bound and free water, plus the ability to non-destructively image sections in
arbitary planes using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) techniques, justifies the use
of NMR in this thesis.
NMR has proven a valuable addition to the wood science toolkit since it was first
applied to the material in the latter half of the 19th century (Shaw et al., 1950; Nanassy,
1973; Nanassy, 1974). Studies of T2 in softwoods indicate the presence of three distinct
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populations of 1H nuclei: a very short component on the order of 10 µs to 50 µs is
associated with the solid wood itself (Riggin et al., 1979; Quick et al., 1990); another
component on the order of 1 ms to 10 ms is present at both above and below the fibre
saturation point is associated with bound water and water in small pores (Labbé et al.,
2006; Whittall et al., 1989); a third component with much longer relaxation times from
10 ms to 100 ms that is only observed above FSP arises from free water in cell lumina
(Menon et al., 1989; Araujo et al., 1993; Labbé et al., 2006). The bound water NMR
signal amplitude, which provides information on the quantity of nuclei present in a
population, and T2 relaxation time both increase with moisture content up to the FSP
(Araujo et al., 1994), at which point the cell walls are fully saturated. If the moisture
content continues to increase above the FSP, a corresponding increase in the free water
amplitude can be detected. The T2 of free water depends on lumen diameter so, for
example, wider cells such as earlywood tracheids have a longer relaxation time than
narrower latewood tracheids (Menon et al., 1989). Similarly to T2 , T1indicates distinct
1H nuclei populations in wood (Whittall et al., 1989), of which the fluid populations
have a relaxation time on the order of 10 ms to 100 ms or greater (Y. Xu et al., 1996).
Hardwoods differ slightly from softwoods on account of their more heterogeneous
anatomy. In addition to a solid wood T2 component hardwoods have: a shorter bound
water T2, on the order of 1 ms to 3 ms; a T2 component associated with fibres and
parenchyma in the range 10 ms to 100 ms, and a long component above 100 ms due to
the wide-diameter vessels. (Elder et al., 2006; Windt et al., 2006; Almeida et al., 2007).
NMR also permits the internal structure and moisture distributions within wood to
be probed non-destructively in multiple dimensions. Hall et al. (1986) and Wang et al.
(1986) carried out the the first MRI experiments on wood, producing 2D moisture maps.
More quantitative experiments have followed, for example: Kowalczuk et al. (2019)
assessed the shrinkage rates of waterlogged archaeological hardwood, with a focus on
the dynamics of conservation solutions. Johannessen et al. (2006) used 1D low-field
NMR profiles to measure annual ring size in Pinus sylvestris.Dvinskikh et al. (2011)
used 1D profiles to measure the impact of surface treatments on the spatial distribution
of moisture in Picea abies exposed to different levels of relative humidity. Gezici-Koç
et al. (2017) also used 1D profiles but focused on the relaxation dynamics (rather than
signal magnitude) during low-temperature isothermal drying and wetting. Gezici-Koç
et al. (2017) studied a softwood (Pinus sylvestris) and two hardwoods (Quercus petrea
and Tectona grandis), finding that internal transport was the limiting factor for both
drying and wetting rates. By contrast, Jones (2012) monitored the drying of timber at an
elevated temperature with 1D NMR profiles and noted that drying was limited by the
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evaporative flux. The tangential and radial directions experience similar drying rates
and surface conditions, while drying in the longitudinal direction was significantly
faster (Jones, 2012). Žlahticˇ Zupanc et al. (2019) imaged water uptake in five species
of wood during dynamic moisture cycles designed to simulate rainfall, using both 1D
and 3D pulse sequences. With 1 cm3 specimens, Pinus sylvestris sapwood increased in
moisture content by 66% during 1 h of immersion and Picea abies by 46%; by contrast
Pinus sylvestris heartwood only increased by 20% moisture content (Žlahticˇ Zupanc
et al., 2019). Almeida et al. (2008) combined MRI with a pressure chamber to image free
water during the longitudinal emptying of softwood tracheids. A softwood (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) cylinder with a diameter of 17 mm and a length of 20 mm was exposed to
nitrogen at 500 kPa. The latewood tracheids emptied first, and earlywood tracheids
only drained once the entire band of latewood cells was empty. Almeida et al. (2008)
hypothesise that this is because the structure of latewood pits prevents them closing in
response to the pressure gradient. Interestingly, ray paranchyma showed little drainage
in response to the pressure gradient and the authors point to this as evidence of ray
parenchyma impermeability in Douglas fir. But there is evidence from other softwood
species that rays are an important flow pathway in softwoods, although their action
depends on the hydraulic conductivity of cross-field pits (Wiberg et al., 1999)
1.8. Measuring wood structure
A digital representation of xylem structure is needed for accurate fluid simulations,
as the behaviour of moisture in a porous medium has a strong dependence on pore-
scale geometry (Blunt, 2001). There are two techniques that can capture the three-
dimensional microstructure of wood with a high-enough resolution for fluid modelling.
The first uses microscopy to record 2D images, and introduces depth information by
removing thin slices with a microtome between each image. The sample must be moved
between images to compensate for material removed with the microtome. Software
reconstruction combines the 2D images into a 3D model.
Although this method has been used successfully to generate the geometry for a flow
model of water in wood (Frank et al., 2010), a key limitation is the destructive nature
of the process. The vertical resolution due to the microtome slice thickness is much
lower than the spatial resolution that can be achieved with microscopy, this technique
can only capture microstructural changes in one dimension. For example, it would be
difficult to build a 3D model that accurately included cell wall pitting.
The preferred method is therefore to produce 3D images non-destructively with X-ray
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CT. This is an increasingly common technique in wood science (Bucur, 2003; Derome
et al., 2012a; Derome et al., 2012b; Van den Bulcke et al., 2013). The difference in X-ray
attenuation between wood and air is much more significant than that between wood
and water (Suuronen et al., 2013), so drying samples improves contrast. Reconstruction
of X-ray radiographs into a 3D image produces a digital model suitable for flow
simulations. Importantly, structural features are included regardless of orientation.
Standard medical X-ray scanners are not capable of resolving cells in wood. Instead,
X-ray microtomography (micro-CT) must be used, which takes advantage of the smaller
focal spot achievable with microfocal X-ray tube or synchrotron sources (Landis et al.,
2010). Both sources can achieve a resolution on the order of micrometres, although
recent advances have acheived submicron voxel sizes (Van den Bulcke et al., 2013;
Dierick et al., 2014). Although synchrotron sources provide a more more intense beam,
which improves the signal-to-noise ratio and reduces scan times, they are rare, complex,
and expensive to use (Suuronen et al., 2013). Further, the increased photon flux can
burn the sample. The availability and low cost of X-ray tube sources makes them an
ideal solution for capturing wood microstructures. Scan time is less of an issue for this
application than it would be if measuring moisture movement.
X-ray micro-CT has recently been used to study vessel size in oak (Quercus robur)
and beech (Fagus sylvatica) (Steppe et al., 2004); bordered pits in mature Norway spruce
heartwood (Trtik et al., 2007) and the micro-structure of hybrid Aspen (Populus tremula
× tremuloides Michx.) fibers (Svedström et al., 2012) and more recently Sitka spruce
(Picea sitchensis) Reynolds et al. (2018).
1.9. Summary
In summary, this thesis aims to understand the water dynamics in wood using a lattice
Boltzmann description of sorption, with microstructural information derived from
X-ray CT experiments and experimental validation of sorption using NMR. Specific
objectives are: to create a digital description of softwood microstructure using X-ray
CT that is suitable for inclusion in a lattice Boltzmann model; to create a multiphase
(liquid-vapour), multiscale lattice Boltzmann model for the purpose of running sorption
simulations in softwood with the explicit inclusion of sorption in cell wall material and
transport through pits; and to validate the lattice Boltzmann sorption simulations using
NMR imaging experiments on drying and wetting pieces of softwood.
The thesis makes an important contribution to the body of work on models of
moisture movement in wood by extending the current lattice Boltzmann method to
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include multiphase flow within semi-permeable cell walls. This is essential to capturing
sorption dynamics below the FSP. An accurate model of these dynamics has significant
potential to improve our understanding of a number of processes related to timber
and to living trees. Future work can be based on this LB model to investigate topics
such as: the response of wood products to varying environmental conditions as they
are processed; the penetration of preservatives into dry wood; and to understand the
response of tracheids within the living tree to fluctuations in moisture content.
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2. Theory
2.1. Introduction
This chapter presents the theoretical basis behind the three key methodologies used
in this thesis. The lattice Boltzmann (LB) method is treated first, starting with the
basic LB algorithm used to simulate a single-phase fluid in a homogeneous medium.
A description of the more advanced LB methods for modelling multiphase flow in
semipermeable media follows. The second methodology covered is X-ray Computed
Tomography (X-ray CT), and the acquisition and reconstruction of X-ray CT volumes
is outlined. The third methodology is Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). The basic
principles of NMR are introduced along with the basic free-induction decay and Carr-
Purcell-Meiboom-Gill echo train experiments. A discussion of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) follows.
2.2. Lattice Boltzmann methods
2.2.1. Single fluid, homogenous media
The lattice Boltzmann method is a computational fluid dynamics technique for solving
the continuum partial differential equations of fluid transport, most importantly the
Navier-Stokes equation. The lattice Boltzmann method uses a finite difference scheme
to solve a velocity discretisation of the Boltzmann equation (S. Chen et al., 1998)
fi(r+ ci∆t, t + ∆t)− fi(r, t) = Ωi( f (r, t)) (2.1)
where the particle distribution function fi(r, t) represents a fluid packet at lattice
node r, at time t, moving with velocity ci. Velocities are discretised along the lattice
directions i and have a magnitude of |ci| = ∆x/∆t, where ∆x is the node spacing
and ∆t the lattice time-step. ∆x and ∆t are usually set to unity. The left-hand side
of Equation (2.1) represents the motion of fluid packets between nodes, referred to
as streaming. The right-hand side of Equation (2.1) controls the interactions between
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.1.: The lattice Boltzmann streaming and collision processes: (a) the velocity-discretised distri-
bution functions are represented as arrows on a lattice node; (b) the collision step relaxes
distribution functions towards an equilibrium f eqi according to the collision operator Ωi; (c)
the streaming step moves distribution functions to adjacent nodes based on their associated
velocity vector ci.
fluid packets at a node, known as collision. The particle distribution functions at a
node r relax towards some equilibrium according to the collision operator Ωi, which is
dependent only on the distribution functions at that node.
The processes of collision and streaming are visualised in Figure 2.1 for a 2D array
of nine nodes (black dots). The fluid distributions are shown as black arrows for the
central node. Note that only eight arrows are shown because the velocity associated
with one of the lattice directions has a velocity c1 = 0 (see also Table 2.1). The
initial distribution functions are shown in Figure 2.1a, where the length of an arrow
indicates the contribution of that fluid packet to the total fluid density at the node.
The distribution functions in Figure 2.1a are symmetrical around the central node and
indicate a fluid at rest. In Figure 2.1b (collision) the set of nine distributions have
relaxed towards an equilibrium defined by the collision operator Ωi. In the presence of
suitable boundary conditions this equilibrium leads to an asymmetry in the distribution
functions. Thus, when the fluid packets are moved along their respective lattice vectors
to the next node in Figure 2.1c (streaming), the net movement is a flow from left to right.
After streaming the collision process is repeated for the new distribution functions at
the central node (and independently at all other nodes).
A very common simplification of the collision operator Ωi follows the Bhatnagar-
Gross-Krook (BGK) formulation (Qian et al., 1992) where distribution functions relax
towards an equilibrium distribution f eqi (r, t) at a single rate τ. This simplification,
known as lattice BGK (LBGK), has a collision operator (Qian et al., 1992)
Ωi = − 1
τ
(
fi(r, t)− f eqi (r, t)
)
. (2.2)
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Table 2.1.: The D2Q9 velocity discretisation has two velocity components cx and cy, with corresponding
lattice weights wi
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
cx 0 1 0 -1 0 1 -1 1 -1
cy 0 0 1 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1
wi 49
1
9
1
9
1
9
1
9
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
For an isothermal incompressible flow, τ is linked to the kinematic viscosity according
to ν = c2s (τ − ∆t/2), where cs = ∆x/
(
∆t
√
3
)
is the lattice sound speed. The BGK
collision operator is most stable when τ = 1, corresponding to a viscosity of ν = 1/6,
but can be used in the range 0 < τ < 2 (Qian et al., 1992).
The equilibrium that distribution functions relax towards is f eqi (r, t), chosen to recover
the desired flow physics. For single-phase fluid flow according to the Navier-Stokes
equations the equilibrium distribution functions are (H. Chen et al., 1992)
f eqi (r, t) = ωiρ
(
1 +
u? · ci
c2s
+
(u? · ci)2
2c4s
− u
? · u?
2c2s
)
(2.3)
where u? is the microscopic fluid velocity (equal to the macroscopic continuum velocity
u, unless forcing is applied). Lattice weightings ωi depend on the particular velocity
discretisation, and are chosen to ensure isotropy (Viggen, 2009). Macroscopic fluid
properties are calculated from the distribution functions. Density and momentum are
(S. Chen et al., 1998)
ρ(r, t) =∑
i
fi(r, t), (2.4)
ρ(r, t)u(r, t) =∑
i
fi(r, t)ci(r, t), (2.5)
respectively. Note that density in 2D models has units of surface mass area. In lattice
units these are [LB mass units] per [LB lattice unit]2, or mu lu−2.
A wide range of possible velocity discretisations exist for lattice Boltzmann methods.
These are referred to by the number of spatial dimensions (D) and discretised velocities
(Q). The most common two-dimensional discretisation uses nine velocities, and is
referred to as D2Q9. This discretisation uses the lattice velocities (cx and cy) and
weightings wi given in Table 2.1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.2.: The bounceback boundary condition, used as a first-order approximation to the no-slip
condition: a) distribution functions at fluid nodes prior to streaming; b) after streaming the
distribution functions are now on solid nodes; c) the bounceback step reverses the velocity
of the distribution functions; d) the distribution functions after being relaxed towards
equilibrium (collision) and streamed back into the fluid at the next timestep. Bounceback
simulates a wall midway between the fluid and solid nodes, at the point where the velocities
~ci and~cı˜ cancel one another.
2.2.2. Boundary conditions
The simplest lattice Boltzman boundary condition is a periodic boundary, often used
for fluid boundaries. Here, fluid packets that leave one face of the domain re-enter
instantaneously on the opposite face. For solid boundaries the no-slip condition at solid
walls can be implemented efficiently using a boundary condition known as bounceback,
illustrated in Figure 2.2. No-slip implies the velocity component of flow parallel to the
surface is zero. Bounceback modifies the streaming step for solid nodes by reversing
the direction of incoming fluid packets, according to
fi(r+ ci∆t, t + ∆t) = f ı˜ (r, t) (2.6)
where the velocity ci = −cı˜. This reversal leads to a first-order approximation of a wall
with no-slip halfway between the solid and fluid nodes at the point where the two
velocities ci and cı˜ cancel. Reversing just the velocity component normal to the surface
would lead to mirror-like reflection and a slip boundary at the halfway position. More
complex bounceback schemes have been devised that make the effective boundary
coincident with the solid nodes rather than at the halfway position (Ziegler, 1993).
Boundaries can also be used to drive the fluid flow. As the lattice Boltzmann method
is based on the kinetic theory of gases, pressure and density are linked by the ideal gas
law,
P = c2sρ. (2.7)
A pressure gradient can therefore be applied across the domain by setting constant
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density boundary conditions, where the inlet is at ρin = ρ+ δρ and the outlet is at
ρout = ρ− δρ. Fluid will then flow across the domain, driven by the pressure gradient.
2.2.3. Multiphase LB
A number of methods have been proposed for simulating multiple phases in lattice
Boltzmann models (see e.g. Raabe (2004) for an overview). A distinction is drawn
between multiphase models that contain, for example, water liquid and vapour, and
multicomponent models that contain two separate liquids such as oil and gas or oil
and water.
The chromodynamic approach (Gunstensen, 1992) segregates fluid particles according
to their type, or ‘colour’, and is designed for use with immiscible fluids such as oil and
water. The free-energy approach proposed by (Swift et al., 1995; Swift et al., 1996) is
a more thermodynamically consistent approach to simulating multiphase fluids, but
comes at the cost of increased complexity. The Shan-Chen pseudo-potential model
(Shan et al., 1993; Shan et al., 1995) combines a non-ideal equation of state with an
interaction potential between particles to control the dynamics of neighbouring fluid
packets. It is particularly suited to simulating single component, multiphase simulations
where phase separation and sorption are of interest—like those occuring in porous
media such as wood.
Up until now an ideal gas equation of state has been assumed, which links pressure
and density according to Equation (2.7). This is a monotonic function that only allows
a single phase to exist at any one time. To allow phase separation in the Shan-Chen
approach a Van der Waals equation of state is used that defines pressure as a non-
monotonic function of density, and takes the form of (Sukop et al., 2004)
P =
ρ
3
+ 4G f f
[
ψ(ρ)2
]
, (2.8)
where G f f is the strength of the fluid-fluid interaction force and the potential function
is
ψ(ρ) = ψ0 exp
(
−ρ0
ρ
)
, (2.9)
which is controlled by the parameters ψ0 and ρ0. Sukop et al. (2004) suggest using
ψ0 = 4 and ρ0 = 200, which results in the equation of state shown in Figure 2.3. The
critical value of the force parameter is Gcritt = −3.85. Above Gcrit the equation of state
becomes a monotonic function of density, and only one phase can exist. Below Gcrit two
phases can co-exist. Note that the slope of Figure 2.3 indicates that the liquid phase is
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Figure 2.3.: The non-ideal Van der Waals equation of state described by Figure 2.3 for different values
of G. The critical value of the interparticle force parameter is Gcrit = 3.85.
more compressible than the vapour phase: a limitation of this particular equation of
state.
The Shan-Chen fluid-fluid interparticle force F f f is implemented as Shan et al. (1993)
F f f (r, t) = G f fψ(r, t)
9
∑
i=2
wiψ(r+ ci, t)ci (2.10)
where the weighting factor wi is 0 for the rest particles, 4 for lattice velocities i = 2, 3, 4, 5
and 1 for velocities i = 6, 7, 8, 9. ci are the D2Q9 lattice velocities. A negative value of G
produces an attractive liquid-vapour force F f f .
2.10 only represents fluid-fluid interaction. Solid-fluid interactions are governed by an
adsorption force, calculated with Sukop et al. (2004)
Fs f (r, t) = Gs f ρ(r, t)
9
∑
i=1
wis(r+ ci)ci (2.11)
where the function s is 1 if the node at r + ci is solid, and zero everywhere else.
The higher Gs f is, the greater the wettability of the surface. Both the fluid-fluid and
fluid-solid forces can be easily included in the lattice Boltzmann model by altering the
velocity calculation to
u =
1
ρ ∑i=2
9 fici +
τF f f
ρ
+
τFs f
ρ
(2.12)
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where fi are the particle distribution functions and τ is the relaxation time.
2.2.4. Effective media
A key feature of wood cell walls is their permeability. The adsorption of water by
the amorphous hemicellulose matrix, and its subsequent internal diffusion, is directly
responsible for the reduction in mechanical properties and increase in volume that
occurs with increasing bound water content. In any multiscale model there must be
limit to the level of structural detail that is included. Therefore, the cell wall material
will be modelled as a semipermeable material without directly considering the origins
of the property. This is known as the effective media approach (Burganos et al., 1987),
whereby ‘effective’ parameters are assigned to unresolved regions of the geometry
In this project effective media will be modelled using the partial bounceback method
(Dardis et al., 1998; Walsh et al., 2009). Partial bounceback uses an effective media
parameter σ(r) to control the proportion of a fluid packet that is reflected by a semi-
permeable, or gray, node. The resulting behaviour is a combination of fluid-fluid
collision and fluid-solid bounceback. The basic lattice Boltzmann algorithm is modified
for gray nodes according to (Zalzale et al., 2013)
fi (r+ ci∆t, t + ∆t) = (1− σ(r)) f eqi (r, t) + σ(r) f ı˜ (r, t) (2.13)
where the effective media parameter is 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1, with the upper and lower limits
corresponding to solid and fluid nodes, respectively. The additional partial bounceback
step is added to the end of the basic stream-bounceback-collide algorithm.
(McDonald et al., 2016) recently incorporated partial bounceback into a multiphase
Shan-Chen model. The fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interparticle forces, given in Equa-
tion (2.10) and Equation (2.11) respectively, are combined at a lattice node, with each
being weighted according to the effective media parameter at that node. The total force
is then (McDonald et al., 2016)
F = (1− σ)Gψ(r, t)
9
∑
i=2
wi(1− σ)ψ(r+ ci∆t, t) (2.14)
+σGψ(r, t)
9
∑
i=2
wiσψ′(r+ ci∆t, t). (2.15)
where the fluid-fluid potential ψ is given in Equation (2.9) and the solid-fluid potential
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ψ′ is described by (McDonald et al., 2016)
ψ′ = ψ0 exp
(
− ρ0
ρsp
)
(2.16)
with ρsp an effective solid density.
2.3. X-ray Computed Tomography
2.3.1. Absorption contrast X-ray radiography
The basic principle underlying absorption X-ray CT is that of differential X-ray ab-
sorption/transmission by different atomic elements. In general the fewer electrons an
element contains, the less it will absorb X-ray photons. The Lambert-Beer law (Beer,
1852) describes the ratio of detected I to emitted I0 photons when a specimen is placed
between an monochromatic X-ray source and a detector as
I = I0 exp−µd, (2.17)
where µ is the linear attenuation coefficient and d is the thickness of the specimen along
the ray path. µ is a function of the atomic number of the specimen material and the
X-ray wavelength. The mass attenuation coefficient µm is independent of the state of the
material and can be calculated using the specimen density ρ according to
µm =
µ
ρ
, (2.18)
The Lambert-Beer law Equation (2.17) can therefore be written
I = I0 exp−µρd (2.19)
to give the attenuation per unit mass for a single homogeneous material. Experimen-
tally, I0 is measured in photons per second by acquiring a radiograph with no specimen
in the field of view of the detector. I is a radiograph acquired with the specimen in the
field of view. The difference between these images is the final corrected radiograph
τ = µd.
If the specimen material contains N elements, the contribution of individual atomic
species to attenuation is dictated by their gravimetric proportion wi:
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µ =
N
∑
i=1
wiµi. (2.20)
The elemental composition of wood cell walls is typically 6.0% H (µH ≈ 0.4 cm2g−1),
50.0% C (µC ≈ 2 cm2g−1)and 43.0% O (µO ≈ 7 cm2g−1) (Hubbell et al., 1995; Fengel
et al., 2011). Therefore the overall mass attenuation coeffficient of wood is µwood =
4 cm2g−1. Note that the elemental composition of water is 11.% H and 88.9% O so
µwater ≈ 6 cm2g−1: this is 50% larger than µwood so any water will tend to obscure wood
in X-ray radiographs. Therefore, specimens should be as dry as possible for imaging
cellular structure.
2.3.2. Computed tomography and reconstruction
Computed tomography is the process of converting multiple radiographs into a three-
dimensional representation of a specimen. A number of X-ray radiographs (projections)
are taken with the specimen oriented at different angles about an axis (typically the
vertical axis, and typically on the order of 100s of projections). The signal to noise
ratio can be increased by taking multiple projections at the same angle, but the more
projections that are taken the longer the total acquisition duration. A reconstruction
algorithm is then used to calculate the spatial variation in specimen density from the
integrated used to convert the 2D projections into a single 3D volume. The specific
details of reconstruction algorithms are out of the scope of this thesis, however, it is
worth noting that there a number of choices and these depend in part upon how the
X-ray beam was generated and detected. Example X-ray setups include parallel, fan,
cone and helical geometries.
2.4. Nuclear magnetic resonance
2.4.1. Basic principles
Spin- 12 nuclei such as
1H are rotating electric charges that act like magnetic dipoles. In
the presence of a magnetic field B, the magnetic moment ~µ of each nucleus precesses at
the angular Larmor frequency
ω = γB, (2.21)
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where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. This project is only concerned with the 1H nucleus,
for three reasons. Firstly, hydrogen is a key component of the moisture in wood.
Secondly, over 98% of hydrogen takes the form of the 1H isotope. Finally, 1H hydrogen
has the highest gyromagnetic ratio of any normally occurring nucleus. As will be
explained below, the NMR response is directly proportional to γ, which for 1H takes
the value 42.57 MHz T−1 (Newell et al., 2018).
Magnetic resonance experiments place an ensemble of nuclei in a fixed magnetic
field ~B0. The net magnetisation of this population is
~M =∑~µ. (2.22)
By convention the reference frame is dictated by this static field such that Bz = B0
and Bxy = 0. At equilibrium the longitudinal magnetisation is then Mz = ~M0 and
the transverse magnetisation Mxy = 0. ~M is then knocked out of equilibrium with ~B0
using a second field ~B1 that rotates in the transverse plane at the Larmor frequency
ω. The net field due to ~B0 and ~B1 is misaligned with the z-axis. Over time, precession
leads to ~M rotating away from the z-axis, such that Mz decreases and Mxy increases.
~M returns to equilibrium with B0 when the rotating field is switched off. The return
to equilibrium is characterised by two processes. Mz is restored by energy exchange
between spins and their environment. This is known as spin-lattice, or longitudinal,
relaxation and is described by
dMz
dt
= −Mz −M0
T1
, (2.23)
governed by the exponential time constant T1. Mxy, increased by the application of
the rotating field, reduces over time due to phase decoherence between spins. This
spin-spin, or transverse, relaxation occurs with a time constant T2, and is described by
dMxy
dt
= −Mxy
T2
. (2.24)
The Larmor frequency ω corresponds to the radiofrequency (RF) range of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Therefore a radio antenna (referred to as a coil) is used to
apply ~B1 in the xy-plane and to detect the relaxation response. However note that
the orientation of the coil means that only the transverse response of the spins can be
directly measured.
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2.4.2. Free induction decay
The basic NMR experiment is free induction decay (FID). A radiofrequency pulse is
applied to a specimen inside the coil for sufficient time to rotate ~M into the transverse
plane. A pulse of this length is know as a P90 because the magnetisation is rotated
90◦ away from the z-axis. When the rotating field is removed each spin emits RF
photons as it precesses about the static field ~B0, returning to equilibrium according to
Equations (2.23) and 2.24. Although the time constant governing the FID signal lifetime
is T?2 , this does not represent the true effects of transverse, or spin-spin, relaxation.
The observed relaxation is a convolution of decoherence arising from a non-uniform
magnetic field ∆Bm and from the actual relaxation process, where
1
T∗2
=
1
T∆Bm2
+
1
TTrue2
. (2.25)
2.4.3. CPMG
The effect of field inhomogeneities can be reversed without affecting the irreversible
transverse relaxation if the spins are flipped 180◦ by a P180 pulse (Hahn, 1950). For a
P180 pulse at t = τ after the P90, the FID signal returns at techo = 2τ because the spins
regain coherence under the reversed effects of ∆Bm. This is called a spin-echo and is
illustrated in Figure 2.4. However, ∆Bm will eventually cause decoherence once again
and the FID signal dies away again. Further P180 pulses can be applied to keep reversing
the effects of ∆Bm and generating a train of spin-echoes. Applying repeated P180 pulses
after the initial P90 is known as a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill pulse sequence (Carr et al.,
1954; Meiboom et al., 1958). The peak signal intensity is attenuated exponentially along
the echo train with a time constant TTrue2 .
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Figure 2.4.: Diagram of a Hahn echo. (A) a P90 about x′ rotates the bulk magnetisation into the
transverse plane; (B) ∆Bm causes spins to lose coherence and spread out; (C) a P180 about
y′ flips the spins and reverses the effect of ∆Bm (D). After a time techo the spins reach
coherence and the signal returns. The process (B) to (D) can be repeated until the signal
has decayed due to TTrue2 .
2.4.4. Magnetic resonance imaging
As explained previously, magnetic field inhomogeneities cause spatial variations in
resonant frequency that lead to spin-spin decoherence. However, if the variation in field
strength is known then it can be exploited to add spatial information to the returned
signal. One approach is to use a constant field gradient to produce a controlled change
in resonant frequency proportional to position within the sample in a process called
frequency encoding (Kunz, 1987). The frequency of a spin as a function of position is
given by
ω(~r) = γ~B0 + γ~g ·~r (2.26)
where~r is the position of a spin within the sample and ~g is the field gradient strength.
Frequency encoding is the typical method of acquiring one-dimensional profiles from a
specimen. Another use of field gradients is phase encoding: a second field gradient is
switched on for a short period to change the phase of precessing spins by an amount
linearly dependent on position. Two-dimensional data can be gathered by iterating the
phase gradient strength (or alternatively the duration of the short pulse) over a range of
values while acquiring successive frequency encoded measurements. The combination
of frequency and phase encoding is referred to as a 2D spin-warp imaging sequence
(Edelstein et al., 1980): a representative pulse sequence diagram is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5.: A 2D spin-warp pulse sequence diagram showing the B1 (RF), read gradient (gr) and phase
gradient (gp), pluse the resulting signal in the time domain. The P180 pulse creates a Hahn
echo centred at a time techo after the P90. The read gradient applies a frequency-encode pulse
before the P180, followed by a second pulse after the P180 to read out the signal. The phase
gradient steps from −gp towards +gp once each time the sequence is repeated.
The resulting signal in the time-domain is
S(t) =
∫
~r
ρ(~r)exp(iγg~rt)d~r, (2.27)
where the position-dependent 1H density is ρ(~r). A 2D Fourier transform is applied to
the data to produce a spin-density map in frequency-space:
I(ω) = ρ(~r) =
∫
t
S(t)exp(−iγg~rt)dt. (2.28)
The product γgt in Equation (2.27) defines the vector~k = γ~gt. The components of
~k correspond to the field gradients that produced each image dimension. Frequency-
encoding the data in the x-direction with a gradient of strength gx measures the sample
at x = n when kx = γgx(ntDW), where the dwell time spent acquiring each data point
is tDW . Therefore the kx component of~k depends on t = ntDW . For phase encoding
with a gradient gy in the y-direction, the point y = m is sampled when ky = γ(mgy)δ,
with δ the duration that the phase gradient is applied for. Thus, ky is controlled by
stepping the phase gradient strength as g = mgy. A 2D NMR dataset is therefore
acquired by varying t and g to sample the phase space determined by~k.
The pixel size δr in a reconstructed NMR image is controlled by the strength of
the read gradient gr, the number of read points n and the dwell time per point tdw
according to
∆r =
2pi
γgrntdw
. (2.29)
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The optimum echo time is TE = T2. If TE is greater than this the signal will decay
becore it can be imaged. If TE 2T∗2 or field inhomogeneity will dominate the applied
gradient gread and the image will be blurred. Note that the signal-to-noise ratio varies
with (∆r)2 so the number of scans must be quadrupled in order to double the image
resolution.
2.4.5. Slice selection
A third method of encoding spatial information is to selectively excite a slice of the
specimen—a process referred to as slice selection (Mansfield, 1977). A field gradient
is used to create position-dependent Larmor frequencies ω(~r) as per Equation (2.26),
with a direction chosen normal to the required slice plane. The bandwidth of ~B1 is
narrowed by increasing the pulse length (and compensating for the increased power
by reducing the amplitude). This ’soft’ RF pulse only excites spins for which ω(~r) is
close to γ~B1, and therefore only those spins are rotated into the transverse plane. By
contrast, off-resonance spins outside the slice remain close to equilibrium. The slice
thickness ds is controlled by the bandwidth of the soft pulse ∆ f and the slice gradient
strength gs, according to
ds =
2pi∆ f
γgs
. (2.30)
The shape of the soft RF pulse has a significant effect on which regions of the
specimen contribute to the detected signal. For example, the standard ’hard’ wideband
P90 pulse is rectangular and it’s Fourier transform has sidelobes that would weakly
excite additional slices above and below the target slice. An alternative is a Gaussian-
Figure 2.6.: A slice selective MRI pulse sequence. The slice gradient gs is applied alongside the soft RF
P90 and is followed immediately by a refocusing pulse
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shaped pulse, which removes the sidelobes, or, better, a sinc-shaped pulse for which the
Fourier transform is approximately rectangular. For a Gaussian function pulse shape
P(t) ≡ 1
σ
√
2pi
exp(
−t2
2σ2
), (2.31)
as used in this work, the slice width in units of distance is
∆r =
2
γgsσ
. (2.32)
2.5. Summary
Three methodologies are utilised in this thesis: the lattice Boltzmann method for fluid
simulations, X-ray CT for generating a description of the porous media within which
the fluid is simulated, and NMR experiments against which the fluid simulations
are validated. The lattice Boltzmann method used in the thesis builds on the basic
lattice BGK formulation, extending this to include multiple fluid phases according to
the Shan-Chen approach (Shan et al., 1993; Shan et al., 1995) and along the lines of
Sukop et al. (2004). Cell wall semi-permeability is added to the model by modifying
the basic LB bounceback boundary condition (Dardis et al., 1998; Walsh et al., 2009).
Experimental data to validate this model are obtained using a slice-selective magnetic
resonance imaging pulse sequence, with supporting data on T2 decay from CPMG
experiments.
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3. Materials and methods
3.1. Introduction
This chapter outlines the selection and processing of wood specimens measured with
three different imaging systems: the Nanowood X-ray micro-CT scanner at the Univer-
sity of Ghent (Section §3.2), the 60 MHz MRI system at Surrey University (Section §3.3)
and the Treehugger MRI system at Forest Research’s Northern Research Station (Sec-
tion §3.4). The three different imaging systems and their associated experimental
procedures are described for each study, the results of which are presented in Chapter
4 (X-ray CT) and Chapter 6 (NMR). NMR data processing methods are provided in
Section §3.5. Finally, Section §3.6 is a description of the lattice Boltzmann model
implementation used to generate the results in Chapter 7.
3.2. X-ray CT
3.2.1. Nanowood micro-CT scanner
The University of Ghent’s Nanowood X-ray micro-CT system (Van den Bulcke et al.,
2013; Dierick et al., 2014) was used to map and digitise softwood cellular structures. The
instrument, shown in Figure 3.1, is designed specifically for imaging wood at a range
of length scales, with two X-ray sources and two detectors that can be interchanged
using motorised stages. The closed-tube microfocus source (X1 in Figure 3.1) uses a
directional target and integrated high-voltage generator to achieve a spot diameter
of 5 µm at 130 kV and 39 W. The nanofocus source (X2 in Figure 3.1) can achieve a
positionally stable spot diameter of 400 nm at 100 kV and up to 3 W.
A 20× 20 cm amorphous silicon flat panel detector (D1 in Figure 3.1) is suitable for
larger specimens It is made up of 1920× 1536 127 µm square pixels with a detection
efficiency from 20 keV to 130 keV . For very small and weakly absorbing targets a
30× 25 mm2 CCD detector is used, which has 4000× 2667 7.4 µm square pixels, a peak
detector efficiency at 10 keV and an upper limit at 20 keV. The CCD is coupled to a
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Figure 3.1.: The University of Ghent’s Nanowood micro-CT scanner (Dierick et al., 2014), showing the
two X-ray sources (X1, X2), two detectors (D1, D2) and six motor stages for positioning
source, sample and detector (S1 to 6).
Gadox scintillator via a fibre-optic plate for protection from X-rays.
The source-specimen-detector alignment is controlled using additional motorised
stages: a magnification stage (S3 in Figure 3.1) moves the sample relative to the source
and detector; another stage (S4) sets the source-detector distance; a vertical postioning
stage (S5) aligns the sample vertically; an air-bearing rotation stage (S6) precisely sets the
the sample orientation for acquiring individual projections; and two micro-positioning
stages (S7 and S8) centre the imaging specimen above the rotation axis.
The Nanowood system was used to perform an exploratory study and a subsequent
tracheid morphology study.
3.2.2. Exploratory study
Specimen preparation
An exploratory study was designed to assess the capabilities of the scanner for imaging
three tree species: Pedunculate oak (Quercus robur), a ring-porous hardwood; European
beech (Fagus sylvatica), a diffuse-porous hardwood; and Norway spruce (Picea abies),
a softwood. Both juvenile and mature wood were examined in the spruce specimens.
The results of this study informed the choice of Norway spruce as the species to take
forward for a subsequent detailed anatomical study.
CT specimens were prepared prior to visiting the Nanowood faciltiy so as to
maximise flexibility while on-site. All specimens were taken from air-dried logs.
50× 50 mm batons were cut from the logs, with separate batons for the juvenile and
mature softwood. A range of specimens were then prepared, including 20 mm cubes
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Figure 3.2.: Norway spruce source material after dividing the 50× 50 mm batons into cubes. Juvenile
wood on the left; mature wood on the right.
(see Figure 3.2), 5× 50× 50 mm batons and millimetre-thick veneers. These specimens
were the approximate sizes required for low, medium and high (submicron) resolution
imaging. They were chosen to include a number of annual rings.
Once at the facility the specimens were cut to their final dimensions, oven-dried at
103 °C to constant-mass and mounted on specimen holders. The 20 mm cubes were
already an appropriate size for imaging at a 10 µm resolution, and were mounted using
a stiff foam support. The 5× 5× 50 mm batons for imaging at a 3 µm resolution were
shortened to a length of approximately 20 mm. These specimens were fixed with nail
polish to the end of 2 mm diameter graphite rods; the rods then slotted into the sample
holder on the scanner.
Specimens for submicron imaging were sliced from the veneers with a scalpel and
hand lens to achieve a cross section nominally no larger than 1× 1 mm (approximate
length 20 mm). The smaller the specimen the higher the achievable resolution, but the
harder it is to include the boundary of an annual ring, which is crucial for confidently
assigning a tissue type to the volume. Between 0.5× 0.5 mm and 1× 1 mm worked best,
although spruce juvenile wood was pushing the upper limit of this due its wide rings.
A number of specimens were prepared in this way for each species in order to maximise
the chance of success. The submicron specimens were mounted on 0.5 mm diameter
graphite rods with nail polish. In between oven-drying and imaging all specimens were
stored in a dessicator jar containing silica gel.
Imaging parameters
Scan parameters for each of the displayed specimens are given in Table 3.1. The CT
data was processed using Octopus Reconstruction software (version 8.8.2.7). Lower-
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resolution images (3.2 µm to 10 µm voxel size) were noise, spot- and ring-filtered as
radiograms, spot-filtered again as sinograms, and finally normalised. High-resolution
images (0.8 µm voxel sizes) were spot-filtered, corrected for sample shift and had a
phase-contrast algorithm applied (Paganin et al., 2002; Boone et al., 2009). Phase-
contrast improves detection of fine detail, particularly thin earlywood cell walls.
3.2.3. Tracheid morphology study
Specimen preparation
The tracheid morphology study focused on capturing both bordered pits and entire
tracheids in spruce juvenile wood. The imaging specimen came from a Norway spruce
tree growing in an even-aged single-species plantation in North Wales (OS grid SJ055527)
(Gill-Moreno et al., 2016). A veneer of approximately 0.5 mm× 30 mm× 50 mm was cut
from a thicker section of kiln-dried juvenile corewood using a band saw. A specimen for
imaging was then cut from the veneer with a scalpel. The nominal specimen dimensions
were 0.5 mm× 1.0 mm× 12 mm. The sample deliberately included the transition from
early- to latewood within an annual ring. Before imaging with the CT scanner the
specimen was oven dried to constant mass at 103 °C and mounted longitudinally on a
perspex support using nail polish.
Imaging parameters
A 2.5 µm voxel resolution was chosen as a tradeoff between the high resolution needed
to capture bordered pits and the wide field-of-view required to see the gradual
earlywood-latewood transition. Eight scans were taken at different longitudinal posi-
tions to increase the number of entire tracheids in the total volume. Each scan used a
nanofocus 3 W transmission source operating at 70 kV. A CCD detector with a 7.4 µm
pixel size captured 1001 projections at a 500 ms exposure time. The eight separate scans
were reconstructed similarly to the exploratory study using Octopus 8.9 (Vlassenbroeck
et al., 2007). The separate reconstructed CT volumes were then aligned and stitched
longitudinally into a single dataset.
The full CT dataset contains a specimen volume of 0.9× 2.3× 9.6 mm. The isotropic
2.5 um voxels are sufficiently small to resolve bordered pits. The tangential, radial
and longitudinal directions of the specimen are aligned with the image axes (x, y, z),
respectively, but not with the imaging system axes (x′, y′, z′). z is aligned with z′ and the
two coordinate systems are separated by a 34° rotation about z. After correcting for this
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Figure 3.3.: (left) Transverse section through the high-resolution 2.5 µm voxel size CT volume showing
the full variation in cell wall thickness and lumen diameter across the ring. (right)
Transverse section through a low-resolution volume with a 10 µm voxel size, with the same
source material.
rotation the CT volume shows approximately 1 mm of the specimen tangentially, 9.6
mm longitudinally, and up to 2 mm radially. An exemplar transverse section through
the rotated CT dataset is shown in Figure 3.3. The ring boundary varies radially by
approximately 20 µm between the top and bottom of the volume, with the tracheids
aligned parallel to the z-axis.
Analysis
Structural features within the CT volume were measured and recorded using the Fiji
software package (Schindelin et al., 2012). Subsequent analysis was carried out with
MATLAB (MATLAB, 2017b). Tracheids that start or finish outside the imaged volume
were ignored, as were any obviously deformed during specimen preparation. In total
1527 tracheids were measured, including 16 earlywood cells from the next ring which
were excluded from the subsequent analysis. Particular anatomical features of interest
are lumen width, lumen length, cell wall thickness, pit density and the overlap between
adjacent tracheids.
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Figure 3.4.: The start and end of each lumen is found by stepping longitudinally through the CT data
and recording the point at which the lumen is no longer clearly visible. From left to right,
the indicated lumen is shown at sections separated by 5 µm steps. The lumen is considered
to have ended in the far-right section.
Lumen length, cell overlap, radial lumen width and tangential wall thickness1
were measured for all 1511 tracheids. The population of tracheids was divided into
earlywood and latewood at a radial lumen width of 16 µm based on a visual assessment
of the data. This division classifies 1338 tracheids as earlywood and 173 as latewood.
Tangential lumen width, radial wall thickness and within-cell pit positions were then
measured for a random subset of 25 earlywood and 25 latewood tracheids.
Fiji’s multi-point tool was used to record the start and end coordinates of each lumen
in the CT volume. Radial position was measured relative to the annual ring boundary.
The criterion used to assess the point at which a lumen is considered to have ended is
illustrated in Figure 3.4. Cell length was calculated from the start and end coordinates.
Each tracheid is overlapped by four adjacent cells in the tangential direction, illus-
trated in Figure 3.5. The ends of the overlapping cells were measured in the same
way as cell length by stepping through the dataset longitudinally. The four overlaps in
Figure 3.5 were then calculated as the difference between the start or end of the tracheid
in question and the end of the adjacent cell. Radial overlap was judged to be negligible
relative to cell length (see Figure 3.6a) and was therefore not measured. Overlap is an
important measurement because it defines the length of the segment of cell wall shared
between two tracheids. For a given pit density, a larger overlap indicates more total pit
area available for fluid transfer between adjacent lumina.
The 16-bit grayscale CT image was converted to a binary image in order to measure
1Note that the qualifiers ’radial’ and ’tangential’ are defined according to the convention in biology: radial
cell walls are those orthogonal to the longitudinal and tangential surface normals, while tangential
cell walls are orthogonal to the longitudinal and radial surface normals. Thus, the radial thickness
of a tracheid cell wall is the thickness of a tangential cell wall measured in the radial direction, and is
referred to as the radial wall thickness. This definition is contrary to the convention used in the physics
and engineering communities in which a surface is defined according to the direction of its surface
normal. However, using the biological definition simplifies comparison with the existing literature on
wood anatomy. Another example: bark grows on the tangential surface of a tree.
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Figure 3.5.: Each tracheid is overlapped longitudinally by four neighbouring cells in the tangential
direction.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6.: Tangential sections through the stacked CT volume. a) Demonstrating the alignment of
tracheid ends within a radial group; b) Possible evidence of crossfield pits inside the indicated
region.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7.: Representative 100× 100 pixel regions of the grayscale CT image focusing on (a) latewood
and (b) earlywood, with corresponding threshold algorithm outputs in (c) and (d), respec-
tively. The Otsu local threshold algorithm, bottom left in (c) and (d), was visually assessed
as the most suitable choice.
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Figure 3.8.: The procedure for measuring radial lumen diameter and tangential wall thickness. left) The
CT data is thresholded; centre-left) A profile is drawn through the centre of all lumina in a
given group of tracheids; centre-right) The binary pixel value along the profile is extracted
in MATLAB; right) divided into the lumen width (L) and wall thickness (W) for each cell.
lumen width and wall thickness. The binary image unambiguously delineates cell
walls from cell lumina. A thresholding algorithm was used to remove user bias in
choosing a threshold value between dark and light pixels (although the choice of
algorithm is inherently subjective). This process is also known as gating in the CT
community. Setting the threshold too high is more likely to capture the full thickness of
thin earlywood cell walls but causes well-defined latewood cell walls to appear overly
thick and leads to noise in latewood lumina. Setting the threshold too low will erode
earlywood cell walls. The thresholding algorithm also makes the process repeatable, as
a given input image will always result in the same output image. ImageJ’s Auto Local
Threshold tool (radius parameter 15) was used to compare nine different thresholding
algorithms operating on representative earlywood and latewood regions of the CT
image (see Figure 3.7). The Otsu algorithm (Otsu, 1979; Sankur, 2004) was selected
based on a visual assessment of the nine algorithms, as it captured thin earlywood cells
without introducing noise into latewood lumina.
Tracheids occur in radial groups, one cell wide, which run from ring-boundary to ring-
boundary. Tracheids within a group are a similar length and in a similar longitudinal
position. This similarity in location was exploited to rapidly measure radial width and
tangential cell wall thickness using the segmented-line tool in Fiji. For each group, a
radial line was drawn through the lumina centres in transverse section (see Figure 3.8).
The binary pixel values along the line were exported to MATLAB for processing. Three
profiles were taken for each group of tracheids, separated longitudinally by at least 50
voxels (125 µm) and in the non-tapered region of the cells. In MATLAB the profiles
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were divided into separate cells on the basis of transitions between high and low pixel
values. Radial lumen diameter and tangential wall thickness were calculated on a
cell-by-cell basis. The mean across three profiles was taken, again on a cell-by-cell basis,
so tthat the value recorded for each cell is the average of three measurements.
The method described above for the measurement of radial width and tangential wall
thickness was not well suited to measuring tangential width and radial wall thickness
due to the relative position of adjacent cells. For these two parameters a single profile
was taken individually across each of the 50 cells in the subset. The segmented-line
tool was used to draw tangentially across each cell in isolation. These profiles were
processed in MATLAB as described above.
Bordered pit density was measured manually for the same subset of 50 tracheids on
tangential sections through the CT data (see Figure 3.6a). The Fiji multipoint tool was
used to record the location of pits on both radial walls of a cell. The total pit count
for that cell was averaged between the two walls and divided by cell length to get pit
density. A total of 1650 radial pits were recorded amongst the 50 sampled tracheids.
Tangential sections were used to search for bordered pits in tangential cell wall but
only a single pit was located. There were no clearly resolved ray-tracheid crossfield
pits (see Figure 3.6b).
3.3. Surrey MRI
3.3.1. 60 MHz MRI system
Four drying experiments were carried out at the University of Surrey using a high-
resolution 60 MHz MRI system (see Figure 3.9). The sub-millimetre resolution of
this instrument permits differences in moisture content to be distinguished between
early- and latewood within an annual ring. The 60 MHz system uses a Magritek Kea2
spectrometer, American Microwave Technology M3205B RF pulse amplifier and three
Otsuka Electronics Techron 8300 gradient amplifiers. It is controlled using the software
Prospa V3.12. A poor signal-to-noise ratio in the first pair of experiments was rectified
for the second two experiments through altered specimen preparation and experimental
parameters.
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Figure 3.9.: The 60 MHz MRI scanner at the University of Surrey: (1) magnet; (2) spectrometer; (3)
gradient amplifiers; (4) computer case fan for drying specimens in situ.
3.3.2. Aims
The 60 MHz drying studies were carried out with the aim of producing sequential
drying profiles from which diffusion coefficients could be calculated for the longitudinal,
radial and tangential directions. A map of the total water content within the specimen
is required at a number of points in time in order to obtain diffusion coefficients, which
in turn requires a map of the transverse relaxation time constant T2. The T2 map is
generated by fitting an exponential function on a pixel-by-pixel basis to images taken at
a number of different echo times. Thus, the experiment aimed to acquire a series of 2D
images at different echo times, suitable for generating T2 maps of the specimen during
drying. A minimal number of three echo times was used to reduce the total imaging
time and increase the temporal resolution of the experiment. Specimens were dried
in two dimensions simultaneously in order to reduce the total number of experiments
required: a separate drying front was associated with each of the four exposed faces of a
given specimen (although note that, in retrospect, this was an unecessary complication
to the experiment).
3.3.3. Specimens
Four specimens were used in the 60 MHz experiments, all air-dried Norway spruce
mature-wood from the same source as used in the X-ray CT. The specimens were cut
into short batons approximately 17× 17× 50 mm as this is the largest square cross-
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section that can fit into the 60 MHz probe. Care was taken to align the radial, tangential
and longitudinal axes of the wood with the specimen faces. In particular, the long axis
of the baton was aligned with the radial direction for two specimens, and with the
tangential direction for the other two specimens. Prior to the first set of experiments all
four specimens were fully immersed in water until the mass change over 24 hours was
negligible, a process that took one week.
There can be no specimen movement between images taken at different moments
in time if these images are to be compared. This implies that the specimen cannot
be removed from the MRI scanner, which introduces a difficulty in measuring the
specimen mass during drying. The solution to this problem was to use a pair of
specimens for each experiment: one was imaged in the MRI scanner and not moved;
the second was kept in the drying air stream but periodically removed and weighed.
The specimen roles and orientations for each experiment are shown in Figure 3.10.
Experiment TL produced maps of moisture distribution in the tangential-longitudinal
plane of specimen A, while specimen B was used for gravimetry. Experiment RL
produced maps of moisture distribution in the radial-longitudinal plane of specimen C,
while specimen D was used for gravimetry.
The initial soaking period did not produce well-saturated specimens, according
the the NMR imaging. Thus, to improve saturation for the second experiment the
specimens were placed in a dish of water inside a glass desiccator jar (lid sealed with
vaseline) connected to a vacuum pump, with one longitudinal face immersed and
the other exposed to the atmosphere. The pump was switched on until the pressure
stabilised and then switched off. Every 30 minutes the samples were removed from the
jar, weighed, and placed in a vacuum again. When the mass change over 30 minutes
was negligible the samples were immersed in water for two weeks. Experiment LT
then produced maps of moisture distribution in the longitudinal-tangential plane of
specimen A, while specimen B was again used for gravimetry. Experiment LR produced
maps of moisture distribution in the longitudinal-radial plane of specimen D, while
specimen C was used for gravimetry. The role of specimens C and D were swapped
relative to experiment RL because preliminary images showed that moisture in C was
not well distributed within the MRI slice region.
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Figure 3.10.: Specimen roles and orientations for the four 60 MHz NMR experiments
3.3.4. Method
The experimental method was the same for all four experiments. The imaging and
gravimetry specimens were removed from the water, patted dry with a paper towel
and weighed. Their ends were wrapped in parafilm, extending a nominal 5 mm along
the specimen from each end, and weighed again. The imaging specimen was attached
to the perspex support with a second layer of parafilm at the ends (see Figure 3.11),
placed into the magnet bore and aligned in the z-direction using a 1D profile. The
gravimetry specimen was placed on a second support just inside the end of the magnet
bore furthest from the fan, 60 cm from the imaged specimen. This position was chosen
to make the drying conditions of the two specimens as similar as practically possible:
placing and replacing the gravimetry specimen within the bore adjacent to the imaging
specimen may cause the probe to move, and placing it at the end closest to the fan
Figure 3.11.: Specimen C from Figure 3.10, attached to the perspex support with parafilm prior to
experiment TR
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Table 3.2.: MRI parameters for 60 MHz drying studies
Parameter Value Unit
Frequency 59.6482 MHz
Echo time 16 / 24 / 32 ms
Pixel size 0.625 mm
Read points 64 -
Read gradient 0.184 T m−1 A−1
Averages 16 -
Slice thickness 10 mm
would dry the specimen much too rapidly. Although the limitations of this approach are
recognised, a comparison of the changing moisture content (gravimetric specimen) and
NMR intensity (M0 of imaging specimen) in experiment LT (see Figure 6.7) suggests
that the drying rate of the two specimens was nonetheless similar.
Images were then acquired back-to-back for the duration of the experiment using a
slice-selective spin-warp sequence with the parameters in Table 3.2. The acquisition
time was six minutes. All images were taken in the z-direction, with a slice thickness of
10 mm in the z-direction. The echo time was cycled between 16 ms, 24 ms and 32 ms,
after which the imaging specimen was weighed and the cycle began again. After the
first three echo times had been acquired a computer case fan was switched on to force
air through the bore of the magnet.
A suboptimal pulse RF pulse amplitude in the first pair of experiments was rectified
(from −11 dB to than −10 dB) in experiments LR and LT.
3.4. Forest Research NMR
3.4.1. Treehugger MRI
The Treehugger NMR system is a purpose-built low-field, portable MRI scanner de-
signed for field experiments on wood and trees (Cox, 2008; Jones, 2012; Jones et al.,
2012). The open access C-shaped frame has a maximum sample diameter of 210 mm
that allows the magnet to be placed around trees in situ, shown in Figure 3.12a (Jones,
2012). The two permanent magnetic poles, shown in Figure 3.12b (Jones et al., 2012)
are each formed of 174 matched neodymium blocks arranged in five concentric circles
(maximum diameter 196 mm) and embedded in fibre-reinforced resin. The permanent
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.12.: The Treehugger NMR system a) in position around a living tree; b) permanent magnetic
material arranged in concentric rings either side of the open-access specimen area. Images
reproduced from Jones (2012).
poles create a field strength of 0.025 T with a homogeneity2 of 2000 ppm over a 140
mm diameter-sample-volume (Jones et al., 2012). Although this would usually be
considered poor, at a high-field frequency of 100 MHz it corresponds to a homogeneity
of just 20 ppm.
The NMR coil is a 20-turn solenoidal winding etched into a flexible copper circuit-
board. The circuitboard is wrapped around the imaging specimen to form a cylinder
14 cm in diameter and length, and its two edges are joined by a long 20-pin edge
connector secured with PTFE supports. This design allows the coil to be easily fitted
around living trees. The coil is driven by a 3 kW Tomco RF power amplifier and con-
nected to a Resonance Instruments Maran DRX2 spectrometer controlled by Resonance
Instruments RINMR software.
Current windings are used to create the field gradients required for imaging. These
water-cooled coils are embedded in resin plates and attached to the permanent poles.
Gradients of 0.64 mT m−1 A−1, 0.62 mT m−1 A−1 and 1.06 mT m−1 A−1 are generated in
the x, y, and z-directions, respectively (the latter pointing from one pole to the other).
Each gradient coil is driven by an Otsuka Electronics Techron 8300 amplifier. The field
gradients are also used as active shims to improve the homogeneity of the permanent
2Homogeneity is a measure of the spatial uniformity of the magnetic field generated by an NMR system,
and should always be maximised (excluding intential inhomogeneities caused by gradient coils). If the
system introduces unintentional fluctuations into the magnetic field then measurements using that
field can no longer be attributed solely to the specimen. In reality there will always be some degree of
inhomgeneity, but this is corrected as far as practically possible using both passive (metal) and active
(electronic) ’shims’ to make small adjustments.
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magnetic field.
3.4.2. Scoping study
Aims
A scoping study was carried out with the Treehugger to investigate desorption be-
haviour during drying. The specific aim of the study was to measure how the moisture
content of a softwood disc changes as it is dried and re-wet several times, starting in
the initial green state. A secondary aim was to measure how those changes in moisture
differ between a disc dried to a moisture content above the fibre saturation point and
one dried to below it. This information on the mode of drying informs the setup of the
lattice Boltzmann simulations.
The expected drying behaviour is that drying from the green state to below FSP
will produce an irreversible reduction in the maximum equilibrium moisture content.
Drying from the green state to a moisture content above FSP should show a much
smaller reduction in the maximum moisture content acheived (moisture content is a
bulk measurement and some cell walls will inevitably dry despite a bulk MC above
FSP) than drying below it. Further, subsequent drying (desorption) and rewetting
(adsorption) cycles should show evidence of sorption hysteresis in a plot of moisture
content as a function of RH.
Specimens
Table 3.3.: Details of the green discs used in the Treehugger scoping study
Disc Diameter /cm Thickness /cm Mass /g MC /% Purpose
H(igh) 7.5 7.0 350.8 177 Dry to above FSP
M(edium) 7.2 7.2 337.5 174 Dry to below FSP
L(ow) 7.5 6.0 312.7 175 Dry to below FSP
R(apid) – – 335.0 177 Dry rapid to 0% MC
Four discs were taken from a Sitka spruce tree, freshly-felled in the NRS nursery.
Table 3.3 is a list of the dimensions, masses and green moisture contents of these
specimens measured immediately after felling and cutting. The discs, shown in
Figure 3.13, were taken from as close together as possible in the tree avoiding knots and
branches. Specimens were chosen to minimise compression wood content, which has a
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Figure 3.13.: A high-resolution optical scan of discs H(igh), M(edium), L(ow) and R(apid) from the
Treehugger scoping study, where the specimen labels indicate the target moisture content
level during the first drying period (specimen R was dried rapidly to 0% MC to assess
the green MC). Darker sections in the annual rings indicate the presence of compression
wood. The white scale bar represents 3 cm.
reduced permeability compared with normal wood—although this was not eliminated
entirely. A high-resolution optical scan of the ring structure in the four specimens is
shown in Figure 3.13. Compression wood is visible as darker arcs in the ring structure.
Bark was left on the discs in order to restrict moisture flux to the longitudinal (sawn)
faces only and minimise the number of experimental variables.
Three of the discs (1, 2 and 3) were used for low-temperature drying; the fourth was
rapidly dried to 0% MC to assess the green moisture content. The group of three was
dried together at 40 °C with just one disc (disc 1) being imaged. All three discs were
then rewet and imaged individually. Finally, all three discs were dried a second time
and imaged individually.
NMR parameters
The specimens were imaged with a 2D slice-selective spin-warp pulse sequence, using
the parameters in table 3.4.
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Table 3.4.: Treehugger NMR parameters for the Treehugger scoping study
Parameter Value Units
Frequency 1.064 MHz
Hard/soft P90 hard 0.022 / 0.43 ms
Soft pulse shape Gaussian -
Hard P180 0.044 ms
τ 2.5 / 3.5 / 5.0 / 8.0 / 12 / 16 / 32 ms
Sweep width 25 kHz
Dwell time 0.040 ms
Relaxation delay 800 ms
Number of read points 64 -
Number of phase steps 32 -
Number of averages 32 -
First drying phase
Disc 4 was dried rapidly at 103 °C from green to 0% MC so that the green MC of the
batch could be estimated. After taking 2D NMR images of discs 1 to 3 they were placed
in a separate oven and dried more gently at 40 °C. Every three hours of drying discs 1
to 3 were removed and left to cool for a further hour to prevent temperature changes
impacting the NMR measurements3. Disc 1 was then imaged with the Treehugger at
the seven echo times indicated in Table 3.4 while the other two discs were exposed
to the same ambient environmental conditions. All three discs were weighed when
they came out of the oven, and before and after NMR imaging. When disc 1 was
no longer visible in the NMR images disc 3 moved to the rewetting phase. Discs 1
and 2 continued drying at 40 °C in an oven equipped with a mains timer to maintain
the cycle of three hours on/three hours off. Disc 2 moved to the rewetting phase at
approximately 12% MC. Disc 1 moved to rewetting when it had reached a constant
mass.
3This cooling period was included to reduce the impact of the temperature of the discs varying between
images taken at successive echo times. The NMR equipment is sensitive to the small excess of spin up
nuclei in a specimen. The ratio of nuclei in the (low-energy) spin up and (high-energy) spin down
states is given by the Boltzmann factor exp (− (γB0h¯) / (kBΘT)), where ΘTis the temperature in Kelvin.
A falling temperature over the course of the experiment therefore increases the apparent magnitude
of the signal in latter measurements. The downside of the cooling period prior to imaging is that it
extends the time in which the discs are not exposed to the controlled environment in the oven, i.e. it
takes desorption even further from being isothermal. Sorption will instead proceed according to the
effects of both the oven and the wider laboratory environments.
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Rewetting phase
Each disc was rewet on an individual basis but the rewetting ran in parallel for all three
discs. Discs were placed in a plastic bag filled with tap water. The bag was sealed to
fully immerse the disc and left in a dark location to minimise fungal growth. After 30
minutes of soaking each disc was removed, patted dry with a paper towel and imaged
at the seven echo times indicated in Table 3.4. The discs were weighed before and after
imaging, and the water was refreshed after each imaging series. The discs were left to
soak for increasing intervals of time as water uptake slowed.
Second drying phase
Each disc was then dried sequentially on an individual basis. The drying sequence
remained the same as in the first phase, with three hours drying at 40 °C, one hour
cooling in ambient conditions and two hours of NMR imaging. The discs were weighed
when they came out of the oven, and before and after imaging. When the disc was no
longer visible in the NMR images it was dried at 103 °C to constant mass.
3.4.3. Focused reproducibility study
Aims
From the scoping study it was concluded that focusing on sorption during rewetting
rather than drying is both scientifically and logistically favourable. In particular,
rewetting via immersion is a slow process that can be considered quasi-isothermal
relative to oven-drying. Compared with the previous experimental protocol, the
slower mass change avoids the need for frequent NMR measurements and reduces
the proportion of the experiment spent with the specimen out of the controlled RH
environment. Thus the second study focused on comparing sorption behaviour across
cycles of drying and rewetting, with NMR measurements acquired during rewetting.
Three cycles of drying and wetting were planned, however equipment problems meant
that the third and final rewetting period was abandoned. This study specifically
compared the sorption behaviour of three different specimens undergoing the same
moisture regime using an improved version of the experimental protocol used in the
scoping study.
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Figure 3.14.: An optical scan of discs 1, 2 and 3 from the focused reproducibility study. The scale bar
represents 3 cm.
Specimens
Four discs were cut from a freshly-felled Sitka spruce log grown in the NRS nursery.
The log was chosen to minimise compression wood, knots and branching. The four
discs had a nominal 7 cm diameter and 7 cm thickness, and were taken from as close
as possible longitudinally within the log. A table saw was used to cut the discs and
ensure their cut surfaces were parallel (i.e. the longitudinal thickness of each disc was
uniform). As before, discs 1 to 3 were for experimentation while the fourth was dried
rapidly to determine the green moisture content. A high-resolution optical scan of
discs 1 to 3 is shown in Figure 3.14. The physical characteristics of all four discs are
given in Table 3.5. The green moisture content is lower here than in the scoping study
as the tree was felled in early november, one month later than that of the previous
study.
Table 3.5.: Details of the green discs used in the Treehugger reproducibility study
Disc Diameter /cm Thickness /cm Mass /g MC /% Purpose
1 7.5 7.0 380.5 151 Dry <FSP
2 7.6 7.0 383.6 152 Dry <FSP
3 7.3 7.0 367.3 145 Dry <FSP
4 – – 134 144 Dry rapid to 0% MC
NMR Parameters
Parameters used for NMR imaging are given in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6.: Treehugger NMR parameters for the scoping study
Parameter Value Units
Hard/soft P90 hard 0.028 / 0.43 ms
Soft pulse shape Gaussian -
Hard P180 0.057 ms
τ 3.50 ms
Sweep width 25 kHz
Dwell time 0.040 ms
Relaxation delay 800 ms
Number of read points 64
Number of phase steps 32 -
Number of average 64 -
Drying phases
Disc 4 was dried for 24 hours at 103 °C to estimate the green mass of the other specimens.
Discs 1 to 3 were scanned on an optical flatbed scanner to record ring structure, degree
of compression wood and general condition. The green discs were then imaged with the
Treehugger and CPMG measurements taken for calculating the bulk T2. A cylindrical
MnCl2 reference sample
4 was also imaged and a CPMG measurement taken. The
reference sample allows studies to be carried out over a long time scale with certainty
that changes between images are truly reflective of the sample, and not of the imaging
system. The discs were then dried at 40 °C for increasing periods of time to reduce
their moisture content below FSP. The first drying period lasted 4 hours to ensure
that NMR measurements were taken during initial rapid mass change identified in
the scoping study. The second drying period lasted 8 hours, after which the nominal
drying duration was increased to 23 hours and 30 minutes. Each drying period was
followed by 30 minutes of NMR imaging and CPMG measurement (which combined
with the 23:30 drying periods to create a 24 hour experimental cycle). The discs began
drying with 30 minutes separation to ensure only one was in the scanner at any one
time. After all three discs had been imaged the MnCl2 reference sample was also
imaged. When each disc reached 15% MC that disc was optically scanned and moved
to the rewetting phase.
4Aqueous solution of MnCl2 with a concentration of 0.24 mmol l
−1
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Wetting phases
The discs were rewet to increase their moisture content as far as practically possible in
the time available. The three discs proceeded through the rewetting phase in parallel,
separated by 30 minutes as before. Each disc was fully submerged in tap water in a
plastic container, leaving the cut faces unobstructed by the container walls. The discs
were patted dry with a paper towel and weighed after 23 hours and 30 minutes of
immersion. This timing combined with the 30 minute imaging sequence to give a
24 hour experimental cycle. After imaging, the discs were weighed once more and
resubmerged in fresh water. The MnCl2 reference sample was also imaged each time
all three discs were imaged. After a fixed period of 9 days the discs were scanned on
the flatbed scanner and moved to the drying sequence once again.
3.5. NMR processing
3.5.1. Outline
All MRI image processing was performed using toolchains written in Matlab. The
real and imaginary parts of NMR signal in k-space were read from raw MRI system
outputs. CPMG outputs were used directly to calculate bulk T2 values. Imaging
sequence outputs were filtered to remove noise and improve apparent resolution, and
magnitude images were reconstructed in the spatial domain. Spatial maps of initial
magnetisation and tranverse relaxation time were calculated on a pixel-by-pixel basis
from the magnitude images.
3.5.2. System outputs
Surrey 60 MHz
The 60 MHz MRI system outputs comma-separated variable (CSV) files. The CPMG
pulse sequence outputs contain one column of time values and one of NMR signal
magnitudes. The spin-warp imaging sequence contains data in pairs of columns: one
column contains real data for a single phase step; the other contains imaginary data
for the same phase step. Thus for an imaging sequence of 64 read points and 64 phase
steps the CSV file contains 64 rows (read points) and 128 columns (64 pairs of phase
steps). The data is read into Matlab using the Matlab function csvread and combined
into the full NMR signal according to
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kfull = kRe + ikIm. (3.1)
Treehugger
The Treehugger MRI system outputs binary files in a proprietary format with the
extension .Ridat for CPMG data and .RIImage for images. Both filetypes contain a
4096-byte header that includes system and acquisition parameters. Of note are the
number of read points, stored as a 32-bit integer at byte 1547, and the number of phase
steps, stored as a 32-bit integer at byte 2577. The actual system output starts at byte
4097 and consists of real and imaginary parts of the NMR data as singles (32-bit floating
point), and the corresponding time points stored as doubles (64-bit floating point).
– Data files store the real and imaginary parts of the NMR data ahead of their cor-
responding time point, i.e. real data point, imaginary data point, corresponding
time point. The pattern is repeated for the number of read points, after which the
file ends.
– Image files store all the time points upfront, starting at byte 4097, followed by
alternating real and imaginary data points for all time points at each phase step.
Matlab scripts to process .Ridat and .RIImage files are provided in Appendix A.
3.5.3. T2 from CPMG
Exemplar Treehugger CPMG data for a piece of green softwood is shown in Figure 3.15a,
with the actual NMR signal shown in red and the peak at each CPMG echo highlighted
in blue. The time axis has been shifted to put the first peak at zero. Figure 3.15b
shows the CPMG peaks overlayed with single (red dashed line) and double (black
line) exponential fits calculated using the Matlab function fit . The single exponential
function used by fit is
M(t) = A exp(Bt) (3.2)
where M(t) is the magnetisation at time t, from which the initial magnetisation
M0 = A and the transverse relaxation time T2 = −1/B. The double exponential
function used by fit is
M(t) = A exp(Bt) + C exp(Dt). (3.3)
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15.: (a) raw CPMG data from the Treehugger, with peaks highlighted in blue. (b) CPMG peaks
in blue, with the single-component (red dashed line) and double-component (black line)
exponential fits.
where the first term represents the bound water population and the second the free
water population: Mbound0 = A, T
bound
2 = −1/B, Mfree0 = C and Tfree2 = −1/D.
3.5.4. Magnitude image
NMR magnitude maps in the spatial-domain are calculated from the complex k-space
signal using the Matlab function ifft2 , a two-dimensional discrete inverse Fourier
transform. The full calculation is mag = abs(fftshift( ifft2 (nmr))) where fftshift rear-
ranges the quadrants of the Fourier transform to centre the image and abs takes the
magnitude of the complex values. An exemplar k-space map and the corresponding
NMR magnitude image in the spatial-domain are shown in Figure 3.16.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.16.: (a) An exemplar k-space map showing the raw NMR data, which is weak in dark regions
and strong in light regions. (b) The corresponding magnitude image in the spatial domain,
where blue regions are wet (high 1H density) and yellow regions are dry (low 1H density).
Note that the right-hand image is skewed because of an inhomogeneity in the magnetic
field.
3.5.5. Windowing
The bulk of the signal in an NMR magnitude image comes from the centre of k-space,
while fine detail comes from the edges. Noise has a high spatial frequency and so also
appears at the edges of k-space. Windowing applies a function (or ’window’) to k-space
that leaves the central values unchanged while smoothly reducing the intensity down
to zero at the edges. This removes the high-frequency noise with only a small impact
on image resolution, and very little impact on SNR. The window function used here
was a sine-bell, implemented as a cosine for simplicity:
r(x, y) =
√(
x− X
2
)2
+
[
2
(
y− Y
2
)]2
(3.4)
φ(x, y) = cos
( rpi
X
)
(3.5)
k(x, y) =
0 φ(x, y) ≤ 0φ(x, y)k(x, y) φ(x, y) > 0 (3.6)
Each pixel in k-space is assigned a radial position r relative to the central value,
where (x, y) is the Cartesian pixel position ranging from (1, 1) to (X, Y) (Equation (3.4)).
A cosine function is scaled to the width of k-space such that it is zero at the edges and
unity at the centre (Equation (3.6)). All values k in k-space are multiplied by the cosine
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.17.: Cosine-bell mask applied to k-space while processing NMR images from (a) the Surrey
60 MHz system and (b) the Treehugger system
(a) (b)
Figure 3.18.: (a) Cosine-bell filter applied to Figure 3.16a. (b) The difference between the two.
function (or by zero where the function is negative).
The sine-bell window function is visualised in Figure 3.17 for the 60 MHz (64× 64)
and Treehugger (64× 32) data. Windowing the k-space map in Figure 3.16a produces
the result in Figure 3.18a, with the difference between the two visualised in Figure 3.18b.
The effect of windoing on images in the spatial-domain is shown in Figure 3.19.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.19.: NMR magnitude images in the spatial domain (a) reconstructed from the raw k-space
map in Figure 3.16a; (b) reconstructed from the windowed k-space map, illustrating the
significant reduction in high-frequency noise. Note that, as above, the images are skewed
because of an inhomogeneity in the magnetic field.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.20.: NMR magnitude images in the spatial domain: (a) cosine-bell filtered; (b) cosine-bell
filtered and zero-filled.
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3.5.6. Zero-filled interpolation
NMR magnitude images can be further improved by a technique called zero-filled
interpolation (ZIP) in which the k-space data is padded equally with zeros on all sides.
ZIP increases the apparent resolution of the Fourier transform, although the underlying
resolution of the data remains the same. In this work the k-space map was padded with
zeros to 16× its original area, which doubles the number of pixels in the spatial-domain
images. (Note that padding the array alters the intensity of the Fourier transform so
k-space values must be reduced by a factor of 16 to compensate.) There is no effect on
the image SNR because the padding adds neither signal nor noise. The effect of ZIP on
spatial-domain images is illustrated in Figure 3.20.
3.5.7. M0 and T2 maps
Spatial maps of initial magnetisation M0 and transverse relaxation time T2 were calcu-
lated on a pixel-by-pixel basis from magnitude images at a number of echo times. For
each pixel, a single-component exponential was fitted to the pixel value at each echo
time. The large number of pixels and experimental time points for which M0 and T2
were calculated makes this a performance-critical application. Therefore the Matlab
nonlinear least-squares curve fitting function lsqcurvefit was used instead of the less
efficient fit . The exponential curve is described by
M(t) = M0 exp
(
− t
T2
)
+ C (3.7)
where M0 and T2 are determined directly from the fit to minimise the number of lines
of code. The solver started at M0 = M(t = TE1) and T2 = 0.1. Both T2 and M0 had
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.21.: M0 and T2 maps calculated from a single-exponential fit. (a) exemplar sapwood and noise
pixels; (b) fit to sapwood pixel; (c) fit to noise pixel; (d) full M0 map, where yellow regions
are dry and blue regions are wet; (e) full T2 map, where dark regions have a short T2 and
light regions have a high T2. The scale bars represent 2 cm.
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a lower bound of zero. The step- and function-tolerances for convergence were both
set to 1× 10−6. Exemplar fits for a sapwood and noise pixel are shown in Figure 3.21,
alongside the final M0 and T2 maps.
Note that the exponential curve fitted to noise pixels tend to have a low M0 but high
T2, with a large variability in T2 among different pixels. To make the actual specimen
region more visible in the T2 maps, all pixels in the magnitude images with a value
below the maximum noise intensity are artificially raised to that maximum intensity.
This step means that noise pixels have an infinite T2 and, with a sensible choice of
colour limits, the specimen region is easily differentiated in the T2 map.
3.6. Lattice Boltzmann implementation
3.6.1. Introduction
A multi-phase lattice Boltzmann model was written in the Fortran 2008 programming
language5. The core single-phase algorithm was implemented in two dimensions
with nine velocity components (D2Q9). This was then extended to include fluid-fluid
and fluid-solid forces using the method by (Shan et al., 1993). The partial bounceback
method (Walsh et al., 2009; McDonald et al., 2016) was included to add semipermeability
to the model. Finally the model was adapted to run in parallel across a number of
CPUs, increasing the maximum size of domain that can be simulated. Model outputs
were validated against the analytical solutions to several known fluid systems.
3.6.2. Compute systems
Serial simulations were carried out on a Mid-2012 Macbook Pro with an Intel i7-3520M
2.90 GHz dual-core CPU, 8 GB of RAM and an integrated Intel HD-4000 graphics card.
Simulations were written in Fortran 2008, and compiled and run with the GNU Fortan
compiler on 64-bit Arch Linux.
Parallel simulations were run on the University of Surrey’s Eureka HPC compute
cluster. Simulations were compiled and run using OpenMPI 1.10.3 and GCC 5.4.0-2.26
on a CentOS 7 based operating system. Eureka is comprised of 141 compute nodes
with either Dell PowerEdge R420, C6320, C8220 or C8220X hardware. Depending on
the node there are up to 32 CPU cores and up to 512 GB RAM. Eureka uses the Slurm
scheduler, and compute jobs for this project were not constrained to exlusive use of
5Fortran 2008, ISO/IEC 1539:2010
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nodes (meaning the time it takes a simulation to run depends on what other programs
the node is also running).
3.6.3. Single-phase
The single-phase D2Q9 model was validated against the analytical solution to laminar
flow in a channel. Also known as Poiseuille flow, this is characterised in two dimensions
by a parabolic velocity profile u(y) according to
u(y) =
∆P
2µL
(
yH − y2) (3.8)
where the pressure gradient ∆P acts along a channel of length L and height H. The
fluid has a dynamic viscosity µ.
Flow was simulated in a channel of length 60 lattice units (lu) and width 20 lu,
driven by a density gradient of 0.01 mu lu−2 and having viscosity 1/6 lu2 s−1. A no-slip
boundary condition was implemented using the standard bounceback method. The
model developed the velocity profile represented by the points in Figure 3.22a, which
closely matches the analytical solution indicated by the line. After 2000 timesteps the
relative error (u− utheory)/utheory was 8.2× 10−5 (Figure 3.22b).
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Figure 3.22.: Single-phase Poiseuille flow in the +x-direction for a channel 20 lu wide and 60 lu long.
(a) The velocity profile at x = Nx from the numerical (circles) and analytical (dashed
line) solutions. (b) The numerical solution (solid line) converges to the analytical solution
(dashed line) by t = 1500.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.23.: Validation results for a serial implementation of the multiphase LB model. (a) The
pressure difference across a fluid-fluid interface as a function of droplet radius, governed
by Equation (3.9); (b) pore desorption according to equation (3.10), with the logarithm of
the desorption RH as a function of inverse pore radius.
3.6.4. Multi-phase
The single-phase model was extended to a single-component, multi-phase model using
the Shan-Chen pseudopotential method (Shan et al., 1993). Two fluid systems were
simulated to ensure that the model behaved appropriately. The first system was a liquid
droplet surrounded by vapour, for which the droplet radius r at equilibrium is related
to the pressure difference ∆P across the fluid-fluid interface by the Young-Laplace
equation
∆P =
2γ
r
, (3.9)
where the constant γ is the surface tension of the fluid-fluid interface.
The system was initialised as a droplet at the critical liquid density ρliqcrit = 524
surrounded by vapour at the critical vapour density ρvapcrit = 86.7. (Note that these
critical densities are arise from the Shan-Chen weightings provided by Sukop et al.
(2004), however those weightings are incorrect by a factor of 2.) Initial droplet radius
r ranged from 5 lu to 30 lu in increments of 5 lu. The domain was square with an
edge length of Nx,y = 4r. The LB relaxation parameter was τ = 1, and the Shan-Chen
parameters were those suggested by Sukop et al. (2004): Gff = −5, ψ0 = 4, ρ0 = 200.
The simulation was allowed to equilibriate, and convergence was assumed when the
relative change in mass over 500 timesteps was less than 1× 10−6.
The radius of the equilibriated droplet was calculated by interpolating the position
at ρ = 0.5(ρliqcrit − ρvapcrit ) = 308. The pressure difference ∆P was then found according to
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Equation (3.9). The results of the five droplet simulations are plotted in Figure 3.23a
and a linear least-squares fit is superimposed, indicating that the numerical simulation
is sensible. Note that discretisation errors are introduced at low droplet radii.
The second fluid system used to validate the multi-phase model was pore desorption.
The Kelvin-Laplace equation relates the relative humidity (RH) at which a circular pore
empties to the radius r of that pore. The analytical solution is
RH = exp
(
−2γM cos θ
rRTρ
)
, (3.10)
where RH is the relative humidity, γ is the fluid-fluid surface tension, γ is the
corresponding contact angle, r is the pore radius, and M and ρ are the molar mass and
density of the fluid, respectively. R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature
of the system in Kelvin. From Equation (3.10), ln RH is linearly proportional to 1/r.
Kelvin-Laplace is typically used to describe desorption in a pore surrounded by semi-
permeable material, for which fluid is able to leave through the wall. To approximate
this scenario, a circular pore surrounded by solid nodes was connected to a fluid bath
by a channel one node wide. The system was filled with liquid at ρliqcritand a constant-
density boundary condition (controlling RH) was applied at the edge of the fluid bath.
For a range of pore radii, the RH was stepped down in increments of 0.001 until the
pore emptied. Figure 3.23b is a plot of ln RH against r with a linear least-squares fit
superimposed. The numerical solution performs satisfactorily.
The Shan-Chen method uses a solid-fluid adsorption force, Gsf, to control the wet-
tability of solid surfaces. Positive values of Gsf lead to a wetting, hydrophilic surface;
negative values produce hydrophobic surfaces. Wetting simulations were run to con-
firm that adsorption was working as expected: a liquid droplet at ρliqcrit surrounded by
vapour at ρvapcrit was initialised in contact with a solid surface and allowed to equilibriate.
Density maps are shown in Figure 3.24 for Gsf = -1, 0, 5 and 10. Blue regions are liquid,
yellow regions are vapour. The orange line along the left-hand edge is the solid surface.
At negative Gsf the surface is hydrophobic. As Gsf increases the surface becomes more
hydrophilic, and at Gsf = 10 a very thin liquid layer has spread across the entire surface.
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(a) Gsf = −1 (b) Gsf = 0 (c) Gsf = 5 (d) Gsf = 10
Figure 3.24.: The effect of increasing the Shan-Chen solid-fluid interaction force Gsf on droplet contact
angles. Dark blue pixels are high density (liquid); yellow pixels are low density (vapour).
The orange strip on the left side of the image is a solid surface. Density is measured in
lattice Boltzmann mass units (mu).
3.6.5. Parallel implementation
The above simulations were run on a laptop limited to 8 GB of memory, which restricts
the size of arrays that can be stored, in turn restricting the maximum lattice size.
Arrays that take up large amounts of memory include the distribution functions f ,
equilibrium distribution functions feq, macroscopic density ρ, macroscopic velocity v,
and bounceback mask. Large arrays also lead to a slower simulation time as the CPU
has to run the LB algorithm at every node. Adding more RAM to the system increases
the maximum array size but cannot speed the simulations up.
To increase performance the Fortran model was rewritten, taking advantage of
distributed memory architectures. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) allows a
program to be divided among many different CPUs running in parallel, each with
their own bank of memory. This distributed approach exploits the local nature of the
LB algorithm, where collision depends only on the distribution functions at a given
node. Each CPU is assigned a subset of the domain on which to perform the collision
step. Streaming is then a matter of sending the updated distribution functions to the
correct CPU for the next timestep. Using MPI the maximum domain size is controlled
by the number of CPUs and their available RAM. For a fixed domain size increasing
the number of CPUs increases the speed of the simulation as each CPU operates on a
smaller section of the domain.
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Figure 3.25.: Speedup achieved by running the LB simulation in parallel across multiple CPUs, relative
to the speed achieved by a single CPU. The simulation was run three times for each NCPU
because the simulations did not have exclusive use of the compute node and therefore the
runtime will dependend somewhat on other jobs being run concurrently.
The multi-phase model was rewritten using the OpenMPI library. In practical terms
the LB bounceback mask is divided among the CPUs and each CPU runs identical
code simultaneously. In the serial implementation distribution functions with a velocity
that takes them out of the domain wrap around and re-enter on the opposite side. In
parallel these distribution functions instead stream to an adjacent subdomain (and only
wrapping around at the edge of the full domain) and must be communicated between
CPUs. Additional communication is required for the Shan-Chen psuedopotential
function ψ, and for updating variables used to monitor the progress of the simulation,
for example the maximum and minimum density across the full domain.
Communication overheads mean that, for a given size of domain, the speedup
from adding additional CPUs eventually suffers from diminishing returns. To get a
sense of where occurs a number of simulations were timed over 1000 timesteps using
different numbers of CPUs. The simulation setup was a liquid-filled domain of 512× 81
lattice points containing some semipermeable regions, with constant-density boundary
conditions that slowly dried the system. This setup was run with 1, 4, 8, 16, 32 and
64 CPUs, corresponding to subdomain sizes of 512, 128, 64, 32, 16 and 8× 81 lattice
points, respectively. Each simulation was repeated three times to account for variability
in CPU performance (which can be impacted by any other programs the compute node
is running, particularly at short run-times) and the results are plotted in Figure 3.25.
Speedup is defined as tN=1/tN , and drops off significantly between 32 and 64 CPUs.
The MPI Fortran simulation was validated against the Young-Laplace (Equation (3.9))
and Kelvin-Laplace (Equation (3.10)) equations. The Young-Laplace test simulated
starting droplet radii of 10, 12, 14, 16, 19, 22, 25, 30, 35 and 40 LU. The Kelvin-Laplace
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.26.: Validation results for a parallel implementation of the multiphase LB model. (a) The
pressure difference across a fluid-fluid interface as a function of droplet radius, governed
by Equation (3.9); (b) pore desorption according to equation (3.10), with the logarithm of
the desorption RH as a function of inverse pore radius.
test simulated pores with radius ranging from 4 to 20 LU in increments of 1 LU, and RH
decrements of 0.0005. Both used the same simulation parameters as the serial model
but were run across two CPUs. The results, presented in Figure 3.26aand Figure 3.26,
confirm that the model is working correctly.
3.7. Summary
This chapter has outlined the selection and processing of wood specimens that were
subsequently measured with three different imaging systems. X-ray CT data was
obtained using the Nanowood CT system at the University of Ghent, which is purpose-
built for non-destructive imaging of wood microstructures across a wide range of
resolutions. An exploratory study was used to assess the capabilities of the scanner,
and the suitability of four different wood types (beech, oak and Norway spruce juvenile
and mature wood) for inclusion in the lattice Boltzmann fluid simulation. A second
study with the Nanowood system focused on acquiring anatomical data on the spruce
juvenile wood across seven CT volumes that were digitally stitched together into a
single dataset. The results of these two studies are presented in Chapter 4. A 60 MHz
NMR system at the University of Surrey was used for two high-resolution magnetic
resonance imaging experiments on small spruce speciments. Further NMR studies
were then carried out with the ’Treehugger’ low-field NMR system at Forest Research
in Roslin. The results of these experiments are described in Chapter 6. Finally, the setup
and validation of a multiscale, multiphase lattice Boltzmann model are described. This
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model was implemented in Fortran and parallelised to run across multiple compute
nodes with OpenMPI.
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4. X-ray CT
4.1. Introduction
X-ray CT data was used to generate a realistic digital softwood structure for use in the
lattice Boltzmann fluid simulations. This chapter is a presentation of the two X-ray
CT studies that let to that data: an initial exploratory study assessed the capabilities
of the Nanowood CT system at the University of Ghent Section 3.2 and informed the
choice of species to focus on in the remainder of the thesis. The exploratory study
considered Norway spruce (Picea abies), Pedunculate oak (Quercus robur) and European
beech (Fagus sylvatica), which represent three important classes of wood: softwoods,
ring-porous hardwoods and diffuse-porous hardwoods, respectively. Both juvenile and
mature Norway spruce wood were imaged. The exploratory study led to the conclusion
that the focus of the project should lie with softwood. Therefore, a second study
imaged Norway spruce juvenile wood to capture information on tracheid length and
connectivity. Juvenile wood was chosen over mature wood to ensure consistency with
the NMR specimens.The statistical distribution of seven tracheid anatomical parameters
within the juvenile spruce specimen are presented.
4.2. Exploratory study
4.2.1. Volume orientation and sectioning
In the results presented below, all CT volumes are displayed with the longitudinal
direction perpendicular to the page, the radial direction from left to right, and the
tangential direction vertical. Hence, the pith is on the left side of the image and the
bark on the right. Tomograms are presented according to their surface normal direction
as either longitudinal, radial or tangential.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.1.: Norway spruce juvenile wood imaged with the Nanowood CT scanner. a)–c) longitudinal
tomograms; d)–f) volume renderings of the full datasets. a, d) 20× 20 mm sample cross-
section with a 10 µm voxel size. b, e) nominal 1× 1 mm latewood sample with a 0.8 µm
voxel size. c, f) Nominal 1× 1 mm earlywood sample with a 0.8 µm voxel size.
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Figure 4.2.: A tangential tomogram from a small region of the high-resolution earlywood volume shown
in Figure 4.1f. Tapered tracheid ends and the associated inter-tracheid pits are visible
where the tracheids join. The radial (growth) direction here is from bottom to top, and the
longitudinal direction runs from left to right.
Figure 4.3.: A radial tomogram from a second small region of the high-resolution earlywood volume
shown in Figure 4.1f. Note the pits in the cell wall and the ray cells. The growth direction
is perpendicular to the page; the longitudinal direction runs from left to right and the
tangential direction runs vertically.
4.2.2. Spruce juvenile wood
Images of Norway spruce juvenile wood from three separate CT scans are shown
in Figure 4.1 as representative longitudinal tomograms (top) and rendered volumes1
(bottom). Annual rings are visible running tangentially in Figure 4.1a, for which the
nominal specimen cross-section was 20× 20 mm and voxel size 10 µm. Radial rays
are apparent as light horizontal streaks. Individual tracheid cross-sections are well
resolved in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c (nominal sample cross-section 1× 1 mm, voxel size
0.8 µm), both of which also include the boundary between latewood (left side, narrower
tracheids) and earlywood (right side, wider tracheids). The change in density due to
lumen size and cell wall thickness across this transition is clear.
A key reason for using the Nanowood CT facility was to capture pitting at a sufficient
resolution for use within a bounceback mask in the lattice Boltzmann model. Tangential
(Figure 4.2) and radial (Figure 4.3) tomograms both demonstrate that inter-tracheid
1Rendered using Vaa3D v3.055
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pitting has been captured in the high-resolution CT volume in Figure 4.1f.
4.2.3. Spruce mature wood
Similar results to Figure 4.1 were obtained for mature-wood spruce specimens. Three
separate CT scans are shown in Figure 4.4 as longitudinal tomograms (top) and rendered
volumes (bottom).
Figure 4.4a was acquired with a nominal specimen cross-section of 20 × 20 mm
and voxel size 10 µm, and shows annual rings—but note the closer spacing when
compared with the juvenile-wood rings shown in Figure 4.1a at the same sample size
and resolution. The thicker cell walls in mature-wood mean that individual tracheids
are better resolved in Figures 4.4b and 4.4c (sample cross-section 1 × 1 mm, voxel
size 0.8 µm) than the corresponding juvenile wood tomograms shown in Figures 4.1b
and 4.1c.
Pitting in the mature spruce earlywood sample is well-resolved. Figures 4.5 and 4.6
show detail from two sections through the earlywood volume in Figure 4.4f. In the
radial direction (Figure 4.6) the pitting appears to be better resolved than in the
corresponding juvenile-wood tomogram Figure 4.3. This is most likely because the
annual rings in mature-wood are narrower and better defined than in juvenile-wood, so
smaller specimens could be used without sacrificing the latewood-earlywood boundary
required to accurately identify the tissue.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.4.: Norway spruce mature wood imaged with the Nanowood CT scanner. a)–c) longitudinal
tomograms; d)–f) volume renderings of the full datasets. a, d) 20× 20 mm sample cross-
section with a 10 µm voxel size. b, e) nominal 1× 1 mm latewood sample with a 0.8 µm
voxel size. c, f) Nominal 1× 1 mm earlywood sample with a 0.8 µm voxel size.
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Figure 4.5.: A tangential tomogram showing a small region of the high-resolution earlywood volume
from Figure 4.4f. The bordered pits are well-resolved as rings with a dark aperture. The
radial (growth) direction here is from bottom to top, and the longitudinal direction runs
from left to right.
Figure 4.6.: A radial tomogram from another small region of the high-resolution earlywood volume
shown in Figure 4.4f. As in the tangential direction, pits clearly break the cell wall. The
growth direction is perpendicular to the page; the longitudinal direction runs from left to
right and the tangential direction runs vertically.
4.2.4. European beech
Three separate CT scans of a beech specimen are shown in Figure 4.7 as longitudinal
tomograms (top) and rendered volumes (bottom).
The relatively uniform pattern of vessels in the diffuse-porous hardwood ring is
evident in Figure 4.7a (nominal specimen cross-section 20× 20 mm, voxel size 10 µm).
Each ‘block’ of dark vessels is bordered on the top and bottom by a lighter horizontal
line of ray cells, and to the left and right by the final extent of latewood where vessel
diameter shrinks rapidly. The sharp transition from latewood to earlywood is clearer
in Figure 4.7b (sample size 1× 1 mm, voxel size 1.8 µm), where the empty vessels trail
off in the centre of image and are replaced with narrow fibres. The vessels have a
large diameter right from the start of the growing season. The uniform distribution
of vessel diameters within the ring is characteristic of a diffuse-porous hardwood.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.7.: Beech wood imaged with the Nanowood CT scanner. a)–c) longitudinal tomograms; d)–f)
volume renderings of the full datasets. a, d) 20× 20 mm sample cross-section with a 10 µm
voxel size. b, e) nominal 1× 1 mm latewood sample with a 1.8 µm voxel size. c, f) Nominal
1× 1 mm earlywood sample with a 1.0 µm voxel size.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8.: Structural features in beech —a) perforation plates —b) inter-vessel pitting
Figure 4.7c (sample cross-section 1× 1 mm, voxel size 1.0 µm) resolves some of the
smaller latewood vessels.
Two key elements of a hardwood microstructure were also captured in the highest
resolution beech scan. Perforation plates, indicated by the arrow in Figure 4.8a, are the
remainders of vessel element end walls that have broken down as a series of elements
combines into a single vessel. In beech these are a laddered structure crossing the
vessel. The thickness of the plates is apparent in the vessels above and below that
indicated by the arrow, where the plates are visible as broken lines crossing the dark
lumen. Figure 4.8a is from a section at 45◦ to the longitudinal direction through the
0.8 µm voxel-size volume shown in Figure 4.7f.
The second microstructural element is inter-vessel pitting, shown in Figure 4.8b. The
pits are seen as tiny breaks in the cell wall indicated by the arrow. At this resolution
it is unlikely that the pits would be usefully resolved in a practical lattice Boltzmann
bounceback mask as they have a width of approximately three voxels.
4.2.5. Pedunculate oak
Three separate CT scans of an oak specimen are shown in Figure 4.9 as longitudinal
tomograms (top) and rendered volumes (bottom).
The ring-porous vessel distribution is evident in Figure 4.9a (specimen cross-section
20× 20 mm, voxel size 10 µm). There are a few rows of very large earlywood vessels at
the start of each ring, but the size rapidly drops off and much of the ring is made of
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.9.: Oak wood imaged with the Nanowood CT scanner. a)–c) longitudinal tomograms; d)–f)
volume renderings of the full datasets. a, d) 20× 20 mm sample cross-section with a 10 µm
voxel size. b, e) nominal 5× 5 mm latewood sample with a 3.2 µm voxel size. c, f) Nominal
1× 1 mm earlywood sample with a 1.0 µm voxel size.
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Figure 4.10.: Latewood inter-vessel pitting in the 1.0 µm voxel oak CT volume from Figure 4.9f. A:
radial pits; B: tangential pits
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11.: Tyloses (membranes) inside vessels were captured in the oak CT volumes
narrow vessels. The tangential distribution of vessels is also non-uniform, leading to
the characteristic pattern. Two thick rays run across the top of Figure 4.9a. A closer
view of earlywood (Figure 4.9b, sample cross-section 5× 5 mm and voxel size 3.2 µm)
and latewood vessels (Figure 4.9c, sample cross-section 1× 1 mm and voxel size 1.0 µm)
shows each to be well resolved.
Latewood inter-vessel pitting is apparent in Figure 4.10, a radial tomogram from the
1.0 µm voxel volume shown in Figure 4.9f. Both tangential and radial pits can be seen:
radial pits (A) create the stippled light-grey area at the left side of the figure; tangential
pits (B) appear as ‘dashed’ portions of the cell wall.
An interesting feature in the oak specimens are tyloses:these membranes form inside
vessels from linings within the ray-vessel pits. Figure 4.11 shows tyloses in an oak
sample in transverse (Figure 4.11a) and radial (Figure 4.11b) sections, indicated by the
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the white arrows Tyloses cause a dramatic reduction in permeability of the wood as
they are specifically designed to block vessels, although this reduction is not total as the
walls of a tylosis do contain pits. The cause of tyloses can be the conversion of sapwood
to heartwood, as a response to damage, or in response to frost such that earlywood
vessels in sapwood are plugged shortly after their first winter (latewood vessels are
affected over a longer span of time) (Cochard et al., 1990).
4.2.6. Discussion
The results presented above demonstrate that the Nanowood system is well suited to
digitising the internal structure of wood at multiple length scales and with sufficient
contrast to either (a) enable direct formulation of a lattice Boltzmann bounceback
mask or (b) to enable generation of a statistical model than can, in turn, be used as a
bounceback mask. The resolution of the Nanowood system can be varied to capture a
wide range of structural features in both softwood and hardwoods. Vessel diameter
and distribution are apparent in hardwoods, as are inter-vessel pitting, perforations
plates (in beech) and tyloses (in oak). Tracheid diameter and distribution are visible in
softwoods, as are inter-tracheid pits. At coarser resolutions annual rings can be seen in
both wood types. However, there are a number of factors governing the subsequent
use of these results in the lattice Boltzmann model.
Firstly, the very narrow pit diameter of the beech sample is only just resolved, even
at a resolution as fine as 1.0 µmper voxel. The smallest voxel size achieved in the study
was 0.8 µm and it was not feasible to push this resolution any futher. When converted
to a binary bounceback mask there would only be one or two voxels across pit openings
in the 1.0 µm dataset, which is too low for accurate fluid simulation. Thus, the beech
dataset was not taken forward for use in the lattice Boltzmann model at this stage of
development.
The oak results suffer from a similar issue to the beech, having very small inter-vessel
pits. In addition, the membraneous tyloses that the Nanowood system was able to
capture have a significant impact on the permeability of oak. Although an interesting
phenomenon, tyloses complicate the simulation and measurement of fluid movement
in wood, and thus the oak specimen is also considered unsuitable for further use at
this stage of LB development.
Unlike the two hardwoods, spruce has a relatively simple cellular structure. Tracheids
and pits are well-resolved in both juvenile and mature wood at a 1.0 µm voxel-size.
(This is one reason why the modelling literature is dominated by studies on soft-
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woods.) However, the key issue with the 1.0 µm spruce results presented above is
that longitudinal field-of-view was sacrificed for transverse resolution. In other words,
pits were resolved at the expense of being able to see the entire length of tracheids.
As tracheid end-walls are responsible for interrupting the efficient longitudinal fluid
flow along softwood tracheids, it is important that their position within the wood is
accurately measured.Therefore, a second CT study was carried out that trades a degree
of resolution for an improved field-of-view and hence more longitudinally-complete
tracheids.
4.3. Tracheid morphology study
4.3.1. Introduction
When simulating fluid in tracheids it is important to use a material description that
captures both inter-tracheid pitting and a high number of complete tracheids, as the
density of pits and end walls have a critical effect on long-distance moisture transport
within the wood.. A 2.5 µm voxel size was chosen as a compromise between resolving
pits and capturing a sufficientnumber of end walls. To guarantee that the CT volume
contains a statistically significant number of complete tracheids seven adjacent CT
volumes were acquired with the Nanowood system, as described in Section §3.2. A
Norway spruce juvenile wood specimen was used. The CT volumes were stacked
together during postprocessing and digitally stitched into one continuous volume,
a tangential section of which is shown in Figure 4.12. Measurements of tracheid
physiology within the stacked volume were made, and the results and subsequent
analysis are discussed below. In general for these results the global fit is very similar to
the earlywood fit because of the high proportion of earlywood cells in the CT volume.
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Figure 4.12.: A tangential section through the full stacked CT volume, split into three section for space
reasons. The visible sample is roughly 9.6 mm by 2.0 mm at a resolution of 2.5 µm per
voxel. Light gray regions are cell wall material; dark gray indicates lumen or background.
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4.3.2. Measured cell physiology
The stacked CT volume contains 1527 tracheids. 16 of these are earlywood cells
from the next ring and are excluded from this analysis. Lumen length and cell
overlap were measured for the remaining 1511 tracheids. The population was divided
into earlywood and latewood based on a visual assessment of the change in radial
lumen diameter across the annual ring: tracheids are assigned to earlywood if their
radial diameter is greater than 16.0 µm and assigned to latewood if this is less than
or equal to 16.0 µm. This assessment corresponded well to a quantitative analysis
based on the intersection between two overlapping Weibull distributions, detailed in
Adey-Johnson et al. (2020) and based on (Derome et al., 2012b). Figure 4.13 shows
overlapping normalised probability density distributions for earlywood (blue) and
latewood (orange). Figure 4.13a is the distribution of tracheid lengths; Figure 4.13b is
the distribution of tracheid overlaps. The cell overlap is a measure of the length of cell
wall that two adjacent tracheids share (see Figure 4.14 for a diagram)2. GEV functions
have been fitted to both populations individually, and to the combined population. The
global fit is particularly lose to the earlywood fit because of the high proportion of
earlywood cells in the CT volume. The Shapiro-Wilk test confirms that neither length
nor overlap are normally distributed (p<0.01 in all cases). The non-normal distributions
were approximated by a generalised extreme value (GEV) probability density function
(McFadden, 1978), which provided a good fit with the flexibility to account for minor
variations in the distribution of individual physiological parameters3. The GEV is
implemented in MATLAB as (MATLAB, 2017a)
y = f (x|kGEV, µGEV, σGEV)
=
(
1
σGEV
)
exp
(
−
(
1 + kGEV
(x− µGEV)
σ
)− 1k)(
1 + kGEV
(x− µGEV)
σGEV
)−(1− 1kGEV )
(4.1)
for
2The arrangement of tracheids, due to their formation in the vascular cambium, means that the most
interesting overlaps are those with the four tangential neighbours. The radial overlaps are neglected.
For a given pit density, the area of this shared cell wall dictates the total pit area available for fluid to
pass through.
3The GEV can be replaced with a Weibull distribution to reduce the number of fit parameters from 3 to 2
without impacting the results (Adey-Johnson et al., 2020)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13.: The variation in a) lumen length (n = 1511 cells) and b) cell overlap (n = 6044 cells), for
earlywood (blue) and latewood (orange). Fits to earlywood are dashed, fits to latewood are
dotted, and the solid line is the global fit. Both physiological parameters are non-normal
and approximated by a GEV distribution, with fit parameters given in Table 4.1. Four cell
overlaps were measured for each tracheid (see diagram Figure 4.14), but these are combined
into a single population here due to a lack of correlation amongst them. Note that the
histograms are overlapped, not stacked. The global fit tends towards the earlywood fit
because of the disproportionate number of earlywood trachieds in the CT volume. Negative
overlaps are caused by 35 distorted tracheids that are particularly short and thus break the
’brickwork’ pattern of staggered cells with at least one neighbour.
1 + kGEV
(x− µGEV)
σGEV
> 0. (4.2)
If k = 0 then
y = f (x|0, µGEV, σGEV)
=
(
1
σGEV
)
exp
(
− exp
(
− (x− µGEV)
σGEV
)
− (x− µGEV)
σGEV
)
. (4.3)
where y is probability density, x is the measured variable, kGEV defines the shape
of the tail, σGEV defines the width and µGEV defines the location of the peak. These
parameters are derived from a least-squares fit to the data. µGEV and σGEV are analgous
to the mean and standard deviation, respectively, in a normal distribution.
GEV fit parameters for lumen length and cell overlap are given in Table 1. The
confidence intervals (CIs) for µGEV of earlywood (µGEV = 4170 µm, 95% CIs [4140, 4120])
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Table 4.1.: GEV parameters and 95% confidence interval for the non-normal distributions of lumen
length, cell overlap, tangential lumen width and pit density
Quantity µGEV µGEV 95% CI σGEV σGEV 95% CI kGEV kGEV 95% CI
Lumen length µm
Global 4150 [4120, 4180] 480 [458, 503] 0.220 [0.167, 0.264]
EW 4170 [4140, 4200] 467 [444, 491] 0.214 [0.167, 0.261]
LW 3980 [3890, 4080] 578 [504, 663] 0.229 [0.106, 0.352]
Cell overlap µm
Global 1200 [1180, 1220] 755 [742, 769] -0.125 [-0.137, -0.113]
EW 1200 [1180, 1230] 749 [734, 763] -0.122 [-0.134, -0.109]
LW 1150 [1080, 1210] 798 [756, 842] -0.145 [-0.182, -0.108]
Tangential lumen width µm
Global 27.3 [26.2, 28.4] 3.51 [2.82, 4.39] 0.0772 [-0.0928, 0.247]
EW 28.1 [26.8, 29.3] 2.74 [1.97, 3.82] 0.0616 [-0.239, 0.362]
LW 26.4 [24.6, 28.2] 4.18 [3.07, 5.70] 0.0634 [-0.171, 0.298]
Pit density pits/µm
Global 0.00502 [0.00404, 0.00600] 0.00296 [0.00210, 0.00417] 0.630 [0.282, 0.978]
EW 0.00994 [0.00774, 0.0121] 0.00479 [0.00323, 0.00710] 0.318 [-0.0842, 0.719]
LW 0.00363 [0.00310, 0.00415] 0.00113 [0.000794, 0.00160] 0.0232 [-0.370, 0.416]
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Figure 4.14.: A reproduction of figure 3.5. Each tracheid is overlapped longitudinally by four neigh-
bouring cells in the tangential direction. For a given pit density, the overlapped area of a
tracheid determines its connectivity with adjacent cells.
and latewood lumina lengths (µGEV = 3980 µm, 95% CIs [3890, 4080]) do not coincide.
The 95% CIs for cell overlap in earlywood and latewood do coincide. No correlations
were found between any of the four overlap parameters indicated in Figure 4.14 and
thus the data in Figure 4.13b combines measurements of the four overlap parameters
into a single population. The central value of the overlap distribution µGEV,overlapis 29%
that of µGEV,length for both earlywood and latewood. Considering the total contribution
from both ends of the cell, roughly 60% of an ’average’ tracheid is overlapped by
neighbouring cells. Note that 35 tracheids from the 1511 measured were particularly
short: these break the ’brickwork’ pattern of staggered cells with at least one neighbour
and thus lead to a negative value for the overlap.
The variation in radial and tangential lumen width and cell wall thickness are
plotted in Figure 4.15 for earlywood (blue) and latewood (orange). The Shapiro-Wilk
test indicates non-normality in the global distribution of radial widths (p<0.01, n =
1511), which are plotted in Figure 4.15a. However, an examination of the quantile-
quantile plot for this parameter suggests that describing it normally is an acceptable
approximation. The global distribution has a mean µ = 27.5 µm (95% CIs [27.1, 27.9])
and standard deviation σ = 8.7 µm (95% CIs [8.4, 9.0]). The division into earlywood
and latewood was based on radial lumen width, which leads to the sharp division
between distributions in Figure 4.15a.
Tangential width was measured for a random subset of 25 earlywood and 25 latewood
tracheids. The distributions (figure 4.15c) are non-normal and were approximated by
the GEV equations Equations (4.1) to (4.3). Despite the difference in scale between
earlywood (σGEV = 2.7, 95% CIs [1.9, 3.8]) and latewood (σGEV = 4.18, 95% CIs [3.1,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.15.: The variation in a) radial lumen width (n = 1511 cells), b) tangential wall thickness
(n = 1511), c) tangential lumen width (n = 50) and d) radial cell wall thickness (n = 50)
for earlywood (blue) and latewood (orange). Fits to earlywood are dashed, fits to latewood
are dotted, and the solid line is the global fit. a, b, c) are normally distributed with
parameters and confidence intervals in Table 4.2. d) is non-normal and approximated by a
GEV distribution, with parameters given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.2.: Parameters for normally distributed radial lumen width, tangential cell wall thickness and
radial cell wall thickness
Quantity µ µ 95% CI σ σ 95% CI
Radial lumen width µm
Global 27.5 [27.1, 27.9] 8.69 [8.39, 9.01]
EW 29.5 [29.2, 29.9] 6.90 [6.65, 7.17]
LW 11.7 [11.3, 12.2] 3.25 [2.94, 3.63]
Tangential cell wall thickness µm
Global 3.34 [3.32, 3.36] 0.435 [0.420, 0.451]
EW 3.34 [3.32, 3.36] 0.425 [0.410, 0.442]
LW 3.38 [3.30, 3.45] 0.504 [0.456, 0.563]
Radial cell wall thickness µm
Global 3.89 [3.69, 4.09] 3.51 [0.586, 0.874]
EW 3.51 [3.27, 3.75] 2.74 [0.450, 0.801]
LW 4.27 [4.03, 4.52] 4.18 [0.4.72, 0.841]
5.7]), the confidence intervals coincide for both σGEV and µGEV.
Tangential cell wall thickness was measured for 1511 tracheids (figure 4.15b). The
Shapiro-Wilk test indicates non-normality (p < 0.01) but an assessment of the quantile-
quantile plot suggests the distributions can again be modelled as normal. Standard
deviation differs between earlywood (σ = 0.43 µm, 95% CIs [0.41, 0.44]) and latewood
(σ = 5.0 µm, 95% CIs [4.6, 5.6]).
Radial wall thickness is normally distributed (p > 0.05) for the subset of 50 tracheids,
and can be distinguished between earlywood (µ = 3.5 µm, 95% CIs [3.3, 3.8]) and
latewood (µ = 4.3 µm, 95% CIs [4.0, 4.5]). The distributions are plotted in figure 4.15d.
The trends in wall thickness and lumen diameter with radial position are plotted in
figure 4.16. Note that radial position is conventionally defined relative to the previous
annual ring boundary and increases towards the bark, but that previous ring boundary
was lacking in the stacked dataset. Thus, radial postion here is given relative to the next
annual ring, which was present, with higher position values closer to the centre of the
tree—this is ’backwards’ with respect to convention.Away from the ring boundary there
is only a weak correlation between lumen diameter and radial position (Figure 4.16a
and figure 4.16c). Cell wall thickness shows little correlation with radial position in the
dataset (figure 4.16b and figure 4.16d). The latter plot of radial wall thickness suggests
a slight increase with distance from the centre of the tree (moving right to left on the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16.: Trend with radial position for (a) radial lumen width (n = 1511cells); (b) tangential
cell wall thickness (n = 1511); (c) tangential lumen width (n = 50); (d) radial cell wall
thickness (n = 50). The data is plotted with semi-opaque filled circles to give an indication
of clustering in e.g. (a)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17.: Variation and trend in linear pit density. a) Variation for earlywood (blue) and latewood
(orange), with fits to earlywood (dashed), latewood (dotted) and both combined (solid). b)
Trend for earlywood (filled) and latewood (open points) with a correlation described by the
quadratic Equation (4.4).
figure), but this would require an increased sample size to clarify.
The variation and trend in linear pit density are plotted for the subset of 50 tracheids
in Figure 4.17. The variation of both earlywood (blue) and latewood (orange) is
non-normal (p < 0.01) and can be described by a GEV distribution (Equations (4.1)
to (4.3)). There are overlaps in the confidence intervals for earlywood and latewood
µGEV (location) and σGEV (scale) parameters. There is a correlation between pit density
and radial position, which can be described by the quadratic model
p = A +
(x− B)2
C2
(4.4)
for pit density p and radial position x. The three constants take the values A =
2.0× 10−3, B = 4.0× 101 ¯m and C = 1.5× 104 ¯m2, and the L2-norm for the fit is
9.6× 10−5, which indicates a good fit to the data.
Finally, the relative position of every measured pit on its ’parent’ tracheid was plotted
as a histogram (Figure 4.18). The pits clearly cluster towards the end of tracheids,
although the average position slightly favours one end of the cell over the other. The
overlaid curve in Figure 4.18 is defined by the equation y = 0.29 + 7.7(x − 0.50)2
and indicates that the underlying distribution is very approximately quadratic. The
relatively lower number of pits at the extreme ends of tracheids (normalised position 0
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Figure 4.18.: A normalised probability density histogram of normalised pit position within a tracheid for
all measured pits. The overlaid curve is defined by the equation y = 0.29+ 7.7(x− 0.50)2.
and 1) could arise from the high aspect ratio of the cells: at some point the end of the
cell is too narrow to accomodate the diameter of a functioning bordered pit.
4.3.3. Discussion
The physiological tracheid parameters presented above—in particular cell length, lumen
width and wall thickness—are in broad agreement with the published literature, which
is discused below. It should be noted that X-ray CT studies of wood structure often
fail to include tracheid length information as they focus on lumen diameter and cell
wall thickness that are straightforward to measure in transverse sections. Cell overlap
measurements and local pit distributions were not found in the published literature.
Brändström (2001) presents results by Herman et al. (1998) who report tracheid
length distributions for juvenile, intermediate and mature wood. All three distributions
are non-normal and the most common values are in the region of 1.5 mm, 3.0 mm and
3.2 mm, respectively. The juvenile wood specimen imaged with the CT scanner had
µGEV = 4.17 mm for earlywood and µGEV = 3.98 mm for latewood. Considering the
differences that genetic variation and environmental effects could cause, these results
appear sensible. Another factor is that tracheids from higher up the tree also tend to be
longer than those lower down (Brändström, 2001).
Brändström (2001) also reports that latewood tracheids are typically longer than
earlywood tracheids, except for the region close to the annual ring boundary. figure 4.19
is a plot of the trend in measured lumen length with radial position, for earlywood
(blue) and latewood (orange). The lower µGEV of earlywood arises from the contribution
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Figure 4.19.: Lumen length as a function of radial position (measured from the latewood boundary at the
end of the growth ring). Blue points are earlywood tracheids; orange points are latewood
tracheids. The data points are semi-opaque in order to demonstrate clustering.
of lengths shorter than 2 mm at positions less than 2 mm. Neglecting these datapoints,
there does appear to be a very slight downward trend as radial position increases away
from the ring boundary. It may be the case that, if more earlywood tracheids had been
included in the CT volume, the trend mentioned by Brändström (2001) would have
become apparent.
The non-normal distribution of tracheid lengths is worth highlighting. The gen-
eralised extreme value distribution fitted to the length data is closely related to the
Weibull distribution, which is used in engineering reliability and failure analyses. The
length of tracheids—i.e. the separation between end walls—governs the longitudinal
distance that an embolism can propagate before being arrested by pits. It therefore
seems quite possible that the distribution of tracheid lengths represents some optimal
condition for the hydraulic safety of xylem. Similar arguments could be applied to
non-normal distributions of tangential lumen diameter and linear pit density. Weibull
distributions have in fact been used in the literature to describe the relationship between
loss of conductivity and xylem pressure (Li et al., 2009), although this can also be done
with less complex and more easily interpreted equations (Pammenter et al., 1998).
Transverse physiological parameters are in general well reported for Norway spruce,
being easy to measure by both manual and automated methods. Brändström (2001)
summarises typical tracheid diameters for Norway spruce juvenile wood as 15.0 µm to
28.5 µm. Fengel (1969) reports radial and tangential diameters in mature earlywood
as 39.3 µm and 32.7 µm, respectively, and in latewood as 13.10 µm and 32.10 µm. Using
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synchrotron microtomography Trtik et al. (2007) measured radial diameter in mature
Norway spruce as 35.3± 5.9 µm and tangential diameter as 35.0± 6.0 µm. In the CT
results presented in Section §4.3.2 radial and tangential diameters were measured
in earlywood as µ = 29.5 µm and µGEV = 11.6 µm, respectively, and in latewood
as µ = 28.1 µm and µGEV = 26.4 µm. These are roughly within the range given by
Brändström (2001) for juvenile wood. As expected, tangential diameter was relatively
constant across the annual ring while radial diameter drops significantly close to the
ring boundary.
(Ollinmaa 1961, cited by Brändström, 2001) presents radial cell wall thickness in
mature Norway spruce earlywood as 3.52 µm and in latewood as 6.23 µm. In the
tangential direction these drop to 2.90 µm and 4.69 µm for earlywood and latewood,
respectively. In juvenile wood, the variation in cell wall thickness typically lies in
the range 0.80 µm to 4.60 µm (Brändström, 2001). Trtik et al. (2007) found cell wall
thicknesses of 3.16± 0.70 µm and 2.99± 0.58 µm in the radial and tangential directions
of mature spruce, respectively, at a 0.7 µm voxel size. Radial walls with a high incidence
of bordered pits were thinner with a thickness of 1.56± 0.40 µm. The tangential cell
wall thicknesses measured from the CT dataset in Section §4.3.2 were µ = 3.34 µm and
µ = 3.38 µm for earlywood and latewood, respectively. Radial cell wall thicknesses
were µ = 3.51 µm and µ = 4.27 µm, respectively. Although the 2.5 µm voxel size still
permits resolution of the cell walls, it is a significant fraction of the measured values.
The 2.5 µm imaging resolution was chosen so that bordered pits were still resolved.
There were 1451 bordered pits in the subset of 50 sampled tracheids, which suggests
the entire dataset could contain in the region of 45 000 pits. Thus both pits and entire
tracheids are resolved in a single dataset. The pit density on radial cell walls was
measured as 9.94 pits /mm in earlywood and 3.63 pits /mm in latewood. This relative
abundance of bordered pits in earlywood is well known Brändström (2001) and reflects
the hydraulic role of earlywood tracheids. Sirviö et al. (1998) report a pit density on
the order of 20 pits /mm to 40 pits /mm measured in Norway spruce wood rings 13 to
17. Sirviö et al. (1998) cite Takizawa et al. (1972) and note that pit density is greatest
at either end of tracheids, but do not present any form of distribution function like
Figure 4.18. Sirviö et al. (1998) also observe that pit density reduces with increasing
tracheid length and with increasing wall thickness, both of which are indicators of
latewood tracheids. Trtik et al. (2007) did not consider pit density as their CT volumes
were too short for this to be meaningful. Trtik et al. (2007) found very few bordered
pits on tangential cell walls. This relative lack of tangential pits is a feature of Norway
spruce (Sirviö et al., 1998), and explains why only a single tangential pit was found
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in the CT volume. Tangential pits are most likely to be found in latewood tracheids
very close to the annual ring boundary (Brändström, 2001), however they lack margo
openings (Fujikawa et al., 1974, cited by Brändström, 2001) and thus contribute very
little to moisture movement. An implication for the absence of pits in tangential cell
walls is that radial moisture movement in the tree—which would otherwise be through
these pits—must occur via an alternative pathway. One such pathway could be via
cross-field pits into rays. Another option is that the alignment of tracheids moves water
in the transverse plane as it ascends through the tree.
Although the 2.5 µm voxel size satisfied the aim of capturing both end walls and
bordered pits, it does have some implications for the data. Firstly, pits are typically 3
to 5 voxels in diameter in the dataset. If the dataset was converted directly to a lattice
Boltzmann bounceback mask this would be too small to accurately model flow through
them, so a different approach is needed. Second, both cross-field (ray-tracheid) pits
and bordered (tracheid-tracheid) pits occur in Norway spruce (Brändström, 2001). Trtik
et al. (2007) detected both types of pit with a 0.7 µm voxel size. However at 2.5 µm per
voxel no cross-field pits were found in the stacked CT dataset above. This could be
because the voxels were too large, or because this particular section of annual ring did
not contain any—the former is more likely to be the case. Note thatthresholding may
also mask any small pits with similar voxel gray values to the surrounding cell wall
material.
4.4. Conclusions
X-ray CT volumes were acquired using the Nanowood CT system at the University
of Ghent. An initial exploratory study was carried out to assess the capabilities of
the system and inform the choice of wood type to take forward and use in the LB
simulations. Three species of wood were imaged: Norway spruce (both juvenile and
mature wood), Pedunculate oak and European beech. CT volumes were acquired at
high (0.8 µm/voxel to 1.0 µm/voxel) and low (10 µm/voxel) resolutions. Bordered pits
and tracheid cell walls were well resolved in the high resolution spruce volumes, and
these would be suitable for use as LB bounceback masks. By contrast, both hardwood
species had narrow pits that precluded the use of those CT volumes in the LB. The oak
specimen also had membraneous tyloses obstructing its vessels. Therefore, Norway
spruce was chosen as the species to use in the LB model. Juvenile wood was selected
over mature wood to ensure consistency with the NMR specimens.
The high resolution exploratory CT volumes captured bordered pits well. However,
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these are around 600 µm in the longitudinal direction. Tracheids have a length on
the order of millimetres, meanign that the high resolution datasets do not contain
information on the frequency of end walls within the specimen. A second study
was carried out to measure a high number of complete tracheids while still resolving
bordered pits. Seven CT volumes were recorded from longitudinally adjacent regions of
the specimen at a resolution of 2.5 µm per voxel. This resolution provides an adequate
compromise between resolution and field-of-view.
The seven CT volumes were ’stacked’ longitudinally and digitally stitched together
into one single volume containing 1511 complete tracheids. Tracheid length, overlap,
radial lumen diameter and tangential wall thickness were measured semi-automatically
in ImageJ for all 1511 cells. Tracheids with a radial lumen diamater greater than 16.0 µm
were classed as earlywood and those with a diameter less than or equal to 16.0 µm were
classed as latewood. Tangential lumen diameter, radial wall thickness and the location
of pits on a tracheid were measured manually for a random subset of 25 earlywood
and 25 latewood tracheids. The measured values were in general agreement with the
literature. Distributions of overlap and within-cell pit density were not found in the
literature.
There were several limitations to the stacked X-ray CT study. The 2.5 µm voxel size
meant that cross-field pits were not resolved, despite evidence in the literature that
they are present in Norway spruce. Only one bordered pit was observed in a tangential
cell wall, which means that an alternative radial flow pathway must exist beyond
bordered pits. If this is via cross-field pits then it hasn’t been accurately captured
by the CT volume. The second limitiation is that the specimen only contained one
latewood-earlywood annual ring boundary, and thus the CT volume lacks information
on the true extent of earlywood in that ring. A result of this is that radial position
had to be measured ’backwards’, i.e. from the next annual ring boundary towards
the pith, rather than in the positive radial direction from the previous ring boundary
outwards. A final limitation of the study is that the manual approach to measuring
radial cell wall thickness, tangential lumen diameter and within-cell pit locations was
very time consuming, and only 50 cells were analysed. The statistical significance of
those measurements would have been greatly improved with a larger sample size.
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5. Procedural tracheid model
5.1. Introduction
This chapter details the procedural tracheid model used to create digital descriptions of
softwood for use in the lattice Boltzmann simulations. The inputs, outputs and method-
ology of the model are explained. Example bounceback masks are presented, and the
distributions of anatomical parameters are compared against those in Section §4.3.2.
The spruce CT volume presented in Section §4.3.2 could be used directly as a
bounceback mask in the lattice Boltzmann simulations. If thresholded into a binary
image, semipermeable nodes can be assigned to black voxels while fully fluid nodes are
assigned to white voxels. However, there are a number of drawbacks to this approach.
Firstly, pits in the mask are always fixed in the state they were in when digitised.
Given that the specimen used in the tracheid morphology study was sourced from
air-dried timber and further dried at 103 °C prior to imaging, many of the pits are
likely to be aspirated. Further, any pits that were not aspirated will not be able to shut
in resposnse to pressure gradients during the drying simulations. Another drawback
is that the individual CT scans within the stacked volume have very small rotational
offsets about the longitudinal axis. This means that some tracheids toward the edges
of the volume have artificially disjointed walls where the individual scans are stiched.
Finally, a bounceback mask made directly from the CT volume could only ever represent
that exact sample, with no scope for varying cell anatomy to reflect different species or
location in the tree—or to examine the statistical variability of the lattice Boltzmann
model itself.
For these reasons a digital model was created to procedurally generate tracheids
for use in the lattice Boltzmann simulations. The procedural tracheid model uses the
distributions measured from the stacked CT volume to create an arbitrary number
of cells with realistic proportions. Crucially, the location and state of each pit in the
domain is known and can then be tracked during the fluid simulation. The approach
is somewhat similar to that of Comstock (1970), with the crucial difference that the
radial dimension is not included. The decision to restrict the model to two dimensions
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was based on the inability to detect tangential and cross-field pits in the CT volume
as a result of the chosen voxel size. This is a fundamental limitation of the procedural
model and is discussed further alongside the LB results (Chapter 7).
5.2. Inputs
The procedural model, written in Matlab, replicates a radial plane through the CT
dataset as a series of tesselated irregular hexagons. The model takes an object-oriented
approach in which the domain is built up of individually-addressable objects: vertices,
edges, tracheids and pits. These objects are created as instances of a template (class).
Inputs to the model include parameters that describe the probability distribution
functions for lumen length, tracheid overlap, radial wall thickness, tangential width
and pit density. The parameters are described in Table 5.1. Inputs that are not derived
from the CT dataset are presented in Table 5.2.
Table 5.1.: Statistical inputs to the procedural tracheid model
Parameter Default value Units Note
RADIAL_POS 1000 µm Radial position of the modelled tangential plane
LENGTH_MU -4150 µm GEV parameter µ for lumen length
LENGTH_SIGMA 480 µm GEV parameter σ for lumen length
LENGTH_K 0.22 – GEV parameter k for lumen length
OVERLAP_MU 1200 µm GEV parameter µ for overlap
OVERLAP_SIGMA 760 µm GEV parameter σ for overlap
OVERLAP_K -0.13 – GEV parameter k for overlap
WALL_COEF_A -8.4E-4 – Gradient of linear fit for wall thickness
WALL_COEF_B 4.4 µm Intercept of linear fit for wall thickness
TWIDTH_MU -27.3 µm GEV parameter µ for tangential width
TWIDTH_SIGMA 3.5 µm GEV parameter σ for tangential width
TWIDTH_K 0.077 – GEV parameter k for tangential width
PPUL_COEF_A 2.0E-3 – Pits per unit length*, quadratic fit parameter 1
PPUL_COEF_B -41 – Pits per unit length*, quadratic fit parameter 2
PPUL_COEF_C 1.5E4 – Pits per unit length*, quadratic fit parameter 3
*Equation (4.4)
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Table 5.2.: Non-statistical inputs to the procedural model
Parameter Default value Units Note
RESOLUTION 1 µm/ node
L_BUFFER 1000 nodes Longitudinal buffer at the
end of the domain
PIT_WIDTH 4 nodes Side-length of square pits
MIN_PIT_SEP 10 nodes Minimum separation
between pits
PPUL_BOOST 1.5 – Correction factor for pits
removed due to lack of
connectivity
LUMEN_NODE_VALUE 1 – Label for lumen nodes
WALL_NODE_VALUE 2 – Label for wall nodes
PIT_NODE_VALUE 3 – Label for pit nodes
SOLID_NODE_VALUE 4 – Label for solid nodes
SIDE_WALLS 1 – Flag to set longitudinal
edges as solid
END_WALL 1 – Flat to set tangential
edges as solid
5.2.1. Algorithm
An overview of the algorithm behind the procedural model is presented as a flowchart
in Figure 5.1. Further flowcharts are presented in appendix Appendix B. The procedural
model begins by creating an empty instance of the Domain class, taking the desired
number of tracheids as inputs. It then loops through the tangential and longitudinal di-
rections, incrementally adding instances of the Tracheid class (visualised in Figure 5.2).
Each tracheid object randomly samples the distributions stored in the Stats object,
which holds the statistical parameters measured from the CT volume. Tracheid objects
obtain values for lumen length, cell width, wall thickness and the four overlaps from the
Stats object. The irregular hexagon defined by these parameters is shown in Figure 5.3.
Cell width is defined as a pair of half-widths, which are copied from adjacent cells
to aid tesselation. Up to two overlaps are also copied. Each tracheid then creates six
instances of the Vertex class according to the geometry defined by its length, width and
overlaps. Certain combinations of length and overlap produce mis-shaped cells or don’t
tesselate with existing neighbours (see flowchart in Figure B.3). In this case the values
are resampled until either a successful combination is achieved or a computational
time-limit is exceeded, at which point that entire row of cells is regenerated.
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Procedural tracheid generator
Create instance of Domain object, size [L, T]
l <= L
t <= T
Create instance of Tracheid object at [l, t]
tracheid <= count(tracheids)
Add instances of Edge object to tracheid
edge <= count(edges)
Calculate edge thickness
Add instances of Pit object to edge
tracheid <= count(tracheids)
Calculate tracheid bitmap mask
Element-wise max() tracheid and domain masks
pit <= count(pits)
Calculate pit mask
Is the pit mask valid?
Delete pit
Element-wise max() tracheid and domain masks
Pad mask to divide evenly among CPUs
Export bounceback mask from domain
RETURN
Number of cells in L and T directions
Export tracheid ID mask from domain
Export pit ID mask from domain
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
Figure 5.1.: An overview of the procedural tracheid generator. Additional flowcharts are presented in
appendix Appendix B.
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Figure 5.2.: Tracheids are added tangentially, then longitudinally. The anatomical parameters describing
each cell are converted into six Vertex objects, which are in turn joined by six Edge objects.
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Figure 5.3.: Each tracheid is described by eight parameters: cell length, wall thickness, two half widths
and four overlaps. These parameters are used to construct six vertices V1–6 on the outside
edge of the cell wall.
Once each tracheid has been created its six vertices are joined by instances of the
Edge class (unless there is a pre-existing edge already). This process is outlined in the
flowchart in Figure B.4. Pits are added to the four overlapping edges to approximate
the local distribution of pits found in the CT volume. For each edge, all possible pit
locations are calculated using the length of the edge and the minimum pit spacing. The
actual pit count is calucated from the pit density and edge length. Instances of the
Pit class are created at a random sample of the possible pit locations (see flowchart in
Figure B.5).
At this point there is a Domain object comprised of tesselated Tracheid objects. Each
tracheid is formed from six Vertex objects and six Edge objects. Each edge contains
zero or more Pit objects. Finally the actual bounceback mask is calculated for each
tracheid and added to the global domain mask (see flowchart in Figure B.6). The
mask is an array of four different integers that represent void, lumen, solid and pit
regions. Pits are added to the mask in a second pass, their locations having been
previously determined as described above, and any that don’t connect to a lumen
node at either end (i.e. are fully or partially embedded within a cell wall) are deleted.
Testing showed a 33% reduction in the number of pits at this stage. Thus a configurable
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parameter PPUL_BOOST was added to the Stats object to multiply pit density by 1.5
and compensate for the loss.
5.2.2. Output
Outputs from the procedural tracheid model are demonstrated in Figure 5.4 for a
12-by-12 cell domain. The key output is the mask shown in Figure 5.4a, which labels
all pixels as either void (dark blue), cell lumen (light blue), cell wall (green) or pit
(yellow). This particular mask is 42 800 µm in the longitudinal direction and 412 µm in
the tangential direction at a resolution of 1 µm/pixel. It contains 144 tracheid objects,
864 vertices, 479 edges and 2625 pits. The mask is used in the lattice Boltzmann model
to set the permeability of nodes. A magnified view of part of Figure 5.4a is shown in
Figure 5.4c where pits (yellow pixels) are more clearly visible. The tracheid model also
outputs identification masks for both tracheids and pits. All the pixels belonging to
a particular tracheid or pit are assigned a unique identifier. Figure 5.4c shows pixels
coloured by tracheid identifier (there are 144 identifiers so adjacent colours appear
similar). The tracheid identifiers let the post-LB analysis discriminate between fluid
flows in any given cell. Figure 5.4d shows pixels coloured by pit identifier, which
allows the LB code to alter the permeability of a pit from fully permeable (pit open) to
fully solid (pit closed) during the simulation run.
Figure 5.5 shows three different 12-by-12 cell domains, indicating the range of outputs
produced by ProTG from the same statistical inputs.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5.4.: a) An example output mask from the procedural tracheid model. Dark blue indicates regions
outside any cells, light blue indicates cell lumina, green indicates cell walls and yellow
indicates pits. b) A close-up of the mask showing pits. c) Tracheids in the output have a
unique identifier allowing all nodes in a particular cell to be selected. Cells in the image are
coloured by identifier, and each is a different colour. d) Pits also have unique identifiers.
Pits in the image are coloured by identifier, and each a different colour.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.5.: Three different 12× 12 tracheid outputs produced from identical inputs to show statistical
variability of masks produced by the ProTG model.
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5.3. Analysis
Five domains, each 20 by 20 cells in size, were generated to assess the accuracy of the
procedural tracheid model. GEV distributions were fitted to length, overlap, width and
pit data from the five generated domains for comparison with the CT data. Figure 5.6a
shows the location (µ), shape (σ) and scale (k) parameters of a GEV distribution fitted
to length data for each of the five domains. The parameters have been normalised to
the CT data. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The location parameters all
match the CT value very closely with little variation, although all five overestimate by a
small amount. The scale parameters are between 80% and 90% of the CT value with
wider confidence intervals and greater variation. The shape parameters vary between
0% and 10% of the CT value, with wide 95% CIs. However it should be noted that
the primary effect of k on the GEV distribution is to condition the tail, and thus wide
variations here are of less concern compared with the other two parameters. Overall
the length distribution within the generated domains is a satisfactory reflection of the
length distribution with the CT data.
Figure 5.6b shows the three parameters of a GEV distribution fitted to overlap data
for each of the five domains. The location parameters vary between 70% and 90%
of the CT value with some variation across the group. The scale parameters within
10% of the CT value with little variation among the generated domains. As with the
length distributions the shape parameters vary significantly, from 40% up to almost
200% of the CT value. The 95% CIs are also very wide. Although not correlated in the
CT dataset, overlaps and length in the procedural model often have to be resampled
from the probability distribution to ensure they produce an irregular hexagon with a
continuous cell wall. Which anatomical parameters are resampled depends on which
neighbours the tracheid is trying to tesselate with, however length is usually prioritised
over overlap. Thus, the process of resampling is expected to alter the distribution of
overlaps in the generated domains, and so the parameters in Figure 5.6b are considered
reasonable. However, the discrepancy may also evidence some unnoticed correlation in
parameters in the actual CT data set. It is not easily attributable to statistical variation
or lack of representative element volume coverage in the model itself.
The normalised parameters of a GEV distribution fitted to tangential width are
plotted in Figure 5.6c. The location parameter matches accurately with little variation
across the group. The scale parameter varies from 80% to just over 100% of the CT
value, with some variation. As before the scale parameter k varies considerably, here
between 50% and 180% of the CT value with extremely wide 95% CIs. The variation in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.6.: Distribution parameters from five procedurally generated domains, each 20 by 20 tracheids.
a) Lumen length, b) cell overlap, c) tangential width and d) mean pit density per unit length
for the five domains. All parameters are normalised to the experimental values calculated
from the CT data.
k is likely to arise from constraining cell widths to fit with previously created tracheids.
The propagation of cell widths longitudinally across the domain will tend to increase
the proportion of extreme values in the distribution. As k primarily controls the tail of
the GEV distribution, extreme values are expected to cause this parameter to fluctuate.
As discussed above, pit density varies radially in the CT sample. A radial position
is chosen in the model and the density at that point is used for all tracheids. Pits that
do not fully penetrate a cell wall are removed – a situation that occurs at the tapered
ends of cells where the walls are relatively thicker. The pit density is artificially raised
to counteract this depletion. The net result is that pit densities across the generated
domain are normally distributed. Figure 5.6d shows the mean density normalised to
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the target value, not including the boost, for the five generated domains. There is good
agreement among the five domains, however they exceed the target density by up to
10%. The match could be improved by reducing the boost parameter slightly from it’s
current value of 1.5.
5.4. Conclusions
This chapter has introduced the procedural model used to create digital tracheids for
use in LB simulations. The model produces an arbitrary number of tracheids with
a realistic distribution of anatomical parameters, replicating those measured from
the stacked X-ray CT volume. The tracheid model takes a procedural, object-oriented
approach to generating the domain. Anatomical parameters are sampled from statistical
distributions, vertices are created and joined with edges, and then the masks for each
tracheid are combined into a single domain. Cell lumen, cell wall and pits can be
distinguished in the output from the model, and the pixels in individual tracheids
and pits are uniquely identified. The statistical input distributions are reasonably
reproduced in the generated domains.
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6. MRI results
6.1. Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging experiments were carried out on small spruce specimens
to inform and validate the lattice Boltzmann drying simulations described in Chapter 7.
The materials and methods for these experiments are described in Chapter 3. The first
series of experiments used the high-resolution 60 MHz system (Section §3.3) to image
drying and rewetting in small specimens. Although the data was of a high quality, the
small specimens were not considered representative. There were also difficulties with
rewetting the specimens. Therefore, larger-scale simulations were carried out on spruce
discs using the Treehugger system at Forest Research (Section §3.4). Initial scoping
experiments were followed by a reproducibility study.
6.2. High-resolution NMR
6.2.1. Longitudinal-tangential experiment
Figure 6.1a shows an MRI magnitude image of a wet piece of Norway spruce mature
wood at t = 0. Blue regions are wet (high 1H-density) and yellow regions are dry (low
1H-density). The longitudinal direction is vertical, the tangential direction is horizontal
and the radial direction is perpendicular to the page, as shown in the schematic in
Figure 6.2 and the overview in Figure 3.10. The MRI image represents the average spin
density over a 10 mm radial slice through the specimen, shown in red in Figure 6.2. The
lower edge of the specimen in Figure 6.1a rested on a perspex support—shown in gray
in Figure 6.2, and see Figure 3.11—that centred the specimen in the probe. Figure 6.1a
was recorded at an echo time of 16 ms and a field-of-view of 40 mm. The echo time
imposes a lower limit on the T2 value that contributes to the NMR signal, effectively
restricting the images to measuring free water. The image was acquired with 64 read
points and 64 phase steps over a period of 6 minutes. The data was sinebell-filtered and
zero-filled to 256×256 pixels in k-space before the inverse discrete Fourier transform
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(a) t = 0 min (b) t = 548 min
Figure 6.1.: MRI images of the softwood specimen in experiment LT before (a) and during (b) drying.
The field-of-view is 4 cm. Blue regions are wet; yellow regions are dry (the intensity scale is
reported in computer units, c.u.). The longitudinal direction is vertical and the tangential
direction is horizontal. The black outline in (b) indicates the extent of the specimen in (a)
before drying.
Figure 6.2.: A schematic of the experimental setup for specimen LT shown in Figure 6.1a. The full
specimen is outlined in black, while the MRI slice is shown in red. The gray base represents
the perspex support. The drying airflow is in the radial direction, along the bore of the
probe.
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was applied.
The imaging specimen was originally cut from an air-dried piece of Norway spruce,
and was immersed in water for one week prior to the experiment. The gravimetric
moisture content (calculated after the experiment) was 199% at t = 0, which theoretically
corresponds to fully saturated cell walls and a significant quantity of free water in
tracheid lumina. However, gravimetry is a bulk measurement and does not reflect the
spatial distribution of moisture within the specimen. Figure 6.1a indicates that the
wettest parts of the MRI slice through the specimen are at the cut longitudinal faces,
to a depth of approximately 3 mm from the surface. These are likely to be tracheids
that were sectioned during specimen preparation and hence filled rapidly by capillary
action when immersed in water. Sorption into the central region requires moisture
to cross at least one cell wall, which is a much slower process, so the central region
appears less wet (paler blue).
A computer case fan was used to blow ambient air at 20 °C and 32% RH through
the bore of the magnet. The radial ends of the specimen were covered with parafilm
to restrict surface vapour flux to longitudinal and tangential surfaces only. Surface
flux was limited to two directions—rather than just one—on the basis that information
on moisture movement in both these directions could be extracted from a single 2D
NMR image while halving the experimental time. Figure 6.1b is an image of the same
specimen as Figure 6.1a, after 548 minutes of continuous drying, recorded with the
same acquisition parameters plotted with the same colour limits. The loss of signal
indicates that the the specimen has dried considerably: the black outline in Figure 6.1b
represents the dimensions of the specimen at t = 0 (Figure 6.1a). In addition to a general
reduction in signal, the spatial distribution of moisture has changed. In particular,
drying fronts have developed inside the sample from the longitudinal and tangential
surfaces, the latter more defined than the former. Note that the bottom surface of the
specimen is in contact with the perspex support (see Figure 6.2) and drying appears to
be slower than from the top surface.
MRI images of specimen LT were recorded at TE = 16 ms nominally every 18 minutes
for 692 minutes. Equivalent images to Figure 6.1 are reproduced in Figure 6.3 for all time
points, with the initial specimen size outlined in black. The initial high concentration
of water at the longitudinal cut surfaces reduces rapidly, within 52 minutes (lower
surface) and 78 minutes (upper surface). The difference may be due to an uneven
distribution of water within the sectioned tracheids on each surface. Drying is initially
more rapid in the longitudinal direction, with little sign of tangential drying fronts (left
and right surfaces) until 135 minutes. The tangential drying fronts develop strongly
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Figure 6.3.: MRI magnitude maps of sample LT, acquired at TE = 16 ms. The
field-of-view is 4 cm, and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.2.
Yellow regions are dry; blue regions are wet.
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until around 510 minutes, after which they appear to stabilise. From this point onwards
to 680 minutes there is a generalised reduction in image intensity, with a stronger
effect towards the upper surface of the specimen. The small sample volume means
that a relatively high proportion of tracheids will be exposed to both longitudinal and
tangential drying fronts.
In addition to the time-series images acquired at intervals throughout the drying
process, data was also acquired as a function of echo time. The specimen was imaged
sequentially at three different echo times (TE = 16, 24, 32 ms) for each of the drying
intervals shown in Figure 6.3. A subset of those sequential images at different echo times
are shown in the first three columns of Figure 6.4. The MRI data was downscaled by a
factor of four and a least-squares single-component exponential function (Equation (3.7),
reproduced below) was fitted through the three sequential images associated with each
interval in the drying process on a pixel-by-pixel basis:
M(t) = M0 exp
(
− t
T2
)
+ C
The value of the exponential curve backcast to t = 0 is the intial magnetisation M0,
which indicates the number of 1H nuclei in the specimen. The time constant gives the
spin-spin relaxation time T2 , which indicates the local environment of the 1H nuclei.
The baseline offset C represents the asymptote to which the NMR signal decays as
t → ∞. Columns four and five in Figure 6.4 show the M0 and T2 maps, respectively,
generated through this process. Dark blue pixels in both the intensity and M0 maps
indicate a high density of nuclei (high moisture content) and orange pixels indicate a
low density (low moisture content). Yellow pixels indicate that no signal was detected.
Dark gray pixels in the T2 maps indicate a long relaxation time, associated with a high
concentration of free water, while pale gray pixels indicate shorter relaxation times and
suggest a lower free water content.
Several options were considered for constraining the exponential fit described by
Equation (3.7). The most basic constraint is to ensure that C ≥ 0 because the NMR
images represent magnitude data for which the signal value is always positive. However,
the modulus operation to convert from raw to magnitude data also makes the Gaussian-
distributed noise in the data positive. At long times the NMR signal therefore decays
to the RMS noise value, rather than zero. To ensure that the fit always finds this
physically appropriate baseline the constraint C = noiseRMS can be imposed. For
both constraints—C ≥ 0 and C = noiseRMS—T2 can also be fixed: the value of T2,0 is
calculated for the first image in the series and T2 in subsequent images is constrained
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Figure 6.4.: A subset of the MRI magnitude maps during experiment LT, acquired at TE = 16, 24, and
32 ms (columns one to three). The fourth and fifth columns show the M0 and T2 maps,
respectively, calculated by fitting a single-component exponential on a pixel-by-pixel basis
to those three magnitude maps. The field-of-view in all cases is 40 mm.117
to that value. Thus there are four possible options for constraining the exponential fit:
(1) C ≥ 0; (2) C = noiseRMS; (3) C ≥ 0 and T2 = T2,0; (4) C = noiseRMS and T2 = T2,0.
(a) Wet (b) During drying (c) After drying
(d) M0 for all time points (e) T2 for all time points (f) C for all time points
Figure 6.5.: The effect of constraining a least-squares fit to magnitude data from an exemplar pixel
when the pixel intensity is (a) high, (b) medium and (c) low. The pixel intensity at three
different echo times is indicated by solid points. The four constraints to the equation
M0 exp(−t/T2) + C are: (1) C ≥ 0 (solid line); (2) C = RMSnoise (dashed line); (3)
C ≥ 0 with T2 fixed at the value calculated for the first image series; and (4) C = RMSnoise
with T2 similarly constrained. The values of M0, T2 and C for the exemplar pixel at all
time points are plotted in (d), (e) and (f), respectively.
Figure 6.5 is a comparison of the four constraints outlined above for an exemplar pixel
when the SNR is (a) high, (b) medium and (c) low. The solid line represents constraint
(1) C ≥ 0; the dashed line represents (2) C = RMSnoise; the dotted line represents the
(3) C ≥ 0 and T2 = T2,0; and the dashed-dotted line represents (4) C = RMSnoise and
T2 = T2,0. The three fit parameters are plotted for the same pixel across all timesteps
in Figure 6.5d (M0), Figure 6.5e (T2) and Figure 6.5f (baseline). Considering the latter
plot, when C ≥ 0 (solid and dotted lines) the baseline starts high and tends to a noisy
approximation of the RMS noise as the specimen dries. As the high SNR in the early
images appears to be biasing the fits, the constraint C = RMSnoise was judged to be
more suitable. M0 drops more smoothly when the additional T2 = T2,0 constraint is
added (Figure 6.5d), but this was discounted because it produces a poorer fit to the
actual data at a mid- to low SNR (dashed-dotted line, Figure 6.5b and Figure 6.5c).
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Allowing T2 to vary allows the fits to reflect the reduction in T2 as free water leaves
larger pores early in the drying process and smaller pores towards the end. The best
option was therefore to use option (2) from above: C = RMSnoise with T2 allowed to
vary. This option has been used here and throughout the remainder of the chapter.
The fit procedure outline above was applied to all images on a pixel-by-pixel basis,
leading to the M0 and T2 maps in Figure 6.4. Fits for three exemplar pixels are presented
in Figure 6.6 for several points during drying. The corresponding NMR intensity map
at TE = 16 ms is shown in the left-hand column: the left-hand tangential drying front
passes across pixel A, the upper longitudinal drying front passes across pixel C, and
pixel B is in the centre of the specimen so does not fully dry. . At t = 0 minutes the fit
through the three pixes in each intensity map indicates a long relaxation time and a
high M0. The relaxation time T2 at the exemplar pixels shortens as t increases, while
M0 reduces.
The M0 and T2 maps in Figure 6.4 were averaged across the entire specimen region
(defined by the specimen extent at TE = 16 ms and t = 0 min). These are plotted as
functions of bulk moisture content and time in Figure 6.7. M0 is linearly correlated with
moisture content down to roughly 65% MC (Figures 6.7a and 6.7b). This correlation
occurs because both M0 and MC are a measure of the number of water molecules
present in the specimen, and at a high moisture content the majority of the water
molecules are in free water populations. As the moisture content approaches the
fibre-saturation point (dotted lines in Figure 6.7) there is significantly less free water
contributing to the NMR signal, which becomes obscured by noise.
The bulk T2 is plotted as both the M0-weighted (filled points) and unweighted (open
points) mean across the specimen region in Figure 6.7c. T2 starts at 40 ms when the
specimen is at 190% MC. In this state the tracheid cell walls are saturated with bound
water and the lumina will be close to saturated with free water. The bulk T2 value only
includes contributions from free water—which in softwoods has a value on the order of
10s to 100s ms (Menon et al., 1989; Araujo et al., 1993; Labbé et al., 2006; Almeida et al.,
2008)—because the shortest echo time was longer than the relaxation time of bound
water. T2 falls in two stages as the specimen dries: an initial rapid drop from 190% MC
to around 160% MC is followed by a slower fall from 160% MC to 60% MC.
Several comments can be made about the changes in T2: firstly, the general trend
of T2 proportionality to fluid volume in a pore is well known, and is valid until the
volume falls below a single monolayer of water molecules (D’Orazio et al., 1989). Thus,
T2 will be reduced as free water is evacuated from tracheid lumina. Second, relaxation
rates are proportional to the radius of tracheid lumina (Menon et al., 1989) and in
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Figure 6.6.: Single-component exponential fits for three exemplar pixels at the same timesteps as
Figure 6.4, demonstrating the quality of the fits. The three pixels are indicated in (a): pixel
A is passed by the left-hand tangential drying front, pixel B is in the centre of the sample
and does not dry fully, and pixel C is passed by the top longitudinal drying front. The fits
become poorer as the drying front passes and the NMR signal drops (bottom row of figures).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.7.: Plots of M0 and T2 averaged over the specimen region. (a) Normalised moisture content
and M0 as functions of drying time; (b) M0 as a function of moisture content; and (c) T2
as a function of moisture content. T2 is both M0-weighted (filled points) and unweighted
(open points).
general larger diameter pores empty first due to their lower capillary pressure (L. Xu
et al., 2008). A fall in T2 is therefore also expected given the pore size distribution of
lumina diameters from wide earlywood to narrow latewood in an annual ring, and
could be the reason behind the bimodal T2. However, Almeida et al. (2008) observed
in pieces of Douglas fir a similar size to the specimen used in this study that latewood
lumina were actually the first to empty. Almeida et al. hypothesised that this was due
to the structure of latewood pits preventing them from aspirating. In other words, the
unaspirated latewood pits have a higher capillary pressure than the aspirated earlywood
pits and hence drain first, allowing the liquid-vapour interface to move through the
latewood first. Almeida et al. observed that the earlywood only emptied once all the
latewood tracheids in an annual ring had completely evacuated. This is the reverse of
the behaviour seen in porous media with a lower structural heterogeneity than wood
(such as packed spheres) in which all of the larger pores evacuate fully before any of the
smaller pores begin to empty (Hollewand et al., 1994; L. Xu et al., 2008). The improved
conductivity of latewood over earlywood has also been seen during liquid uptake in
several softwood species (Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2012; Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2014). Based
on this, one possibility is that aspirated earlywood pits prevented earlywood tracheids
from saturating with free water during sample preparationtion. The initial rapid fall
in T2 could then correspond to relatively full latewood cells emptying, followed by a
shallower rate as the less saturated earlywood dries.
Figure 6.8c and Figure 6.8e show the change in M0 over time, integrated along the
longitudinal and tangential directions, respectively. M0 is a measure of the 1H density
and hence the moisture content of the specimen. These profiles were calculated for
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Figure 6.8.: Time-series M0 profiles from experiment LT, integrated to produce tangential (c) and
longitudinal (e) profiles. The plots are oriented to match the NMR intensity images (d)
and correspond to a radial direction normal to the page. Every fifth profile is plotted, with
an approximate separation of 90 min. The drying experiment progresses from dark to light
colours. The change in front position, calculated at the dotted line in (c) and (e), is plotted
as a function of drying time for the four drying fronts (defined according to their surface
normal): (a) left-hand tangential, (b) right-hand tangential, (f) top longitudinal and (g)
bottom longitudinal. The solid lines in the latter plots represents a linear least-squares fit
through the filled data points. The open circles in (a) and (b) and the crosses in (f) and (g)
were excluded from the fits.
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all timesteps, although only every fifth profile is plotted from the first (dark blue)
to the last (yellow). The tangential profile (Figure 6.8c) is rounded at the start of
the experiment, which indicates a moisture gradient across the specimen and hence
incomplete saturation. This observation is confirmed in Figure 6.1a where the centre of
the specimen is darker blue than the tangential edges. By contrast, the longitudinal
profile (Figure 6.8e) is much flatter and suggests a more uniform initial saturation in
that direction. However, note that sectioned tracheids on the longitudinal faces are the
wettest parts of the specimen in Figure 6.1a. Tangential and longitudinal profiles reduce
in intensity as drying progresses, but both maintain a relatively low moisture gradient
(noise aside). This low moisture gradient is consistent with experimental evidence in
the literature (Wiberg et al., 1999). When drying fronts do develop they are steeper in
the tangential direction than the longitudinal direction.
The profiles in Figure 6.8c and Figure 6.8e were interpolated at the dashed line to
find the position of each drying front as a function of time. (The intensity at which to
interpolate was chosen to be as high as possible without being affected by noise in the
final time steps.) The change in displacement of the left tangential, right tangential,
top longitudinal and bottom longitudinal drying fronts are plotted in Figure 6.8a,
Figure 6.8b, Figure 6.8f and Figure 6.8g, respectively. The tangential drying fronts take
approximately 180 min to develop and start moving inwards (open points in Figure 6.8a
and Figure 6.8b) while the longitudinal fronts start moving much earlier. All four fronts
then move inwards at a constant rate.
6.2.2. Longitudinal-radial experiment
Experiment LR used the same experimental method as LT above, but produced
longitudinal-radial maps of moisture. (See the overview graphic in Figure figure 3.10
on page 50 for specimen orientations.) Figure 6.9 presents M0 and T2 maps from exper-
iment LR at a subset of timesteps, analagous to those in Figure 6.4: the longitudinal
direction is still vertical but now the radial direction is horizontal in the images. The
longitudinal cut surfaces are the wettest part of the specimen, similarly to LT, but the
moisture distribution is less uniform with a drier patch on the right-hand side. This
dry patch is likely a result of incomplete wetting prior to imaging.
A key difference between the experiments LR and LT arises from the changed speci-
men orientation relative to the NMR coil. The annual ring structure is clearly visible in
LR as vertical striations, particularly in the NMR magnitude images (e.g. Figure 6.9a).
A comparison of the physical ring structure of the specimen with Figure 6.9a suggests
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Figure 6.9.: A subset of the MRI magnitude maps during experiment LR, acquired at TE = 16 ms,
TE = 24 ms and TE = 32 ms. The fourth and fifth columns show the M0 and T2 maps,
respectively, calculated by fitting a single-component exponential on a pixel-by-pixel basis
to the magnitude maps at three echo times. The field-of-view in all cases is 40 mm.124
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10.: Plots of average (a) M0 and (b) T2 as functions of moisture content for experiment LR. T2
is both M0-weighted (filled points) and unweighted (open points).
that the wettest parts of the annual ring structure (dark blue striations) correspond to
latewood, not earlywood. This observation makes sense given that fluid uptake via
capillarity is faster than that via diffusion, and capillary sorption is inversely propor-
tional to pore radius. It also agrees with experimental observations in the literature
that latewood tracheids are the preferential fluid pathway during wetting due to their
unaspirated pits (Almeida et al., 2008; Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2012; Sedighi-Gilani et al.,
2014).
Figure 6.10 shows plots of average M0 and T2 as functions of moisture content in
experiment LR. These plots are very similar to Figure 6.7: M0 is linearly correlated
with moisture content and T2 is correlated up to about 200% MC, above which there is
a steep increase in gradient. Although the initial moisture content of specimen LR is
actually around 20% higher than that of LT, the initial M0 and T2 are lower. This could
be a result of the nonuniform distribution of water in the specimen at the start of the
experiment. As outlined above, T2 is proportional to the fluid volume in the lumen
and to the lumen diameter. If earlywood tracheids are poorly saturated then T2 will
comprise a contribution from the narrow latewood tracheids and isolated pockeds of
fluid in the earlywood, both of which have a lower T2 than fully saturated earlywood.
Figure 6.11c and Figure 6.11e show the change in M0 over time in experiment LR,
integrated to produce radial and longitudinal profiles, respectively. Every fifth profile is
plotted, from the first (dark blue) to the last (yellow). These figures are similar to those
for experiment LT in Figure 6.8: longitudinal and radial drying fronts develop and
there is a generalised decrease in M0 that is slightly greater in the longitudinal profiles
than in the radial ones. Unlike experiment LT, however, exposing the radial surface to
the drying air stream means that rays are likely to provide a greater contribute to the
redistribution of moisture within the specimen (Wiberg et al., 1999). The contribution
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Figure 6.11.: Time-series M0 profiles from experiment LR, integrated to produce radial (c) and longitudi-
nal (e) profiles. The figures are oriented to match the 2D NMR intensity images (d). Every
fifth profile is plotted, with an approximate separation of 90 min. The drying experiment
progresses from dark to light colours. The change in front position, calculated at the dotted
line in (c) and (e), is plotted as a function of drying time for the four drying fronts: (a)
left-hand radial, (b) right-hand radial, (f) top longitudinal and (g) bottom longitudinal.
The solid lines represent a linear least-squares fit through the filled data points. The open
data points in (a) were excluded from the fits.
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of rays could be the reason that the radial drying fronts start to move immediately (see
e.g. Figure 6.11a) when compared with the corresponding tangential fronts (Figure 6.8),
which depend on diffusion across the cell walls and pits of axial tracheids.
Interpolating the M0 profiles at 2 cu gives the drying front position, which is plotted
for the left radial (Figure 6.11a), right radial (Figure 6.11b), top longitudinal (Figure 6.11f)
and bottom longitudinal (g) fronts.
6.2.3. Analysis of high-resolution NMR experiments
Drying of a highly saturated porous media typically goes through two stages Sherwood
(1929a) and Sherwood (1929b). In the constant rate stage capillary flow carries liquid
from the interior of the material to the external surface, where it evaporates. The
evaporation rate is constant for a given set of surface properties and environmental
conditions (Siau et al., 1996), meaning drying is proportional to time. At a certain
point the system moves to a falling rate stage where the liquid-vapour interface retreats
into the material. The limiting factor is typically then internal vapour diffusion from
the liquid-vapour interface to the surface, in which case drying is proportional to the
square-root of time. At around 60% MC the liquid phase in the wood reaches the point
of irreducible saturation and becomes discontinuous (Wiberg et al., 1999). Drying at
a moisture content below irreducible saturation is limited by vapour diffusion and is
much slower—although liquid remains present even well below the FSP (Almeida et al.,
2007; Salin, 2008). If drying were continued the specimen would eventually reach the
equilibrium moisture content corresponding to the current atmospheric temperature
and relative humidity. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.11 show that the drying fronts for
experiments LT and LR, respectively, move linearly with time. This suggests that the
limiting factor is the surface flux rather than internal transport—i.e. a constant surface
evaporation rate controls the moisture dynamics. A constant surface flux is plausible
for specimens confined within a long glass tube (the NMR probe) and dried using
low-velocity forced-convection of room temperature air at a high relative humidity.
Considering the directional differences in drying behaviour more closely, the tan-
gential drying fronts (Figure 6.8a and b) took around 180 min to start moving inwards,
whereas the radial fronts (Figure 6.11a and b) began to move immediately. This could
be evidence of the contribution of rays to radial drying: if the rays permit capillary
flow through unaspirated pits then radial drying would be expected to start with a
constant rate stage. By contrast, tangential drying depends on diffusive processes
carrying moisture across cell walls and aspirated pits in axial tracheids. Longitudinal
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Figure 6.12.: The linear rate of front movement from experiments LT (left) and LR (right), including
95% confidence intervals.
drying in Figure 6.8a and b shows similar behaviour to radial drying, which suggests
that similar moisture pathways are used in the two directions.
Drying front velocities were calculated from least-squares fits to the drying front
displacement data and are plotted in Figure 6.12 with 95% confidence intervals for
experiments LT (left) and LR (right). Once developed, the velocity of tangential and
radial fronts is similar. There is a small difference between the left and right fronts
in both cases, which is assumed to be a systematic effect of the specimens being off-
centre in the NMR probe and thus experiencing slightly different drying rates. A key
question raised by Figure 6.12 (and also Figure 6.8 andFigure 6.11) is around the drying
behaviour of the top longitudinal front. The bottom longitudinal front began moving
immediately at 0.003 mm/min in both experiments, which is consistent with a reduced
surface flux caused by the perspex sample support. However, the top longitudinal
drying front was nominally exposed to the same airflow as the radial/tangential
surfaces but dried at 0.008 mm/min in experiment LR and only 0.003 mm/min in LT.
in LT. The reason for this discrepancy is not immediately clear, but could be related to
non-uniform saturation of specimen LT prior to the experiment (although the partial
saturation of LR is more much more noticeable in the MRI images Figure 6.9). Note
that film flows play an important role in unsaturated drying behaviour (Yiotis et al.,
2004). An additional factor could be that rewetting of specimen LR was augmented
with a vacuum pump to improve saturation. The pump is likely to have increased the
proportion of aspirated pits, which would cause longitudinal drying to appear more
like tangential drying in that specimen—although this does not explain the difference
between drying fronts on the top and bottom of the specimen.
Specimen preparation was clearly a challenge for this study, particularly around
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acheiving a uniform saturation. The specimens were soaked for one month, dried to
around 60% MC in a preliminary test and rewet to constant mass prior to the above
experiments. However, the non-unform distribution remains evident in many of the
intensity maps. Isolating directional differences in drying behaviour by restricting
the surface flux to a single direction would simplify the experiment and subsequent
analyses, and may partially migitgate some of the issues around specimen preparation.
Another limitation of the study is that, although the 60 MHz NMR system produces
high-resolution data, this comes at the cost of both sample size and field of view. In
particular, the small sample size allows earlywood and latewood to be distinguished
but raises issues of representativeness. The sample size is limited by the bore of the
magnet, but the length and position of the probe also create challenges: drying can
be done in situ, but rewetting requires the sample be removed and replaced between
images. Replacing the specimen in-place exactly would require significant changes to
the experimental setup. Further, no data can be gathered on how desorption differs
between green and previously-dried wood: the specimens were selected from an air-
dried source in order to match those imaged with the Nanowood X-ray micro-CT
system. These issues with the 60 MHz results were addressed by switching to the
Treehugger NMR system and using larger specimens of green wood.
6.3. Low-resolution NMR: Exploratory study
6.3.1. Overview
The low-resolution NMR exploratory study aimed to measure how the the moisture
content of a softwood disc changes as it is dried and re-wet several times, starting from
the green state. A secondary aim was to measure how changes in moisture content
are impacted by drying above vs below the fibre saturation point. Understanding the
drying behaviour in real wood is an important step in validating the lattice Boltzman
model.
6.3.2. Results
Figure 6.13 shows NMR magnitude images of three different discs of softwood at each
phase of the Treehugger exploratory study at Forest Research. Magnitude images of
the discs are shown in the green state, during drying, during rewetting and during a
second drying period. (Note that the discs are viewed along the radial direction, which
leads to a cross section that appears similar to the battens from the 60 MHz experiments
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Figure 6.13.: A selection of NMR magnitude maps of three different softwood discs during each phase of
the Treehugger scoping experiment: green (first column), during the first drying period
(second column), during rewetting (third column) and during the second drying period
(fourth column). The final moisture content during each phase is given in Table 6.1. The
outline of each specimen in the first column is overlaid on the subsequent columns. For
scale, specimen H has a diameter (vertical in the image) of 7.5 cm and length (horizontal
in the image) of 7.0 cm. Blue regions are wet and yellow regions are dry. Note that the
slanted horizontal lines in a number of the images (for example Figure 6.13b) are due to
radiofrequency interference. All images were acquired at an echo time of TE= 5 ms.
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Table 6.1.: Specimen gravimetric moisture content at the start and end of each period of the experiment.
Specimen
MC /%
Green Dry 1 Wet Dry 2
H(igh) 177 68 166 61
M(edium) 174 14 119 54
L(ow) 174 7 145 57
above, however here the longitudinal direction is horizontal in the images.) The discs
are referred to as H(igh), M(edium) and L(ow) according to their final moisture content
during the first drying period: 68% MC, 14% MC, and 6% MC, respectively. The bark
was left on all discs in order to restrict the surface flux to longitudinal surfaces only.
Specimen M is physically shorter than specimens H and L in the longitudinal direction.
Figure 6.14 is a schematic of the specimen orientation during imaging.
Figure 6.14.: A schematic of the NMR imaging orientation in the Treehugger MRI system. The probe
(blue) has its y-axis vertical. The wood specimen (outlined in black) is placed in the probe
with its longitudinal direction pointing horizontally. The slice-selective imaging sequence
measures the NMR signal within a 4 cm section through the centre of the specimen (red
region). The pith (dashed white line) is aligned with the Treehugger x-axis, meaning the
Treehugger z-axis crosses the specimen radially.
The left column of Figure 6.13 shows all specimens in the green state. The high NMR
magnitude indicates a significant free water content. The dark blue, wet regions are
sapwood and the drier pale blue longitudinal (horizontal) line is the pith. Note that
the specimens are too young to contain heartwood. The pale region on the right hand
side of e.g. Figure 6.13a is a systematic effect caused non-linearity in a gradient coil
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and/or an inhomogeneity in the excitation radiofrequency (RF) field, and the blue/pale
blue lines are RF intereference. The specimens were dried under conditions of forced
convection at 40 °C for three hours, then left to cool for a further one hour before
imaging. This cycle was repeated until the target moisture content was reached.
The second column in Figure 6.13 shows NMR images of each specimen after 30 hr
of drying at 40 °C. (All three specimens are shown after the same amount of drying to
facilitate comparisons). Specimens H and M are at 67% MC and 71% MC, respectively,
while specimen L has dropped to 55% MC. As all three were exposed to the same
conditions, the greater drying in specimen L is assumed to be because that specimen
is shorter than the others. Specimens H and M exhibit similar moisture distributions,
with a band of higher signal (wetter) across the centre and lower signal (drier) at the
radial extents. There appear to be longitudinal drying fronts at a depth of roughly
5 mm from the longitudinal faces of the specimens, likely caused by sectioned tracheids
on those faces drying rapidly. By contrast, the radial drying fronts have penetrated
much deeper into the specimen. There is also a general reduction in image intensity
with respect to the green state.
Specimen H was rewet after 30 hr of drying, while M and L were dried further to 14%
and 7% MC, respectively. The specimens were rewet by fully immersing them in tap
water at room temperature, with NMR images taken after increasing periods of time.
The third column in Figure 6.13 shows images of each specimen after approximately
90 days of immersion. Specimen H—dried to above FSP—has recovered a significant
amount of signal. The band of wetter tracheids across the centre of Figure 6.13b are
also wetter in Figure 6.13c, however there is a general increase in signal across the
entire specimen. Specimen M, by contrast, still contains significantly dry regions
(Figure 6.13g), even after such a long period of immersion. Specimen L appears
intermediate in NMR signal between specimens H and M. This last result is unexpected
because L was dried even further below FSP than M, which would be expected to
aspirate even more of the pits and thus place a greater restriction on drying rate.
However, because specimen L was dried the most, it also exhibited the largest quantity
and depth of cracking on its longitudinal cut faces. Combined with the shorter sample
length, it is possible that the increased surface area due to cracking provided additional
pathways for water into the specimen, leading to the higher than expected NMR signal.
Time-series NMR images of specimen M were acquired throughout the course of the
experiment and are presented in Figure 6.15. (Time-series images of specimens H and
L started during the rewetting phase.) Note that the dark blue lines in several of the
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(a) Green (b) Dry: t = 3 h (c) t = 6 h (d) t = 9 h (e) t = 12 h
(f) t = 15 h (g) t = 18 h (h) t = 21 h (i) t = 24 h (j) t = 27 h
(k) t = 30 h (l) t = 33 h (m) t = 36 h (n) Wet: t = 7 h (o) t = 24 h
(p) t = 49 h (q) t = 71 h (r) t = 192 h (s) t = 269 h (t) t = 389 h
(u) t = 556 h (v) t = 746 h (w) t = 890 h (x) t = 1346 h (y) t = 1511 h
(z) t = 1680 h (aa) t = 2183 h (ab) Dry: t =
3 h
(ac) t = 6 h (ad) t = 9 h
Figure 6.15.: NMR time-series images of specimen M over the course of the Treehugger scoping exper-
iment, acquired at an echo time of TE= 5 ms. The specimen outline in the green state
(Figure 6.15a) is overlaid in subsequent images and has a longitudinal size (horizontal in
the images) of 7 cm. Durations are relative to the start of each phase of the experiment.
Blue pixels are wet (high NMR signal); yellow pixels are dry (no signal).
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images are caused by RF interference. During the first drying period longitudinal fronts
develop within 3 h (Figure 6.15b) and penetrate to a depth of around 5 mm below the
surface where they remain until the end of the first drying period (36 hr). This depth
suggests that the initial rapid movement of the drying fronts is caused by sectioned
tracheids that rapidly empty. The longitudinal drying fronts are then prevented from
moving deeper by the first set of tracheid end walls, where desorption from narrow
pits prevents lumina emptying until the capillary pressure associated with those pits is
reached. Radial fronts also appear within 3 h, but unlike the longitudinal fronts these
lead to a significant moisture gradient across the specimen by the end of the first drying
period. This is interesting because the bark was left on the discs in an attempt to restrict
surface flux to the longitudinal direction. A general loss of signal across the entire
specimen is also apparent during drying, consistent with capillary flow transporting
water from the interior of the wood to the liquid-vapour interface .
During rewetting the longitudinal faces rapidly rewet (Figure 6.15n) to the same depth
as the drying fronts in Figure 6.15b, which is consistent with liquid uptake in sectioned
tracheids. Capillary rise should lead to a t0.5 dependency, and this relationship was seen
in the changing mass for all specimens. As wetting continues, in Figure 6.15x at 1346 h
the low intensity fronts (orange pixels) have met in the centre of the specimen, and at
durations beyond 1346 h there is a general increase in signal (green pixels). Although
the movement of wetting fronts was not tracked quantitatively due to the low signal-to-
noise ratio in the images, the change in moisture content with time was proportional
to t0.5. In fact, all three specimens saw two rates of mass change proportional to t0.5:
an initial fast rate followed by a slower rate. The first rate is assigned to capillary
rise of liquid water; the second rate is assigned to bound water diffusion across cell
walls. Specimen H reached the transition between these two rates faster than the other
specimens, and saw a faster mass change during the diffusion-limited step.
As specimen M dries for the second time (Figures 6.15ab to 6.15ad) there is again a
generalised loss of signal combined with radial drying fronts, however the low starting
signal makes it difficult to compare with the first drying period.
NMR images of the three specimens were also acquired as functions of echo time
(TE). The intensity maps include the response of all 1H nuclei where T2 > TE. The
Treehugger can achieve a shorter TE than the Surrey 60 MHz system, and the image at
TE = 5 ms therefore contains information on free water in much smaller pores than the
high-resolution study above, and potentially bound water too. Note that even this echo
time is too long for the images to include information on the 1H nuclei in the solid
wood itself. TE was increased in seven increments up to 64 ms: at that length bound
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Figure 6.17.: M0 (second column) and T2 (third column) maps of specimen M, generated from single-
exponential pixel-by-pixel fits. The fits are demonstrated for exemplar sapwood (fourth
column) and noise (fifth column) pixels. Pixel locations are indicated in the bottom-right
subfigure. Maps are presented for five points during the experiment: in the green state, at
two points during the first drying, and at two points during rewetting. In the M0 maps
yellow areas are dry and blue areas are wet. In the T2 maps, dark regions indicate a long
T2 (more free water) and light regions indicate a short T2 (more bound water). Exemplar
fits include a horizontal line: this shows the L2-norm of the RMS noise for each of the
seven images in that series. This value was used as the baseline offset in the exponential
fits.
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water has been filtered out and only free water in larger pores contributes to the signal.
Example images are presented in Figure 6.16 for specimen M at the end of each phase
of the experiment (drying continued until the target moisture content was reached, but
no images were acquired due to the lack of signal). Single-component pixel-by-pixel
fits were made to the echo-time series using the same approach as in 6.2.1, but this
time with seven data points rather than three. A subset of the results for specimen M
are presented in Figure 6.17: TE = 5 ms NMR magnitude images (first column), maps
of initial magnetisation (second column), T2 maps (third column), fit at an exemplar
sapwood pixel (fourth column) and fit at an exemplar noise pixel (fifth column). The
RMS noise for each of the seven images in a series was calculated, and the L2-norm of
these seven numbers is is indicated by the horizontal lines in the exemplar fits. This
value was used as the baseline offset when fitting the single-component exponential.
The signal-to-noise ratio is generally poor once specimens have been dried the first
time.
The M0 and T2 maps were averaged across the left-hand side of the specimen region
(because of the signal fade on the right-hand side) and plotted as functions of moisture
content in Figure 6.18. In Figure 6.18a there is a noticeable difference between drying
from the green state (open points) and after rewetting (blue filled points). M0 is a
measure of the number of 1H nuclei in the specimen and might be expected to be
constant for a given moisture content. However, note that M0 is calculated here from a
fit through measurements of detectable nuclei. Thus, the difference between M0 for the
first and second drying of specimen M(edium) could be attributed to a loss of signal
corresponding to nuclei that previously relaxed with a T2 greater than the shortest echo
time (5 ms) and now relax with a T2 shorter than that. In other words, there is a greater
proportion of bound water after drying once and rewetting. Rather than being caused
by the changes in microfibrils that occur during the drying from green (as bound water
leaves the cell walls), this is instead due to the pore-scale mechanisms of rewetting:
bound water diffusion is followed by condensation in small pores.
Specimen L behaves similarly to M during the second drying, but H behaves slightly
differently between 120% and 60% MC. An experimental error led to H drying at 80 °C
for the first three hours of the second drying phase of the experiment, represented
by the red solid points in Figure 6.18a, which means that this difference in behaviour
cannot be attributed to H being the only specimen initially not dried belowthe fibre
saturation point. The plot of M0 as a function of MC during rewetting (Figure 6.18b) is
the same for all three specimens, which lends support to the idea that it was subsequent
drying that caused the difference in the second drying between H and the other
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.18.: M0 and T2 were averaged across the left-hand side of the maps from the Treehugger scoping
study. (a) A plot of M0 against moisture content for the first drying period (specimen
M only, open points), and second drying periods for M (filled blue circles), H (filled red
circles) and L (filled yellow circles). (b) A plot of M0 against moisture content for all three
specimens. (c) T2 as a function of moisture content during drying. (d) T2 as a function of
moisture content during wetting.
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specimens. Further, M0(MC) during rewetting of specimen H shows similar behaviour
to the second drying in Figure 6.18a.
In general the average T2 values suffer from the noisy fit data, however during both
drying and wetting the values range from 60 ms to 160 ms, which is reasonable given
that this value encompasses both fixed and free water. The increase in T2 as MC falls
during drying (Figure 6.18c) is attributed to noise in the fit rather than, for example,
water moving to larger pores within the wood. The constant T2 period for specimen
M in Figure 6.18c as MC falls from 130% to 90% could be due to capillary flow inside
the tracheids, which reduces free water saturation without emptying tracheids (i.e. the
relaxation time of free water in those tracheids remains constant). During rewetting
(Figure 6.18d) T2 increases for specimen M, which is consistent with an increase in free
water content at higher MC. However, the maximum T2 attained by specimen M is
around 150 ms, which is actually higher than the 90 ms seen in the green state. This
difference is expected, given that M did not rewet significantly and therefore much of
the contribution to the NMR signal comes from free water in sectioned tracheids at
the longitudinal surfaces. Specimen H, which rewet the most, appears to return to a
T2 value (around 80 ms) similar to that of specimen M in the green state. The T2 of
specimen L during rewetting was actually highest at intermediate moisture contents
around 100% MC. This could be due to the increased surface area revealed by cracking
as specimen L dried the first time, which exposes a greater number of tracheids to the
earlier stages of liquid water uptake before bound water diffusion pulls the average T2
down again.
6.3.3. Analysis of low-resolution NMR exploratory study
The low-resolution NMR exploratory study aimed to characterise differences between
drying from green and drying a second time after rewetting. Specimen M dried to
52% MC before imaging was stopped by an equipment failure (although the specimen
continued to dried to the target moisture content of 14%). On rewetting it reached 140%
MC in 408 h and 157% MC in a further 1850 h.
Whereas the high-resolution study saw a mass change roughly proportional to t0.5,
the low-resolution specimens saw several stages of mass change (see Figure 6.19).
Above FSP all three specimens underwent an approximately linear fall in mass with
time, consistent with the capillary flow-driven constant rate stage of drying described
in the literature Sherwood (1929a) and Sherwood (1929b). The rate of drying slows as
the specimens approach FSP at around 36 hours. Specimens M and L both saw this
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Figure 6.19.: Gravimetric moisture content evolution during the first drying period for specimens H, M
and L.
falling rate period, which is in line with diffusive processes becoming the rate-limiting
step. However, L was dried further (to 6% MC) by which point drying had slowed
significantly.
During the first drying period a significant moisture gradient developed in the radial
(transverse) direction but not the longitudinal direction. The behaviour in different
directions suggests radial moisture movement did occur despite leaving the bark on
the specimens. One possible cause is that the bark separated from the wood slightly at
the cut longitudinal surfaces as the wood shrunk around FSP, exposing the tangential1
surface to the drying air. Replacing the bark with parafilm would prevent this. An
alternative interpretation is that the apparent moisture gradient is an artefact of the
4 cm MRI slice thickness when combined with a 7 cm specimen diameter. If the signal-
to-noise ratio could be improved then a thinner slice thickness would reduce this effect
and ensure the intensity maps better reflect the true moisture content of the specimen.
A less optimal strategy would be to turn off the slice gradient and image the entire
specimen, then recover the longitudinal-radial section by assuming radial symmetry
and applying an Abel transform (Abel, 1826; cited in Hansen et al., 1985). Note that the
presence of compression wood distorts stems and may invalidate the assumption of
radial symmetry.
Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the Treehugger images, quantitative data
on drying fronts could not be extracted from the image data. However, a qualitative
assessment of drying based on the intensity maps of specimen M (Figure 6.15) and
1Tangential according the biological definition of surfaces
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Figure 6.20.: Gravimetric moisture content evolution during rewetting for the specimens H, M and L
relative to the start of rewetting. Left: on a linear time scale; right: on a log1 0 time scale.
on mass changes suggests that drying was diffusion-limited. This contrasts with the
high-resolution study, and represents the altered drying conditions in the oven versus
the 60 MHz NMR probe. The drying conditions typically used in the timber industry
mean that diffusion-limited drying is expected to dominate. As discussed above, the
t0.5-dependence associated with diffusion has been seen in other works on wood drying
(Sandberg et al., 2012; Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2012).
Although drying appears to proceed radially, wetting occurs longitudinally. Late-
wood tracheids are likely to be the preferential pathway for moisture uptake (Sedighi-
Gilani et al., 2012; Sedighi-Gilani et al., 2014), similarly to the high-resolution exper-
iments. The mass change during rewetting is shown in Figure 6.20. An initial rapid
increase is consistent with the capillary wetting of sectioned tracheids on the longitu-
dinal faces. A second slower phase is presumed to be limited by diffusion across cell
walls. Sandberg et al. (2012) found that the absorbed fluid volume was proportional to
t0.5 in softwood test specimens 200 mm long and 32 mm thick.
There is a clear difference between the first and second drying periods, where the
NMR data is available for specimen M. This supports the existing evidence base that
there are structural changes within the wood when it is first dried from green that are
not recovered during rewetting. Regrettably, the difference between drying above and
below FSP cannot be discussed with any certainty due to the experimental error in
drying specimen H—however, one explanation for the behaviour of H relative to M and
L in Figure 6.18a during the second drying remains that H was initially dried above
FSP while M was dried below it.
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One improvement that could be made to the experimental design is in rewetting: the
specimens were rewet for at least 2180 hr (up to 2400 hr for specimen M) and, although
the cold water bath was refreshed on a regular basis and left in the dark, there was still
some discolouration of the cut faces of the disc. This raises the possibility that some of
the slow mass increase over time at long experiment durations (Figure 6.20) was due to
biological growth rather than some sorption process within the wood.
Another very important limitation comes from considering the intensity maps in
Figure 6.13: the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in this study is qualitatively much lower
than in the high-resolution study. Differences in the initial moisture content of the
two studies is not sufficient to explain the differing SNR: in the exploratory study
the average starting MC was 175%, while in the high-resolution study it was 194%
MC. A much larger impact on the SNR comes from differences in static magnetic
field strength (Redpath, 1998), and the choice of field of view and scan parameters.
However, the really crucial impact here comes from magnetic field homogeneity. An
inhomogenous field means that the Larmor frequency of nuclei is dependent on position
(see Section §2.4.2). Over time this leads spins to dephase such that relaxation occurs
at a rate T∗2 < T2. The faster decay in the time domain broadens the signal in the
frequency domain, reducing the peak signal and reducing the SNR.
There are two aspects of the Treehugger that particularly contribute to field in-
homogeneity. First, imperfections during construction of the permanent magnetic
poles reduced the homogeneity from a nominal 1000 parts per million over a 200 mm
diameter-sample-volume to 2000 parts per million over a 140 mm diameter-sample-
volume (Jones, 2012). Second, there is either a non-linearity in the z-gradient or an
inhomogeneity in the excitation RF field that leads to a consistent drop in signal on
the right-hand side of the 2D images in e.g. Figure 6.13. This defect is consistently
associated with the z-direction of the magnet and neither swapping the gradient ampli-
fiers nor swapping the read/phase directions changed this—thus it is assumed to be
an issue with the equipment itself. The same issue could also be the cause of the skew
in the 2D images.
There are two means of reducing magnetic field inhomogeneities to improve SNR:
active shimming applies a continuous low-current to the three gradient coils and the
resulting gradient fields cancel out much of the inhomogeneities. This is a time-
consuming manual process on the Treehuger (other systems such as the 60 MHz have
an autoshim function) that must be carried out before each imaging experiment. The
z-direction dropoff and image skew visible in e.g. Figure 6.13 remain even with the
magnet well shimmed. The alternative to active shimming is passive shimming, which
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involves placing small pieces of magnetic material on the permanent magnetic poles to
correct for inhomogeneities. This is a complex and expensive process, but only has to
be performed once. Ideally both methods would be applied to the magnet, but only
active shimming was within the scope of the thesis.
6.4. Low-resolution NMR: Reproducibility study
6.4.1. Results
The NMR reproducibility study was designed to demonstrate that the results in the
exploratory study (Section §6.3) are replicable amongst multiple specimens. Three
similar softwood discs were dried and rewet twice, followed by one final drying period.
(The experiment was designed with a third rewetting period but the MRI system failed
before this phase of the experiment began). In total 37 images were acquired of each
specimen using the same parameter set as Section §6.3 but with a fixed echo time
of 7 ms. Figure 6.21 shows representative NMR magnitude maps of the three discs
during each phase of the experiment. Wet regions are blue and dry regions are yellow.
The distribution of moisture amongst the specimens is similar at each stage of the
experiment, and mirrors the results in Section §6.3.
Figure 6.22a is a plot of moisture content as a function of experimental time for the
three specimens A (blue points), B (red) and C (yellow). Specimens A and B had a
green moisture content of 152% MC, while specimen C started at 154% MC. The discs
were then dried for 70 hr at 40 °C, reaching 14.7%, 15.3% and 14.6% MC, respectively.
To rewet, the discs were fully immersed in tap water at room temperature for 255 hr,
after which A, B and C achieved moisture contents of 93.2%, 97.8% and 99.0% MC,
respectively. Figure 6.22 shows that the initial rapid increase in moisture from 70 hr
appears to level out close to 100% MC at around 300 hr for all three specimens. Based
on the scoping experiments wetting is expected to continue beyond this point, albeit
at a very low rate. During the second drying period discs A, B and C dried to 15.1%,
17.1% and 15.9% MC, respectively, in 70 hr. After the second rewetting period the discs
reached 82.6%, 85.6% and 88.7% MC, respectively, in 280 hr. Considering Figure 6.22,
there were more significant differences between discs during the second rewetting
(400 hr to 650 hr) than the first: in particular, there is a sharper transition between the
fast and slow rates of mass uptake. Further, although the three discs transition at
the same time (around 500 hr) there is a difference in moisture content at this point.
Disc A transitions at the lowest moisture content, and subsequently rewets at the
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Figure 6.21.: A selection of NMR magnitude maps of the three different softwood discs during each
phase of the Treehugger reproducibility experiment. From left to right: first drying, first
rewetting, second drying, second rewetting and final drying. All images were acquired at
an echo time of TE= 7 ms. The scale bar represents 2 cm. The black outlines indicate the
extent of the specimen at the start of the experiment.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.22.: Gravimetric moisture content as a function of experimental time (a) for discs A (blue
points), B (red) and C (yellow) across the five phases of the Treehugger reproducibility
experiment. The moisture content of disc B is plotted as a function of t0.5 (b) for the
first (circles), second (triangles) and third (squares) drying periods to demonstrate the
proportionality.
fastest rate, while disc C transitions at the highest moisture content and rewets at the
slowest rate. Another difference between the first and second rewetting periods is that
the final moisture content in the latter is lower than the former, despite the second
period lasting 30 hr longer than the first. Figure 6.22b is a plot of MC against t0.5 for
disc B and demonstrates a linear relationship here. The proportionality indicates that
drying is controlled by internal transport for this disc under the particular experimental
conditions used.
6.4.2. Analysis of low-resolution NMR reproducibility study
Figure 6.23a is a plot of the average NMR magnitude of each disc as a function of
elapsed experiment time. NMR magnitude is used as a proxy for M0, given that using
a single echo time precludes fitting an exponential curve to the data as was done in
the scoping study. The data for discs B (red points) and C (yellow) follow a similar
shape to Figure 6.22, while that for disc A (blue) is less similar. Figure 6.23b shows
the same magnitude data plotted as a function of moisture content. The average NMR
magnitude of the three discs is essentially linearly proportional to moisture content, as
would be expected—although the data from disc A exhibits a greater spread. The data
can be extrapolated to intersect the origin of the graph.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.23.: Bulk NMR magnitude as a function of (a) time and (b) moisture content for discs A (blue
points), B (red) and C (yellow)
CPMG measurements were taken immediately prior to each 2D NMR image being
acquired. As images were only acquired at a single echo time, the CPMG measurements
were used to determine T2 over the course of the study. Figure 6.24a is a plot of bulk T2
as a function of experimental time for all drying and wetting periods. T2 for all three
discs is 110 ms at t = 0 hr, and drops to 70 ms during the first drying period (0 hr to
70 hr). This reduction is consistent with a decrease in the proportion of free water in the
specimen. There is no detectable NMR signal from 26 hr to 70 hr and the exponential
curve is thus fitted to noise (open points in Figure 6.24). During the first rewetting
period (70 hr to 324 hr) T2 starts at approximately 70 ms after 23.5 hr of immersion. This
is similar to the final T2 value measured at 26 hr during the first drying period. T2
reduces gradually during rewetting to 60 ms, which is assigned to a slow increase in
the relative proportion of bound water diffusing into the specimen. The second drying
period (324 hr to 371 hr) causes T2 to reduce further to about 40 ms before the signal
drops off once again. This further reduction in T2 is likely caused by a decrease in
free water similar to that seen in the first drying period from 0 hr to 26 hr. The second
wetting period (396 hr to 650 hr follows the same pattern as the first with T2 slowly
reducing from 70 ms to 60 ms. Signal in the final drying period (650 hr to 697 hr) is
again lost after T2 drops rapidly to 45 ms. Figure 6.24b shows bulk T2 as a function of
moisture content. The data for all specimens is similar, being clustered around 70 ms
between 50 and 100% with a general decrease as moisture content increases. Looking at
specimen B in more detail (Figure 6.24c), the intial drying from green (150 to 70% MC,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.24.: Single-component bulk T2 as a function of (a) experiment time and (b) moisture content
for specimens A (blue points), B (red squares) and C (yellow triangles). (c) T2 of specimen
B is plotted as a function of moisture content for individual phases of the experiment: first
drying (blue points), first wetting (red triangles), second drying (yellow squares), second
wetting (purple crosses) and the final drying (inverted green triangles). (d) The result of
fitting a two-component exponential to the CPMG data for specimen B.
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blue circles) is characterised by a relatively high bulk T2 that starts close to 110 ms and
reduces to 70 ms as the moisture content falls. The first rewetting period (60 to 100%
MC, red triangles) shows a relatively constant T2 at about 70 ms, followed by a short
drop at just under 100% MC. In particular, the drop in T2 for approximately constant
moisture content suggests that bound water diffusion is dominating, which shortens
the bulk T2 without a significant increase in mass. The second rewetting period (60
to 85% MC, purple crosses) shows the same behaviour as the first, but translated to
lower moisture content.. The second (yellow squares) and third (green triangles) drying
periods only have two date points with appreciable signal, which are clustered just
below 50 ms. These reflect the shallow penetration of water during achieved during
rewetting. There is tentative evidence of hysteresis in Figure 6.24c: the first drying (blue
circles) and first rewetting (red triangles) appear to be exhibit a similar T2 as a function
of moisture content from 75% to 100% MC, but the second drying (yellow squares) is at
a much lower T2 over the same range. More work is needed to confirm this.
The CPMG data is of sufficient quality to fit a double exponential function, unlike the
T2 maps in the exploratory study. The double exponential allows two T2 components
to be extracted and these are plotted in Figure 6.24d for specimen B as a function of
moisture content. The two components are clearly separated: one clusters around
100 ms, which is assigned to free water, and the second around 20 ms, assigned to
bound water. The three points at 121%, 134% and 152% MC were obtained during
drying from green.
Image quality was an issue during the reproducibility study. The active shims
were tuned between the exploratory and reproducibility studies to remove the skew
correction needed in the former, and to try and address the systematic signal dropoff
on the right hand side of the image. Although the skew was removed, in general the
images are of a poorer quality in the reproducibility study and the data may have been
improved by omitting this step. In general there are a number of improvements that
could be made to the Treehugger equipment to increase image quality. The first is to
improve the magnetic field homogeneity through passive shimming. An auto-shim
program would also be beneficial to tune the active shims. The second improvement is
to redesign the NMR coil to improve the filling factor. This was actually done after the
project work for this thesis was completed and, combined with an auto-shim, has led
to a significant rise in image quality. The third improvement is to move to an imaging
sequence that can better detect the shorter T2 components associated with bound water,
such as SPRITE.
Increasing the temporal resolution during drying was not feasible due to time
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constraints, but would have produced additional data on both M0 and T2 . This would
have allowed greater weight to be assigned to differences in desorption between the
first, second and third drying periods. The temporal resolution appears sufficient
to capture rewetting, but extending the rewetting periods by a factor of 25% would
provide further information on how the slower rate sorption period was affected by
successive drying. A third drying period was prevented by equipment problems, but
would be important to include in future work.
6.5. Conclusions
This chapter has highlighted some of the difficulties of measuring moisture content
in wood during drying and wetting cycles. MRI resolution typically scales inversely
with sample size. Hence a small sample is preferred in order to see detail associated
with earlywood and latewood cells below the level of an annual ring. However, this
work has clearly demonstrated that some of the major drying features are associated
with longer length scales not encompassed by smaller samples. It is also apparent that
the (multi-modal) T2 distribution varies greatly with MC and that typically several
images acquired with multiple echo times shorter than a few milliseconds are required
to properly characterise this. The required echo time range is more easily accomplished
using smaller samples in high resolution MRI systems than with larger samples in
lower resolution systems, which are limited by pulse length, receiver deadtime and
gradient switching times. Nevertheless, some clear conclusions can be drawn:
– In particular, tracheids sectioned during sample preparation enable rapid drying
to a depth of a few millimetres in the longitudinal direction. A sharp front at
this depth is observed in larger dried samples. This drying front is not so clearly
reflected in drying at greater times or greater longitudinal depths. Here the loss
of water is more uniform in time—presumably because transport within the bulk
of the sample proceeds rapidly compared to the loss rate at the ends. Further,
this phenomena is seen in reverse during re-wetting. The cut ends rapidly fill
with water, but the interior remains at much lower MC for a very long time.
– In large samples more radial drying was observed than expected. Several rea-
sons have been suggested, including experimental artefacts, but further work is
required.
– The changing T2 distribution with moisture content offers further insight when
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presented with spatial resolution. There is some evidence, for example in Fig-
ure 6.24c, that the water is differently distributed within the microstructure during
drying and wetting for the same given moisture content—i.e. hysteresis is seen.
– The magnetisation intensity plots, for example Figure 6.18a for specimen M, also
show indirect evidence of irreversibility in the first drying from green. However,
this requires further work to confirm.
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7. Lattice Boltzmann results
7.1. Introduction
Having validated the lattice Boltzmann model described in Section §3.6, this was used
to simulate drying in digitial representations of tracheids to investigate the effects of pits
on sorption behaviour. The first two simulations tested the effect of open versus closed
pits on drying and rewetting in an 8× 8 array of tracheids, generated procedurally
using ProTG. The simulation domain was 27 800 lu (lattice units) in the longitudinal
direction and 281 lu in the tangential direction. However, in setting up the simulation
an incorrect lattice weighting was introduced into the LB simulation that led, indirectly,
to identical sorption behaviour regardless of pit state. (Note that this error did not
impact the validation routines described in Section §3.6.) A smaller domain was used
to diagnose this error given the prohibitive time cost associated with running on the
8× 8 tracheid domain1. The small scale simulations ran very successfully and were
used to investigate sorption behaviour in more depth before returning to the original
ProTG domain.
7.2. Fixed tracheid simulations
7.2.1. Results of fixed tracheid simulations
Figure 7.1 shows the distribution of liquid water and vapour within the fixed tracheid
test simulation as the system was dried and rewet. The bounceback mask is shown
in Figure 7.1a: each cell is 300 lu long including 10 lu thick cell walls . There are two
pits on each of the angled end-walls, and these are 10 lu wide. Thus the total mask is
2710× 81 lu2. There are seven complete tracheids in Figure 7.1a, plus six tracheids that
wrap around due to the periodic boundary condition in the tangential direction (vertical
axis on the images). The mask indicates which regions are cell wall (green), pit (yellow),
1Simulations typically took 25 days to complete 10× 106 cycles with 7.8× 106 lattice nodes spread across
40 CPUs
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(a) Bounceback mask
DRYING
(b) t = 5000
(c) t = 100 000
(d) t = 200 000
WETTING
(e) t = 5000
(f) t = 100 000
(g) t = 200 000
Figure 7.1.: (a) Bounceback mask and representative density maps during (b—d) drying and rewetting
(e—g) for the fixed tracheid simulations. In the bounceback mask pits are yellow, cell walls
are green, lumina are light blue and the empty space outside the tracheids is dark blue. Each
tracheid is 300 lu in length and 80 lu wide. The two columns of images show representative
density maps for open pits (left, drying from the left side) and closed pits (right, drying from
the right side). Liquid water in the lumina is dark blue, liquid water in the semipermeable
cell walls is light blue; vapour in the lumina is yellow, and vapour in the cell walls is ochre.
Drying is symmetrical in the longitudinal direction so only half of each domain is shown
for comparison. Drying was driven by a constant density boundary condition on the left
and right (longitudinal) edges of the domain at 35% RH, which was increased to 110% RH
for rewetting. Time t is measured in lattice Boltzmann timesteps relative to the start of the
drying/wetting phase of the simulation.
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cell lumen (light blue) and void space at the edge of the domain (dark blue). Lumen
and void regions were assigned a partial bounceback parameter of σ = 0.0 and a solid
density of ρsol = 0 mu lu−2 (2D density has LB units of (mass units) · (lattice units)−2).
Cell walls were set to σ = 0.3 and ρsol = 300 mu lu−2. Pits are treated as lumen nodes
when open and cell wall nodes when closed.
Nine simulations were run using the fixed tracheid mask. The lattice Boltzmann
simulation parameters were G = −5, ψ0 = 4, ρ0 = 250 mu lu−2 and τ = 1. The
equilibrium densities are ρliqcrit = 912 mu lu
−2 and ρvapcrit = 83.2 mu lu
−2 in the lumen,
and ρliqcrit = 458 mu lu
−2 and ρvapcrit = 85.3 mu lu
−2 in the cell walls. Pits were either fixed
open, fixed closed or dynamic. The latter sets pits initially open and permanently
closes once the density difference across the pit reaches 0.8
(
ρ
liq
crit − ρvapcrit
)
. Each of these
pit states was initialised with liquid at 1.01ρliqcrit and dried at 35% RH, 60% RH and
90% RH. Drying was driven by a constant density boundary condition at each end of
the domain and proceeded symmetrically in the longitudinal (horizontal) direction.
Once the total mass dropped below 4.5× 107 mu (equivalent to an average density of
ρ = 782.47 mulu−2) the constant density boundary condition was increased to 110%
RH to simulate rewetting, and the system was allowed to equilibriate. The specific
mass value was chosen to ensure that the central tracheid remained liquid-filled. For
completeness, each simulation was also returned to the 4.5× 107 mu state and dried
completely (to equilibrium) at the original relative humidity.
Figure 7.1 shows representative density maps during drying at 35% RH (Figure 7.1b,
c, d) and then rewetting at 105% RH (Figure 7.1e, f, g). Blue regions are liquid, yellow
regions are vapour and green represents liquid at a lower average density in the
semipermeable cell walls. Results in the left-hand column are from the simulation with
pits fixed open (focusing on the left-hand drying front); the right-hand column is from
pits fixed closed (focusing on the right-hand drying front). There is a clear difference
between drying with the two different pit states: with pits open the drying front moves
relatively unimpeded, but with pits closed all liquid has to pass slowly through the cell
walls before reaching the next cell lumen.
Figure 7.2 is a close-up of the liquid-vapour interface as it passes through open pits
during the 35% RH drying simulation. (The drying front in Figure 7.2 is moving from
left to right in the images.) The contact angle is slightly over 90°. Note that there is a
thin light blue line between the yellow vapour and the dark blue liquid - evidence of
the diffuse interfaces typical of current LB simulations.
The change in mass of different wood and fluid components is shown in Figure 7.3
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7.2.: A close-up of drying at 35% RH with open pits. The interface between liquid (blue) and
vapour (yellow) moves from left to right, passing from one tracheid to two neighbours
through the open pits. The seimpermeable cell wall contains liquid at a lower average
density than the lumen (green).
for different pit states, drying at 35% RH and rewetting at 105% RH. The left-hand
column shows the mass in combined lumen plus cell wall regions, the central column
shows the mass in the lumen only and the right-hand column shows the mass in the
cell walls only. The top row of images shows the total fluid mass, the middle row
shows the liquid mass and the bottom row shows the mass of vapour. In all images
the open pit results are in blue, the variable pit results are in red and the closed pit
results are in yellow. The solid lines indicate drying and rewetting, corresponding to
e.g. Figure 7.3. For comparison, the dashed lines indicated drying fully to equilibrium.
Drying simulations were also carried out at three different levels of relative humidity:
35% RH (blue), 65% RH (red) and 90% RH (yellow). (All simulations rewet at 110%
RH). Results for open pits are presented in Figure 7.4. At a low RH drying is smooth
and rapid, but drying takes an increasingly long time as the relative humidity is raised.
At 90% RH (and to a lesser extent at 65% RH) the open pits pin the liquid-vapour
interface, although there is sufficient driving force to overcome this. Considering the
dotted lines that indicate drying to equilibrium in Figure 7.4: at 35% RH the cell walls
dry fully, but at 65% RH and 90% RH the cell walls equilibriate while still containing
liquid water. In all cases the lumina empty fully.
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Figure 7.3.: Mass as a function of time for three of the fixed tracheid simulations - open pits (blue lines),
dynamic pits (red lines) and closed pits (yellow lines). All three simulations were dried
at 35% RH and rewet at 110% RH. The solid lines represent drying to a set total mass
before transitioning to rewetting. For reference, the dashed lines indicate continued drying
from the transition point to equilibrium. The left column of images shows the mass of fluid
components in the lumina plus cell wall, the middle column shows the mass in the lumen
only and the right column shows mass in the cell wall only. The top row of images shows
the total fluid mass, the middle row shows liquid mass only and the bottom row shows
vapour mass only.
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Figure 7.4.: Mass as a function of time for three of the fixed tracheid simulations - open pits drying
at 35% RH (blue lines), 65% RH (red lines) and 90% RH (yellow lines). The solid lines
represent drying to a set total mass before transitioning to rewetting. For reference, the
dashed lines indicate continued drying from the transition point to equilibrium. The left
column of images shows the mass of fluid components in the lumina plus cell wall, the
middle column shows the mass in the lumen only and the right column shows mass in the
cell wall only. The top row of images shows the total fluid mass, the middle row shows
liquid mass only and the bottom row shows vapour mass only.
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7.2.2. Analysis of fixed tracheid simulations
One key observation from Figure 7.3 is that drying behaviour with pits open (blue
lines) is significantly different compared with both dynamic pits (red) and closed pits
(yellow). With open pits all tracheids are connected to the constant density boundary
condition, which means that desorption completes in all lumina before it progresses
significantly in the cell walls. Desorption aso occurs smoothly as there are no barriers
to the advancing drying front. By contrast, closed pits transform the cell walls into a
single connected network that acts as a barrier between each lumen and the constant
density boundary. Desorption begins in the lumen: as liquid water is pulled out of
the lumen via the cell wall a meniscus forms at the the apex closest to the edge of
the domain and moves inward. In fact, the liquid-vapour interface in the cell walls
actually expands outwards (towards the edges of the domain) while each lumen is
emptying. Once the lumen has emptied, cell wall desorption causes the interface to
advance inwards again until it reaches the next liquid-filled lumen, which then empties
as described above. This repeated mass transfer from lumina to cell wall leads to the
jagged variations in mass change that are visible in Figure 7.3.
A second observation from Figure 7.3 is that drying behaviour with dynamic pits
is similar to the behaviour with closed pits. Recall that dynamic pits are closed when
the density difference across that pit is less than 0.8
(
ρ
liq
crit − ρvapcrit
)
, which restricts the
passage of the drying front. The situation for a given tracheid with dynamic pits is
therefore very similar to tracheids that started with closed pits: on the ’dry’ side of the
cell is a cell wall undergoing desorption, which eventually pulls enough liquid out of
the lumen to initiate a meniscus at the extreme end of the cell. The meniscus moves
along the lumen as the cell empties via its cell walls. When the meniscus eventually
reaches the ’wet’ end of the cell those pits close in response to the density difference.
In Figure 7.3 the dynamic pit simulations (red lines) behave in a similar manner to the
closed pit simulations (yellow lines), but desorption occurs slightly faster and slightly
earlier as a result of the temporarily connected lumina before pits close.
Rewetting behaviour differs less between open and closed pits than drying did.
(Dynamic pits remain closed during rewetting and so behave like closed pits). The key
difference lies in the rewetting rate, which was much slower with closed pits. The mass
value at which rewetting initiated was chosen to ensure that the central lumen remained
full at all times. Therefore, the cell walls remained wet in the open pit simulations.
During rewetting the liquid-vapour interface moved rapidly through the connected
lumina until they were all full. Liquid condensed in the apices of all lumina shortly
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.5.: Tracheids retain significant liquid mass at high RH when pits are kept shut. (a) Mass
change for 35% RH (blue), 65% RH (red) and 90% RH (yellow). (b) A density map after
drying for 3× 106 timesteps at 65% RH with closed pits. The drying front cannot proceed
pass the first cell wall.
after the interface entered the edge tracheids, but the condensed fluid was pinned by
the open pits and didn’t grow any further. In the closed pit simulations the cell walls
had dried, with the exception of walls close to the central liquid-filled lumen. The cell
walls at the edges of the domain rewet first and an interface advanced through the
connected network of walls. A separate interface penetrated the lumina at a slower
rate. Condensation also occurred with closed pits but didn’t appear pinned in the same
manner as with open pits.
By contrast to the results in Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5a is a plot of total fluid mass against
time while drying at different relative humidities with pits closed. At 35% RH (blue
line) drying proceeds as explained above. However, because the cell walls retain liquid
at 65% RH (red line) and 90% RH (yellow line), there is no path by which fluid in the
lumina can reach the external surface of the domain, and thus the tracheids do not
empty. (Note that the 90% RH simulation was ended early once the results agreed
with those from the 65% RH simulation.) Figure 7.5b is a density map after 3× 106
timesteps, showing the equilibrium interface position at 65% RH. Simulations with
dynamic pits behave essentially the same as those with closed pits: lumina are isolated
from the drying boundary condition as soon as the initial pits at the edge of the domain
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close.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.6.: Front position during drying as a function of the square root of time for (a) open pits and
relative humidity at 35% RH (blue), 65% RH (red) and 90% RH (yellow); (b) relative
humidity at 35% RH and pits open (blue), dynamic pits (red) and closed pits (yellow).
The position of the drying front was calculated for each timestep of each simulation
by interpolating the average longitudinal density profile at a value of 500 mu/lu2.
Drying front position is plotted in Figure 7.6 as a function of
√
t, on the one hand for
fixed pit state and varying relative humidity, and on the other for varying pit states
and fixed relative humidity. The drying front moves more slowly with closed pits and
higher relative humidity, as might be expected from the above plots of mass change
over time. The drying front moves more slowly with closed pits and higher relative
humidity, as might be expected from the above plots of mass change over time. But
the key observation is that in all cases (excluding local variation caused by closed pits
or high RH) the graphs are essentially linear, i.e. the drying front moves at a rate
proportional to
√
t. This linearity indicates that drying is limited by fluid transport
through the tracheid system, rather than by the surface flux.
One final visualisation of the results comes from applying a Boltzmann transforma-
tion to the data. Average longitudinal density profiles ρ(x, t) were recorded every 5000
timesteps during the simulations. Every twentieth profile was selected and the right-
hand half discarded to leave average longitudinal density from x = 1 lu to x = 1355 lu
at selected timesteps. A transformation (Crank, 1975, Eq 7.6)
η =
x
2
√
t
(7.1)
is made, where t is the timestep for each profile. This transformation allows density
to be expressed as a function of a single variable ρ(η), assuming that the diffusion
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.7.: A Boltzmann transformation was applied to average concentration profiles. (a) Demonstra-
tion of the approach where curves for each t are shown in gray and the average ’master’
curve is shown in blue; the master curve for 35%, 65% and 90% RH with (b) open pits, (c)
dynamic pits and (d) closed pits.
coefficient is a function of density (concentration) only (Crank, 1975). In practice ρ(η) is
calculated by binning the density profile data ρ(x, t) from each timestep. This process is
visualised in Figure 7.7a: curves for each t are shown in gray, and the average ’master’
curve that the system settles down to is shown in blue. (The diffusion coefficients for
the lumina and cell walls can be calculated by integrating the master curve with respect
to ρ.) The Boltzmann transformation process was applied to all nine simulations and
the master curves plotted for open (Figure 7.7b), dynamic (Figure 7.7b) and closed
(Figure 7.7b) pits. At 35% RH the master curve for dynamic pits appears more similar
to that for open pits, but at 65% RH and 90% RH it is much more similar to that for
closed pits.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i) (j)
Figure 7.8.: (a) Procedurally-generated bounceback mask, containing 8x8 tracheids. Voids are dark blue,
lumina are light blue, cell walls are green and pits are yellow. The longitudinal direction
runs horizonatally. (b) Enlarged view with axes scaled equally to show pits more clearly.
This tracheid geometry was dried at 35% RH with pits open (left column: c, e, g, i) and
pits closed (right column: d, f, h, j). The resulting density maps are depicted after (c, d)
t = 5× 104, (e, f) t = 5× 105, (g, h) t = 3× 106 and (i, j) t = 5× 106 timesteps. Liquid
is dark blue, vapour is yellow.
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7.3. Procedural tracheid geometry simulations
7.3.1. Results of ProTG simulations
The small-scale simulation results provide interesting insight into sorption behaviour
of the lattice Boltzmann model with different pit states and environmental conditions
(RH). The large scale 8× 8 simulation was therefore repeated using the corrected code
and the original ProTG bounceback mask. The 8× 8 array of tracheids was 27 800 lu
in the longitudinal direction and 281 lu in the tangential direction. The resolution was
1 µm/lu. The bounceback mask is presented in Figure 7.8a. To prevent drying fronts
circumventing the tracheids and penetrating along the irregular edges of the domain
(top and bottom of Figure 7.8a) an additional cell wall was added from the first to
the last tracheid along each tangential boundary. (The wider of the two tracheids was
truncated.) The extra cell walls created an additional six half-width tracheids.
Considering Figure 7.8, the leftmost cell wall node is at (220, 1) and the rightmost
is at (27 651, 68). The domain was padded to 27 800 lu and divided evenly among 40
CPUs, giving a subdomain size of 691× 281 lu. All boundaries were periodic, and a
constant-density boundary condition of ρ = 0.4ρliqcrit was set across the entire width
between 27 664 lu and 27 794 lu. (The constant-density region was originally thinner, but
was increased to reduce the distance the drying front has to travel before reaching the
first tracheids.) Density at each node in the domain was initialised to a pseudorandom
number from the uniform distribution with range 5 and mean 1.01ρliqcrit.
The open and closed pit simulations were run for 5.0× 106 and 7.5× 106 timesteps,
respectively, with distribution functions saved every 5× 104 timesteps. The density
maps reproduced in Figure 7.8c to Figure 7.8i correspond to timesteps t = 5× 104,
5× 105, 5× 106 and 1× 107, respectively. As before, blue regions in the density maps
are liquid, yellow regions are vapour, and green regions show liquid in the semiperme-
able cell walls. The tangential and longitudinal axes are scaled differently for reasons of
space. In Figure 7.8c and Figure 7.8d the liquid-vapour interface moves inwards from
the constant density boundaries on the left and right of the domain, reaching the first
tracheids around the first recorded density map at t = 5× 104. The initially random
density distribution has separated out such that the cell walls and lumina have reached
ρ
liq
critfor gray and fluid nodes, respectively. By 5× 105 (Figures 7.8e, f) the interface has
started moving along the first row of lumina in both simulations. Note that on the right
hand side of the domain the interface has advanced further than on the left, which is
due to the greater average distance of tracheids from the boundary on the right side.
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However, at this point both open pit (left) and closed pit (right) simulations have dried
a similar amount.
By 3× 106 timesteps (Figures 7.8g, h) clear differences have emerged between the
two simulations. In particular, interfaces have advanced along more lumina of tracheids
with open pits than those with closed pits. It also appears that the interface in the
cell wall network of the closed pit simulation has advanced further than that with
open pits. However, the fixed tracheid simulations indicated that the closed pit cell
wall interface fluctuates due to desorption from lumina to cell walls and then beyond
to the boundary. After 5× 106 timesteps (Figures 7.8i, j) the open pit simulation has
nearly dried two complete rows of tracheids in from the edges of the domain, while
the closed pit simulation has more filled tracheids in the second row. Desorption in
both simulations starts in the tracheids closest to the ’dry’ edges of the domain.
The change in mass for different fluid and wood components is shown in Figure 7.9,
analogous to Figure 7.3 for the fixed tracheid simulations. The total fluid mass, liquid
mass and vapour mass are plotted in the top, middle and bottom rows of graphs,
respectively. The combined lumen and cell wall mass is plotted in the left hand column,
the lumen mass in the centre column and the cell wall mass in the right hand column.
Data from the open and closed pit simulations are shown in red and blue, respectively.
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Figure 7.9.: Change in mass for the domain (total, lumina and cell wall) and fluid (total, liquid, vapour)
components in the ProTG simulation. The blue line indicates the simulation with closed
pits, and the red line indicates the open pit simulation. Drying was driven by a constant
density boundary condition at 35% RH.
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7.3.2. Analysis of ProTG simulations
It is apparent from all nine graphs in Figure 7.9 that the two simulations start off
similarly, as would be expected. However the data begin to diverge at around 2× 106
time steps: this corresponds to the passage of the fluid interface through to the second
row of tracheids in from the edge. Subsequent mass change is then faster with open
pits than closed pits, as expected. There is also an indication in Figure 7.9d that the
same fluctuations in cell wall and lumen liquid content are occuring as desorption takes
place. These fluctuations are smaller than in the fixed tracheid simulation because they
represent desorption into the cell wall network from several staggered lumina, which
has a smoothing effect on the mass change.
The fixed tracheid drying front analysis was repeated for the 8× 8 ProTG simulation
and the results are shown in Figure 7.10. Drying a non-symmetric mask from both
longitudinal boundaries means that there are in effect two fluid interfaces to track—one
on each side of the domain. The average left-hand drying front position is shown
in Figure 7.10a as a function of
√
t for open (red) and closed pit (blue) simulations;
the right-hand drying front is shown in Figure 7.10b. The initial similarity between
the simulations is apparent as the drying fronts cross the void between the constant
density boundary and the first cell walls. The subsequent divergence is also clear as
desorption starts in the second row of tracheids. Both graphs in Figure 7.10 indicate
that the drying front position is proportional to
√
t once desorption from the tracheids
has begun. Note that there is an initial proportionality with t in Figure 7.10b as the
drying front crosses the relatively large void space between the edge of the domain and
the first row of tracheids, but this changes to
√
t at a front position of approximately
2000 lu and
√
t = 400 lu0.5.
The results above demonstrate that the 8× 8 ProTG simulation behaves reasonably
with the corrected LB weightings. It is interesting to consider the passage of a drying
front in these narrow, highly elongated cells. Figure 7.11 shows this process for a
representative section of cell wall with pits open (left hand column of images in
Figure 7.11) and pits closed ( right hand column in Figure 7.11). The image axes are
plotted on the same scale. Considering the left-hand column: images are separated
in time by 5× 104 timesteps and start at time t0,open = 5× 105, which is the closest
recorded timestep to the drying front reaching the enlarged region. The density maps
show the right-hand end of a liquid-filled (dark blue) tracheid running horizontally
along the centre of the image, with one adjacent tracheid above and one below. Liquid-
filled pits can be seen as dark blue gaps in the paler blue cell walls. Curved interfaces
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.10.: Front position as a function of
√
t for (a) the left-hand drying front and (b) the right-hand
front. Data for the open pit simulation is in red and that for the closed pit simulation is in
blue.
between the blue liquid and yellow vapour move along the top and bottom tracheids
in the first four images (Figure 7.11a, c, e, g). The first pits to dry fully are those on the
far right of Figure 7.11c, however the very narrow apex of the middle tracheid prevents
the interface from expanding. Further to the left the lumen is wide enough for the fluid
interfaces to spread horizontally (Figure 7.11m). At 35% RH—low enough to empty the
cell walls of liquid—the remaining droplets eventually evaporate or desorb through the
cell walls. By comparison, the right-hand column of images in Figure 7.11 (pits closed)
start at t0,closed = 1.25× 106. Here the top and bottom cells have fully emptied by the
time the fluid interface begins to move up the central lumen. In Figure 7.11h the apical
cell walls are starting to dry on the right-hand side of the image. 5× 104 timesteps
later in Figure 7.11j the interface has begun to move from right to left along the middle
cell. After another 5× 104 the interface has already passed out of the region of interest,
leaving short sections of cell wall that still contain liquid water (green regions).
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(a) t0,open = 5× 105 (b) t0,closed = 1.25× 106
(c) t0,open + 5.0× 104 (d) t0,closed + 5.0× 104
(e) t0,open + 1.0× 105 (f) t0,closed + 1.0× 105
(g) t0,open + 1.5× 105 (h) t0,closed + 1.5× 105
(i) t0,open + 2.0× 105 (j) t0,closed + 2.0× 105
(k) t0,open + 2.5× 105 (l) t0,closed + 2.5× 105
(m) t0,open + 3.0× 105 (n) t0,closed + 3.0× 105
Figure 7.11.: Enlarged view of drying across the same cell walls with pits open (right column) and pits
closed (right column). The interface reached this location at different absolute times in the
two simulations, so the indicated timesteps are relative to the first density map at t0,open
and t0,closed. The tracheids are drying from the left hand side. The axes are at the same
scale.
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7.4. Discussion
The lattice Boltzmann simulations described above demonstrate the first real use of a
combined effective media and Shan-Chen multiphase scheme. The interaction of free
and bound water and vapour in lumina and cell walls was modelled successfully and
produced physically sensible results. A
√
t dependence for both mass and drying front
position emerged in the simulations under a constant density boundary condition. As
previously discussed, this indicates that drying is limited by internal transport rather
than surface evaporation. A similar
√
t dependence of mass was observed during
drying in the Treehugger reproducibility and high-resolution 60 MHz MRI experiments.
(Note that front position varied linearly with time in the high-resolution experiments,
and image quality was not sufficient to measure this quantity with the Treehugger.) Both
the fixed and ProTG simulations also demonstrate that the rate of internal transport
is faster with open pits than closed pits. This result makes intuitive sense because
closed pits block capillary flow and restrict moisture transport to diffusive processes.
It is highly likely that this is why the Treehugger MRI reproducibility experiment
saw a faster rate of drying for green than for wood that had been previously dried
at least once (see Figure 6.22b), because initially open pits then aspirated and did
not reopen. However, simulations on the fixed tracheid geometry with dynamic pits
actually behaved very similarly to those with closed pits. It would be interesting to see
if this behaviour was replicated in the ProTG simulations, which include significantly
more pits and tracheids. The pressure condition that triggers pit aspiration in the
simulations may also need fine tuning.
A key limitation of the lattice Boltzmann simulations is that they only considered
drying in two dimensions. The decision to restrict the simulations to a longitudinal-
tangential section was based on measurements of the stacked X-ray CT dataset described
in Chapter 4. Specifically, bordered pits were found on radial cell walls but not on
tangential walls. Cross-field pits that link tracheids to rays were not resolved by the
2.5 µm voxel size. Thus at first glance radial fluid pathways are restricted far more than
longitudinal and tangential movement, and focusing on a longitudinal-tangential plane
is an acceptable assumption. However, this view could be considered oversimplistic.
Firstly, when the tangential bordered pits are closed the radial and tangential moisture
pathways essentially face the same resistance to movement (governed by cell wall
permeability). The contribution of rays to radial moisture transport then becomes an
important question, and one that the LB simulations are well-placed to investigate.
This investigation would require extending the ProTG model to three dimensions
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and including additional object classes to describe ray geometry. The tesselation of
cells would become more complex unless the statistical distribution of anatomical
parameters was abandoned, in which case the geometry would be that described by
Additional measurements of the CT volume would be needed to accurately describe
the ray geometry.
Another reason why a 2D model could be considered oversimplistic is that evidence
in the literature suggests the stacked CT specimen is likely to contain cross-field
pits, despite these not being resolved in the final dataset. Cross-field pits present an
additional route by which moisture can reach rays and potentially then move radially.
These pits could be included in the simulation by varying the partial bounceback
parameter that controls cell wall permeability to reduce the resistance to flow in certain
sections of the cell wall.
A third reason why the two-dimensional model could be considered overly simple is
that, unlike the simulated tracheids, real tracheids are not perfectly aligned with the
longitudinal axis of the stem. Therefore, the relative position of tracheid end points
in the transverse plane could play a role in radial moisture movement. The X-ray CT
measurements already contain sufficient information to inform this modification to the
tracheid geometry, but it would complicate
Adding a third spatial dimension to the simulations is that pits have an exaggerated
impact on the connectivity of fluid populations in two dimensions. In particular, cell
walls are fragmented by open pits in 2D but would form a single continuous network
in 3D. 2D pits also impact the behaviour of free water in unexpected ways: Figure 7.1f
shows that liquid water (blue) condenses in the corners of fixed tracheids during
rewetting, but that the fluid interfaces are also ’pinned’ by the open pits. In 3D these
populations would be able to grow further without being artificially restricted. This is
important because of the crucial impact that the pore-scale geometry has on microscopic
fluid populations, and hence on fluid behaviour at the macroscale.
The scale of the LB simulations imposed some limitations on the results. Clearly the
ProTG simulations would benefit significantly from drying and rewetting to the same
degree as the fixed tracheid simulations did (i.e. an increase in the temporal scale).
With regards to spatial dimensions, the MRI experiments demonstrated relatively rapid
changes in moisture close to the evaporative surface (to a depth of around 5 mm)
with much slower changes deeper inside the specimen. The ProTG bounceback mask
described in Section §7.3 above had a length of 27.4 mm. Considering that there is a
constant density boundary condition at either end of the mask, the region in which these
two patterns of moisture movement can be distinguished is around 15 mm. It is not yet
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clear whether this area would be sufficient to see such patterns, but increasing the length
of the domain to include more tracheids is desirable. More advanced computational
techniques should be employed to minimise the impact on runtimes. (Extending the
model to three dimensions would have an even more significant impact on the required
computing resource.) The combination of high aspect ratio tracheids and circular
bordered pits makes artificially compressing the geometry in the longitudinal direction
non-trivial.There are also several improvements that could be made to the lattice
Boltzmann model itself. For example, the Shan-chen multiphase method implemented
in this thesis uses a Van der Waals equation of state that defines pressure as a non-
monotonic function of density and thus enables two fluid phases to co-exist. However,
the density ratio ρliqcrit : ρ
vap
crit achieved with the current equation of state close to 11:1,
which is several orders of magnitude smaller than in a real fluid (10× 104 to 10× 105).
Further, the Shan-Chen method leads to a liquid that is more compressible than the
vapour. Switching to an alternative multiphase model (Inamuro et al., 2004; Inamuro
et al., 2016) would resolve the compressibility issue and allow a density ratio of 1000:1.
Zhang et al. (2018) further developed the method by Inamuro et al. (2016) and reached
a liquid:vapour density ratio of 2778:1.
Another important improvement to the lattice Boltzmann model would be the
inclusion of moving boundaries. The hygroscopic nature of the cell walls is a crucial
component of the response of wood to changes in moisture. The current LB model
cannot alter the tracheid geometry below the FSP when moisture changes cause cell
walls to shrink or swell. Similarly, fixed cell walls mean that the effects of capillary
pressure on tracheid cell walls is not captured. Moving boundaries are an area of active
research (Lallemand et al., 2020) and are a priority for including in the model (see
Adey-Johnson et al. (2018) in Appendix B for initial results).
Increasing the density ratio and adding moving boundaries to the lattice Boltzmann
model both increase the likelihood of spurious currents developing. These are small
artificial velocity fields that can lead to instabilities and prevent the simulation reaching
equilibrium (Connington et al., 2012). Spurious currents were encountered during
the modelling work for this thesis. Reducing these in a Shan-Chen approach can be
achieved by moving from a single-range pseudo-potential to a multi-range pseudo-
potential (Falcucci et al., 2010; Connington et al., 2012). This method takes the single-
range force that acts on nearest neighbour lattice nodes and adds an additional force
acting on both nearest neighbours and next-nearest neighbours (Sbragaglia et al., 2007).
The downside of the multi-range pseudo-potential is that it reduces that inherent
parallelisability of the lattice Boltzmann algorithm by extending interactions beyond
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nearest neighbours. Parallelised subdomain boundaries require a ’ghosting’ step to
carry streaming distribution functions from edge nodes to the appropriate subdomain.
The single-range pseudo-potential already adds an additional ghosting step, and
moving to a multi-range pseudo-potential will add yet another. On distributed compute
systems the additional communication increases the time taken for each time step.
7.5. Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated that the Shan-Chen multiphase method can be combined
with effective media, and is the first real use of this approach. The model was run
in a small test array of tracheids to investigate the behaviour of cell wall and lumen
fluid populations during drying and wetting. This was done with pits open, closed
and responding dynamically to pressure gradients. The model was also run in a
procedurally generated array of tracheids, however there was insufficient time to
complete that simulation. A key limitation of the model, with respect to wood, was
the choice to use two dimensions (tangential/longitudinal) rather than three. This
limitation reduces the applicability of the results to real wood species that contain
radial flow pathways. There are also general restrictions on the fluid behaviour in
two dimensions, such as interface pinning, that would not occur in three. The ProTG
simulations using the procedural tracheid bounceback mask ran for sufficient time
to see divergence of behaviour between cells with open and closed pits, but would
clearly benefit from additional time to demonstrate drying and rewetting over longer
periods. Future work should include improving the density ratio of the fluid and
adding moving boundaries, both of which would result in a closer representation of
moisture movement in a hygroscopic material. These additions to the core algorithm
need to deal with pressure instabilities generated by the moving boundaries.
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8. Conclusions and future work
8.1. Overview
To restate, the aim of this project was to understand the water dynamics in wood using
a lattice Boltzmann description of sorption, with microstructural information derived
from X-ray CT experiments and experimental validation of sorption using NMR. This
novel combination of technologies has previously been identified as having enormous
potential for improving our understanding of the movement of water within the vessel
network of hardwood (Frank et al., 2010). Specific objectives of the project were:
– To create a digital description of softwood microstructure using X-ray Computed
Tomography, that is suitable for inclusion in a lattice Boltzmann model;
– To create a multiphase (liquid-vapour), multiscale lattice Boltzmann model for the
purpose of running sorption simulations in softwood with the explicit inclusion
of sorption in cell wall material and transport through pits;
– To validate the lattice Boltzmann sorption simulations using Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance imaging experiments on drying and wetting pieces of softwood.
A realistic digital description of wood geometry was generated from X-ray micro-CT
datasets acquired using the Nanowood CT system at the University of Ghent (Van
den Bulcke et al., 2013; Dierick et al., 2014). This is an advanced X-ray micro-CT
instrument designed specifically for wood science applications. Micro-CT is an ideal
technique for digitising wood microstructures non-destructively as it includes structural
features regardless of orientation. The Nanowood CT system in particular can achieve
a sub-micron voxel size that enables the bordered pits that connect adjacent tracheids
to be resolved in the CT volumes. Using this system the cellular structure of a Norway
spruce juvenile wood specimen was imaged several times at a resolution of 2.5 µm and
the resulting CT volumes were stacked longitudinally and stitched together.
The stacked X-ray CT volume was not immediately suitable for use as a microstruc-
tural domain in the lattice Boltzmann model. Therefore, statistical distributions mea-
sured from the CT volume were used to inform the creation of a procedural trachied
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generator (ProTG). This computer software generates a two-dimensional array of tes-
selating tracheids, connected by pits, that is directly suitable for use as a bounceback
mask in the lattice Boltzmann simulation. Anatomical parameters such as tracheid
length and width are directly sampled from the distributions measured in the CT data,
and the output reasonably reproduces those distributions. Cell lumen, cell wall and
pits can be distinguished in the output from the model, and the pixels in individual
tracheids and pits are uniquely identified. A 2D approach was chosen over 3D because
no bordered pits were found in tangential cell walls in the X-ray CT dataset, and the CT
voxel size was too small to resolve cross-field pits (which link axial tracheids to rays).
Fluid simulations were carried out using the lattice Boltzmann method, which enables
a computationally efficient treatment of complex porous media. A lattice Boltzmann
model was created that combined the multiphase (liquid-vapour) treatment by Shan et
al. (1993) with the multiscale effective media method by Sukop et al. (2004). The effective
media is required to model sorption in cell wall material that, within the context of the
lattice Boltzmann model, is seen as having sub-resolution porosity and an associated
permeability. The approach used here builds on the initial work by McDonald et al.
(2016), extending it to use high perfomance computing methods and operate on a
realistic description of wood geometry. Drying and rewetting were simulated in a small
array of 13 artificially short tracheids connected by simple pits. These simulations
investigated the behaviour of the digital tracheids during drying and rewetting at
different levels of relative humidity, and with pits open and closed. Simulations on a
much larger array of 8× 8 ProTG tracheids were begun, and demonstrated different
behaviour between cells with open and closed pits—but the larger simulations were
not completed for reasons of time.
Finally, NMR experiments were conducted to provide qualitative validation for
the lattice Boltzmann sorption simulations. Experimental data were obtained using
a slice-selective magnetic resonance imaging pulse sequence, with supporting data
on bound and free water from CPMG experiments. Initial experiments used a high-
resolution MRI system at the University of Surrey. However, the enclosed NMR probe
in that instrument introduced difficulties with rewetting the specimens. The maximum
allowable specimen size was also considered overly restrictive. Therefore, subsequent
experiments were carried out at Forest Research using the portable Treehugger MRI
system (Cox, 2008; Jones, 2012; Jones et al., 2012), which is designed specifically for
imaging wood. Green discs from freshly-felled Sitka spruce trees were repeatedly oven-
dried at 40◦and rewet by immersion in water. Although these experiments provided a
useful validation for the LB simulations, experimental issues ultimately limited their
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effectiveness.
8.2. Key findings
This thesis presents the first real application of a novel lattice Boltzmann method
(McDonald et al., 2016) that combines multiphase fluid flow with an effective media
description of sub-resolution porosity. This method is well suited to fluid simulations
in materials with porosity over a wide range of length scales because it provides a
lower limit on the size of pore that has to be geometrically described: below this limit
the porosity is described as an effective permeability. Such materials include wood cell
walls and cement.
To the author’s knowledge this is also the first lattice Boltzmann study of tracheid-
level moisture movement in a softwood. Previous work in the literature is limited
to single-phase flow through a single bordered pit membrane (Valli et al., 2002),
penetration of a liquid-adhesive mixture into a simplified model of spruce annual rings
(Mendoza et al., 2010) and multiphase flow through an impermeable hardwood vessel
(Frank et al., 2010). The inclusion of realistic tracheid geometries and sub-resolution
cell wall porosity is an essential step towards an accurate description of the moisture
dynamics of wood.
With regards to the tracheid geometry: X-ray micro-CT research typically focuses
on maximising resolution to demonstrate applications of the technique for under-
standing wood cellular anatomy (e.g. Trtik et al., 2007). The approach taken in this
thesis was novel in that it balanced resolution and field-of-view in the stacked CT
volume to ensure that most of the radial width of an annual ring was visible—including
over one thousand complete tracheids—while also resolving the location of bordered
pits. A semi-automated approach was taken to extract tracheid length, overlap, lu-
men width, wall thickness and pit positions from the CT volume, and the statistical
distribution of these anatomical parameters was calculated. Although some of the
parameters—particularly tracheid length and cross-section—are already understood
(Brändström, 2001; Derome et al., 2012b; Reynolds et al., 2018), the distribution of
tracheid overlaps and intra-tracheid pit density presented here and in a recent peer-
reviewed publication (Adey-Johnson et al., 2020) were not previously found in a search
of the literature.
The ProTG tracheid generator was written from scratch in MATLAB to convert the
measured distribution of anatomical parameters into a microstructural domain for the
fluid simulations. This tool generates 2D arrays of tracheids by representing elements
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of the domain (vertices, edges, tracheids and pits) as individual computational objects.
This approach provides great flexibility in tracking and labelling pixels associated with
different elements of the domain. The outputs can be adapted to other softwood species
if alternative distributions are provided.
8.3. Future work
This thesis made use of several technologies, each of which provide avenues for
further work. The stacked X-ray CT volume did not contain a full annual ring, so
an immediate step should be to confirm the statistical distributions in a volume that
contains two latewood-earlywood boundaries. Increasing the sample size for tangential
measurements and intra-tracheid bordered pit measurements would also be highly
beneficial. The next logical step is to assess how the distribution of tracheid anatomical
parameters varies within a tree, by taking measurements at different radial positions,
and between trees, by taking measurements of the same ring in different trees. The
inter-species variation in the distribution of these parameters would also be interesting
to assess. One alternative to capturing CT volumes of the entire width of a ring is
to sample the ring at several radial positions (Reynolds et al., 2018). However, this
approach may fail to capture length and overlap data. It should be noted that these
studies would benefit significantly from improved measurement processes because
the approach used in this thesis, although semi-automated, was nevertheless highly
time-consuming. For example, the measurement of transverse parameters such as
lumen width and wall thickness could be automated (Esteban et al., 2017; Prendin et al.,
2017).
A key limitation of the fluid simulations, with respect to wood, was the choice
to restrict the domain to two dimensions (tangential/longitudinal) rather than three.
This choice reduces the applicability of the results to real wood species that contain
radial flow pathways. Evidence in the literature is inconclusive but suggests that rays
could be an important pathway in this context (Wiberg et al., 1999; Barnard et al.,
2013). Note that there are also general restrictions on the fluid behaviour in two
dimensions, such as interface pinning, which would not occur in three. Therefore both
the ProTG tracheid generator and lattice Boltzmann model should be extended to three
dimensions. The former would require additional anatomical measurements from the
CT volumes to quantify the size and position of rays. The applicability of the results
to real wood would also be helped by more closely linking the condition at which
dynamic pits in the model aspirate to current research on bordered pits (e.g. Hacke
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et al., 2004), and considering whether some proportion of pits should reopen under
certain environmental conditions.
The lattice Boltzmann method itself can be improved by increasing the density ratio
of the fluid beyond the value of 11 used in this thesis. Current literature suggests
values of several thousand should be acheivable (Zhang et al., 2018). There are also
methods in the literature for including moving boundaries in the model (Lallemand
et al., 2020), and other members of the research group are already working to integrate
these methods into the LB model (see for example Adey-Johnson et al., 2018). The lack
of moving boundaries is a significant limitation of the current model, which is unable
to account for hygromechanical effects below the fibre saturation point or for the effect
of capillary forces on cell walls above it. Increasing the density ratio and including
moving boundaries will require additional work to deal with pressure instabilities and
spurious velocities (Connington et al., 2012).
The use of X-ray CT, NMR and lattice Boltzmann in concert has demonstrated the
utility of these techniques for studying moisture in wood. The ultimate goal of the
research is to understand industrial problems linked to processes such as kiln drying
of timber and preservative penetration, and to the health of living trees. Significant
insights could be gained by further study using these techniques. For example, the
lattice Boltzmann model could be used to simulate the impact of different kiln profiles
on a particular species of tree, with the results compared to NMR experiments on real
wood from the same species undergoing the same kiln profile. The ability of of the
Treehugger MRI system to measure living trees in situ was not exploited in this thesis,
but also makes it an important tool for understanding water dynamics in living trees.
Such applications will become increasingly urgent as interest in sustainable materials
continues to grow throughout the 21st Century.
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A. Treehugger NMR processing scripts
A.1. Data files (.Ridat)
1 f i l e _ i d = fopen ( ‘ d a t a _ f i l e . Ridat ’ ) ;
2 % b y t e 1547 r e l a t i v e t o b e g i n n i n g o f f i l e
3 fseek ( f i l e _ i d , 1547 , ‘ bof ’ ) ;
4 read_points = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ in t ’ ) ;
5 fseek ( f i l e _ i d , 4097 , ‘ bof ’ ) ;
6 % A l t e r n a t e l y r e a d r e a l , imag inary and t ime p o i n t s
7 for p = 1 : read_points
8 nmr_re ( p ) = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ s ing le ’ ) ;
9 nmr_im ( p ) = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ s ing le ’ ) ;
10 time ( p ) = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ double ’ ) ;
11 end
12 f c l o s e ( f i l e _ i d )
A.2. Image files (.RIImage)
1 f i l e _ i d = fopen ( ‘ i m a g e _ f i l e . RIImage ’ ) ;
2 fseek ( f i l e _ i d , 1547 , ‘ bof ’ ) ;
3 read_points = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ in t ’ ) ;
4 fseek ( f i l e _ i d , 2577 , ‘ bof ’ ) ;
5 phase_steps = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ in t ’ ) ;
6 % Read a l l t ime p o i n t s u p f r o n t
7 time = fread ( f i l e _ i d , points , ‘ double ’ ) ;
8 % P r e a l l o c a t e
9 nmr_re = zeros ( read_points , phase_steps ) ;
10 nmr_im = zeros ( read_points , phase_steps ) ;
11 % A l t e r n a t e l y r e a d r e a l and imag inary p a r t s
12 for p = 1 : read_points * phase_steps
13 nmr_re ( p ) = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ s ing le ’ ) ;
14 nmr_im ( p ) = fread ( f i l e _ i d , 1 , ‘ s ing le ’ ) ;
15 end
16 f c l o s e ( f i l e _ i d )
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B. Procedural tracheid model flowcharts
Flowcharts describing the procedural tracheid model (see chapter Chapter 5) are
presented in this appendix. Figure B.1 is a duplicate of Figure 5.1 for reference, giving
an overview of the entire model.
The construction of individual tracheids based on their relative position is shown
in Figure B.2. The function that checks for consistency among tracheid length and
overlaps is described in Figure B.3. Six edges are added to each tracheid according
the flowchart in Figure B.4, and pits are then added based on Figure B.5. Finally the
domain and tracheid masks are created by the process presented in Figure B.6.
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Procedural tracheid generator
Create instance of Domain object, size [L, T]
l <= L
t <= T
Create instance of Tracheid object at [l, t]
tracheid <= count(tracheids)
Add instances of Edge object to tracheid
edge <= count(edges)
Calculate edge thickness
Add instances of Pit object to edge
tracheid <= count(tracheids)
Calculate tracheid bitmap mask
Element-wise max() tracheid and domain masks
pit <= count(pits)
Calculate pit mask
Is the pit mask valid?
Delete pit
Element-wise max() tracheid and domain masks
Pad mask to divide evenly among CPUs
Export bounceback mask from domain
RETURN
Number of cells in L and T directions
Export tracheid ID mask from domain
Export pit ID mask from domain
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
Figure B.1.: An overview of the procedural tracheid model. This figure is a duplicate of Figure 5.1 for
reference.
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Tracheid constructor
Set cell position in L and T directions
l = 1
Set unique tracheid ID
RETURN
yes
no
l > 1 and l even
Get wall thickness from CT distribution
t = 1
Get wall thickness from measured distributionGet overlap  1-4 fro  CT distribution
Get both half-widths from CT distribution
Copy vertices  V2, V3 from neighbouring cell
Create V1-6 as instances of vertex object
Check and fix overlaps and length
Get length from CT distribution
Check and fix overlaps and length
Create vertices V1, V4-6 as inst. of vertex obj.
yes
yes
no
Copy overlaps 1, 4 from neighbour
Get overlaps 2, 3 from CT distribution
Copy both half-widths from neighbours
t = 1
Get length from CT distribution
Check and fix overlaps and length
Copy vertices V1-2, V6 from neighbours
Create V3-5 as instances of vertex object
Copy overlap 1 from neighbour
Get overlaps 3, 4 from CT distribution
Copy one half-width from neighbour
t = T
Get one half-width from CT distribution
Copy V1-3 from neighbours
Calculate length from vertices
Create V4 as instance of vertex object
Calculate overlap 2 from vertices
Check and fix overlaps
Create V5-6 as instances of vertex object
Input cell position [l, t]
no
no
yes
no
yes
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
l > 1 and odd
t = 1
Copy overlap 4 from neighbour
Get overlaps 1-3 from CT distribution
Copy one half-width from neighbour
Get one half-width from CT distribution
Get length from CT distribution
Check and fix overlaps
Copy vertices V1, V6 from neighbours
Create vertices V2-V5 from CT distribution
Copy overlaps 1, 4 from neighbour
Get overlap 3 from CT distribution
Copy both half-widths from neighbours
Copy vertices V1-3, V6 from neighbours
Calculate length from vertices
Create V4 as instance of vertex object
Calculate overlap 2 from vertices
RETURN
RETURN
yes
no
Check and fix overlaps
Create V5 as an instance of vertex object
Figure B.2.: Individual tracheids are created according to their relative tangential and longitudinal
position. See Figure 5.2 for a graphical representation of this process.
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Check tracheid overlaps
RETURN
Flag: overlaps to check Overlaps to check?
Overlap A = tracheid overlap 1
Flag: re-generate overlap A
Flag: re-generate length
Overlap B = tracheid overlap 2
Overlap A = tracheid overlap 3
Overlap B = tracheid overlap 4
Re-generate overlap A?
Flag: re-generate overlap B
A + B > length?
Get overlap from CT distribution
Flag: overlaps to check Overlaps to check?
Re-generate overlap B?
Get length from CT distribution
Re-generate length?
Get length from CT distribution
Tracheid overlap 1 = overlap A
Tracheid overlap 2 = overlap B
Tracheid overlap 3 = overlap A
Tracheid overlap 4 = overlap B
Flag: overlaps to check = 2 Flag: overlaps to check = 1
Call check_overlaps()  with updated flag
Flag = 1
Flag = 2
no
yes
Flag = 1
Flag = 2
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
Figure B.3.: A function is used to check that the overlaps for a single cell are compatible with that cell’s
length, and vice-versa.
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Add edges to tracheid
RETURN
yes
noExisting edge V1→V2?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E1 Create new edge E1 connecting V1 and V2
yes
noExisting edge V2→V3?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E2 Create new edge E1 connecting V2 and V3
yes
noExisting edge V3→V4?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E3 Create new edge E1 connecting V3 and V4
yes
noExisting edge V4→V5?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E4 Create new edge E1 connecting V4 and V5
yes
noExisting edge V5→V6?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E5 Create new edge E1 connecting V5 and V6
yes
noExisting edge V6→V1?
Assign existing edge to tracheid as E6 Create new edge E1 connecting V6 and V1
Figure B.4.: Edges are added to each tracheid either by copying an existing edge, or by creating a new
one.
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Add pits to edge
Create array of possible positions for edge
RETURN
Pit count > 0 ?
yes
no
edge || tangential dir.?
yes
no
Pit count = 0
Max pits = length / (pit width + pit separation
Pit count = max pits + 1
Pit count > max pits ?
yes
Pit count = (pit density from CT dist.) * (length)
no
Randomly sample positions
Align array of sampled positions with edge
Get pit count
Pit positions is empty array [ ]
Get pit positions
position <= count(positions)
Create instance of pit object
Assign position and parent edge
yes
no
Set edge thickness
E > T?
Edge.thickness = [0, 0]
E = tangential position of edge centroid
T = tangential position of tracheid centroid
Edge.thickness(1) = tracheid wall thickness
Edge thickness(2) = tracheid wall thickness
no
yes
tracheid < N?
N = number of tracheids connected to edge
RETURN
no
yes
Figure B.5.: Each edge object is shared by one or two tracheids, each of which contribute to it’s thickness.
Pits are added once the edge thickness has been determined.
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RETURN
Generate domain mask
Generate global coordinate grid
Initialise domain and tracheid ID masks as zero
Tracheid <= count(tracheids)
no
yes
Generate cell wall mask
Calculate area bounded by outer wall of tracheid
Calculate area bounded by inner wall of tracheid
Flag value
Flag: choose ouput mask
= 1 = 3
= 2
Wall: mask = outer AND (NOT(inner))
Lumen: mask = inner
Total tracheid area: mask = outer
Element-wise max() with domain mask
Generate lumen mask
Element-wise max() with domain mask
Generate total area mask
Element-wise max() with tracheid ID mask
Generate individual tracheid mask
Export mask
RETURN
Round masks up in L dir. to nearest 100 nodes
Figure B.6.: The domain mask is created by combining individual tracheid masks.
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to define the variability in the microstructure of Norway spruce
within an annual ring by examining differences between earlywood and latewood.
In particular, we were interested in obtaining new information on bordered pit oc-
currence and locations relative to tracheid ends, plus the lumina dimensions and
longitudinal overlap of tracheids that collectively define the longitudinal hydraulic
pathways. A stacked series of X-ray micro-CT scans of an annual ring of Norway
spruceweremadeand stitched together longitudinally to forma three-dimensional
volume. The imaging resolution was carefully chosen to capture both longitudinal
and transverse anatomical details.Measurements of tracheid length, overlap, radial
lumen diameter, and bordered pit location were made semi-automatically using
image analysis. The distribution of radial lumen diameter was used to define ear-
lywood and latewood. Then bordered pit linear density and spatial distribution,
tracheid length and overlap were analysed, presented and contrasted for early-
wood and latewood. Further differences between earlywood and latewood were
found only in bordered pit linear density. Clear trends in radial lumen diameter
and pit linear density were observed with radial position within the growth ring.
These results provide new information on the variability of the Norway spruce mi-
crostructure within an annual ring.
Keywords: Picea abies; microstructure; X-ray CT; micro-CT; variability; pits.
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SUMMARY 
This paper demonstrates a model of softwood geometry that can be used for multiscale 
modelling of the longitudinal movement of water through spruce wood.  Previous results 
obtained from a high resolution X-ray CT scan and subsequent image analysis of a large 
number of Norway spruce tracheids were here used to produce a model that can 
represent the variability in wood anatomy found within a timber joist or log.  A 
demonstration of that model is given. 
 
KEYWORDS: (Wood anatomy, Simulation, Pits, Spruce, Fluid mechanics) 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to model the longitudinal movement of water through softwood (discussed in an 
accompanying paper) during the processes of sorption and desorption, a geometrical model of 
wood microstructure is required.  That model should be capable of describing the variability 
that occurs naturally within wood, rather than an idealised structure, so that realistic 
behaviour can be expected. 
 
For the purposes of longitudinal movement of water in spruce wood, we consider that only 
the tracheids are important; this paper is not concerned with other cell types such as radial 
parenchyma.  Tracheids are variable by nature.  As is common throughout nature their 
anatomies are an expression of an interaction between genotype and environment.  They are 
formed by the tree for the dual purposes of water transport and structural support and their 
size and shape can be traced to the particular requirements of a tree at a particular time during 
its growth.  One of the largest sources of variability in tracheid anatomy in temperate 
softwood takes place during the growing season (Sirvio & Karenlampi, 2000; Eder et al., 
2008; Derome et al., 2012) and is responsible for the growth rings that are visible to the 
naked eye.  In general, earlywood, often called spring wood, is produced during the period 
where the tree is actively growing above ground and serves the purpose of providing 
transportation of water from the root to the shoots.  Earlywood tracheids are therefore large in 
diameter and thin walled.  During the period of root extension, the tree produces latewood, 
sometimes called summer wood.  The water requirements of the above ground tree have 
diminished in this part of the growing season, thus latewood is geared more towards 
providing structural support.  Consequentially latewood tracheids are small in diameter and 
thick walled.  While there are other sources of variation in tracheid anatomy, this seasonal 
variation can be considered as relatively the largest (Sirvio & Karenlampi, 2000) and 
consequentially the most important source of variation.  This is especially true when the aim 
is to model wood at the macro scale, such as in logs or timber joists for example.  Therefore a 
model of wood geometry should be capable in the first instance of describing the variation 
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within and between earlywood and latewood.  Moreover the model should be constructed in 
such a way that the mean values and / or distributions can be changed to account for 
variations that could occur due to genetic differences between trees (e.g.  Hannrup et al., 
2004), differences in growing environments and age of the tree amongst others (e.g.  Park & 
Spiecker, 2005).  Therefore, in order to be extrapolated to wider case studies a model 
ultimately needs to be capable of accepting parameters that describe distributions around 
different mean values.  Such a model can therefore be considered as statistical. 
 
There are many studies of the variation of the relevant spruce tracheid dimensions, including 
diameters of bordered pits, present in the literature that has been extensively reviewed by 
Brändström (Brändström, 2001), although the majority of studies describe the mean rather 
than the variance.  In addition to the parameters relating to component size, we also required 
information on the location and quantity of bordered pits.  Further, we required to consider 
the longitudinal overlap between tracheids so that our model could realistically describe the 
amount of water pathways connecting neighbouring tracheids.  In this aspect we were unable 
to find such information in the literature.  For all of these reasons we required to make 
measurements of all of these variables on a large number of tracheids.  The only viable way 
of doing this was high resolution X-ray CT scanning (Van den Bulcke et al., 2009; Dierick et 
al., 2014) and image analysis.  We measured a large number of earlywood and latewood 
tracheids and produced mathematical functions that describe the variation (Adey-Johnson et 
al.  in preparation). 
 
The aim of this paper is to present an example of a statistical model of softwood anatomy that 
can be used for the purposes of modelling the longitudinal movement of water through wood.  
This model draws on our experimental work currently being considered for peer reviewed 
publication and presents a demonstration of our model.  The results presented in this written 
overview are simplified in order that the full version may be reserved for peer reviewed 
publication. 
 
 
Figure 1.  Top: X-ray CT produced 3D volumes of Norway spruce at the macro scale (left 
hand side) and micro scale (right hand side).  The bottom images are slices in which 
anatomical characteristics can be quantified. 
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RESULTS 
X-ray CT scans of Norway spruce are shown in Fig.  1 at the macro and micro scale.  By 
zooming into these images it is possible to resolve bordered pits as well as all of the 
necessary anatomical features (Fig.  2). 
 
Distributions of some of the parameters of interest are graphed for a 25 % subset of the 
measured tracheids (Fig.  3).  We have previously used mathematical formulae to model the 
distribution.  During the process of image analysis we also collected {x,y,z} coordinates for 
all of the features of interest to serve as a true to life “control”.  For reasons relating to our 
findings, that we will discuss during the presentation, we only required our model to function 
in two dimensions for our purposes.  The statistical information from our earlier study was 
used to build a (2D) cell microstructural model that replicates the tangential plane of wood.  
Cells are rendered as irregular hexagons with six straight sides founded on two long parallel 
sides, which are not necessarily of the same length, and a central top and bottom apex.  An 
example of the graphical model output is shown in Fig.  4 and at a higher magnification in 
Fig.  5 to demonstrate bordered pits.  Essentially a different value is assigned to nodes that 
represent tracheid walls, bordered pits and tracheid lumina.  Empty space outside of the 
domain is assigned an “outside domain” value.  The model uses probabilities based on 
observations in assigning these values.  These probabilities are altered sensibly based on 
neighbouring nodes.  For instance, pits cannot be too close together, lumina cannot be too 
narrow, tracheids will be within a certain length range etc.  Consequentially a model 
representing a variable wood structure, rather than a homogenous idealised structure is 
produced.  Multiple random models were generated and statistically analysed to ensure that 
they are consistent with each other and with the control. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  By examining slices from the binarised X-ray CT scans in different wood planes it 
is possible to observe and measure the fluid pathways.  In the tangential or T plane (top 
right), it is possible to see the bordered pits between neighbouring tracheids.  It is also 
possible to observe and record trends in the start and end points of tracheids in each plane.  
Our model is based on such measurements. 
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Figure 3.  Examples of the distribution of some measurements of anatomical properties we 
used to model distributions.  This is a random sample of ~20% the full data set.  Here n = 
305, the full data set comprises ~1525 tracheids.  Earlywood is shown in black and latewood 
is white. 
 
 
Figure 4.  An example of the model output of 400 tracheids.  The longitudinal dimension runs 
from left to right.  White is empty space outside of the domain, light grey are tracheid lumina 
and dark grey are cell walls.  Note the axes are not of the same scale, so tracheids appear 
squashed along their length, and pits are not visible at this scale. 
 
 
Figure 5.  A magnification of a region of Fig.  4 showing bordered pits in black.  The axes 
are now at the same scale. 
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DISCUSSION 
Softwood is a cellular material that serves the dual purposes of providing structural strength 
and water conduction pathways in trees.  As a biological material it has a variable rather than 
a regular cellular structure.  Micromechanical or fluid dynamics models of softwood at the 
cellular scale need to incorporate this variability in order to perform realistically.  With that 
research purpose in mind, we have created a geometrical model of softwood. 
 
Specifically, we have developed an algorithm to create a non-repeating, two-dimensional, 
digital mask of spruce at the tracheid scale of any desired dimensions as a matrix material for 
the testing of micromechanical or fluid dynamics models of wood.  We have sought to 
describe accurately the biological variability by basing the model on statistical properties of a 
real specimen and to include bordered pits.  Further our model allows us to assign an 
identification and location to each pit within our Cartesian space, this will permit the 
individual opening and closing of pits should certain criteria (such as pressure) be met within 
a fluid simulation.  In the future we intend to publish the full study and make the model 
openly available in open source code so that others can insert their own parameters for 
specific studies.  Further work could consider an extension into three dimensions.    
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SUMMARY 
This paper describes results that combine Shan-Chen two-phase (liquid-vapour) and 
partial-bounce back (semi-permeable membrane) methods of Lattice Boltzmann 
numerical modelling of fluid dynamics in order to understand how bordered pits 
influence the drying and rewetting of wood.  In addition, preliminary results that 
introduce pressure induced distortion are included. 
 
KEYWORDS: (drying, hysteresis, pits, simulation, Lattice-Boltzmann) 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The motivation for this study is to better understand water dynamics in wood.  In particular, 
we seek to investigate and computationally describe hysteresis between sorption and 
desorption and irreversible differences between the first and subsequent drying cycles.  
Within this context we seek to understand the role of pits in modifying capillary transport and 
ultimately to get an understanding of the cellular level mechanisms underlying wood 
shrinkage and timber distortion. 
 
Our strategy is to use X-ray CT to quantify wood microstructure in order to produce a model 
system to use in a Lattice Boltzmann (LB) numerical simulation of the movement of water in 
wood. The simulation results can then be validated against MRI data of water in wood. The 
details of the X-ray CT and MRI will be described elsewhere. In this paper, we focus on the 
central element of the strategy.  We show that a digital microstructure model may be 
combined with LB methods for the numerical modelling of water movement in wood.  In 
particular, we show early results that confirm the role of bordered pits in that movement.  The 
paper concludes with preliminary data that additionally explores cellular collapse in response 
to fluid pressure. A significant fraction of the paper is presented for an idealised structural 
model comprising rectangular cells rather than our X-ray derived case study.  Full results 
using the the more realistic model are reserved for a further peer-review publication in 
preparation. 
 
The LB method of numerical modelling is a powerful and well established tool for the study 
of fluid dynamics in porous media.  The particular advantage of the method is that it solves 
the well-known equations of fluid dynamics such as Navier-Stokes and Fickian diffusion 
within complex geometries with minimal coding.   It is widely applied across materials 
science although it has found particular use in the study of oil bearing reservoir rocks.    
Standard LB methods model a single phase fluid, e.g.   liquid water.   Extended variants 
allow the modelling of two phase (i.e.   liquid and vapour; or oil and water) fluids by one of 
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three broad technique categories: the so called colour (Rothman & Keller, 1988); Shan-Chen 
(Shan & Chen, 1993) and free energy (Swift et al., 1996) models.   Of these Shan-Chen is 
most popular because it offers a good compromise between “physical correctness” and 
“computational complexity”.    
 
The resolution in LB is limited by the pixel size of the under-pinning digital microstructure 
mask.   This leads to difficulties in highly heterogeneous materials such as wood where 
critical lengths vary from mm (cell length) to microns (bordered pit size / wall thickness) as 
prohibitively large data sets and computational times are required if the simulations are to 
adequately explore all length scales.  Fortunately, using a different variant of LB known as 
“partial bounce back” (Dardis & McCloskey, 1998; Walsh et al., 2009) it is possible to model 
semi permeable material with sub-resolution porosity.  By this means some resolution limits 
may be overcome.  In two recent papers (McDonald & Turner, 2016; Zalzale et al., 2016)  we 
showed for the first time how the Shan-Chen and free-energy multiphase models could be 
combined with the partial bounce back method for semi-permeable materials.  Pereira 
(Pereira, 2016) has also published work along similar lines.  In the case of wood as here, we 
model the cell walls and pits explicitly and treat the cell walls as partially permeable.   
 
It is expected that cell collapse and swelling play a significant role in modifying water 
transport in wood.  There is a considerable literature that looks at moving boundaries in LB, 
most usually in the context of colloidal systems (Ladd & Verberg, 2001).  However, there is 
very much less for moving boundaries associated with pressure induced distortion and 
swelling.  Notwithstanding we suggest a way that capillary pressure cell distortion can be 
introduced to LB schemes. 
 
There is little published work on the application of the LB method to wood.  Most relevant in 
the context of this study is the work of Frank et al (Frank et al., 2010) who used the Shan-
Chen method to study the capillary transport of water within the vascular structure of White 
Birch (Betula verrucosa).  White Birch is a hardwood and consequently has vessel elements 
that provide a different mechanism of water transport compared to softwoods. In the first 
instance, our interest is softwoods. The tracheids responsible for water transport in softwoods 
are much small than vessel elements in hardwoods and therefore the models are 
computationally more demanding. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no 
application of LB to softwood and none using reduced permeability material LB methods to 
any wood system. 
 
Other numerical approaches to the wider problem of modelling water movement in wood 
include application of a statistical model of water movement (Salin, 2011) and the application 
of computational fluid dynamics to solve the Navier Stokes equation in the immediate 
vicinity of bordered pits (Schulte, 2012; Schulte et al., 2015). 
 
THE LB METHOD 
We offer only the most elementary outline of the LB method here.  The method is illustrated 
in Fig.  1.  For more information the reader is referred to the literature (Huang et al., 2015). 
 
In most implementations of LB, the structure is divided into a 2D or 3D rectilinear grid of 
nodes.  Nodes are assigned to regions of either solid or fluid.  An initial fluid density is 
assigned to each node in the fluid region.  A fraction 𝑓" of the fluid (a fluid packet) at each 
node is travelling in each direction towards a neighbour node or is staying (stationary) at that 
node.  A single computational cycle comprises two steps: 
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(i) Collision: Fluid arriving at a node from all neighbour node directions relaxes to an 
equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution of velocities that encompasses the physics of 
the problem. 
(ii) Streaming: The relaxed fluid is streamed forward to neighbour nodes. 
 
The cycle is repeated until dynamic equilibrium is achieved across the matrix.  If fluid 
encounters a solid node then it bounces back in the opposite direction, see Fig.  2.  This 
implements a no-slip fluid-flow boundary condition. 
 
Figure 1.  The LB method.  Left: Packets of fluid travelling in the direction of the (red) 
arrows impact a lattice node (black circle).  The arrow lengths represent the amount of fluid 
in each packet. Centre: The packets collide at the node and attain local equilibrium with each 
other (blue arrows).  Right: The packets stream forward to neighbour nodes and the 
sequence repeats. Stationary fluid packets are not shown. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Left: A packet of fluid (red arrow) impacting a lattice node in a “solid” region 
(shaded) is bounced back (black arrow).  Right: A packet impacting a node in a semi-
permeable region  (light shading) is partially bounced back and partially streamed forward 
(blue arrow). 
 
The fluid density, average velocity and pressure at a fluid node are readily calculated from 
the fluid distribution function, 𝑓", at that node.  Source and sink fluid nodes can be defined 
and maintained at a constant fluid velocity or pressure thereby mimicking an external fluid 
reservoir or environment and allowing studies of wetting and drying with different boundary 
conditions: constant flux or constant relative humidity (Zou & He, 1997). 
 
The Shan-Chen method adds a fluid-fluid force term to the equilibrium function the action of 
which is to cause phase separation of the fluid into a liquid and vapour.  It can be shown that 
the potential underlying the force mimics a liquid with a Van der Waals equation of state.  By 
assigning an effective fluid density to solid nodes, a solid surface can be made wetting or 
non-wetting.  Droplets are seen to condense on surfaces exactly as expected and a contact 
angle can be measured.  The angle is varied by changing the effective solid density (lower 
values for non-wetting, higher values for wetting). 
 
Partial bounce back is used for semipermeable materials.  In the partial bounce back method, 
solid nodes are referred to as black and assigned a parameter 𝜎 = 1.  Fluid nodes are white 
Collision	step Streaming	step
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and assigned 𝜎 = 0.  Intermediate, partially permeable nodes are referred to as grey and 
assigned an intermediate value, 0 < 	𝜎 < 1.  In the propagation step, a fraction 1 − 𝜎 of the 
fluid moves forward, a fraction 𝜎 bounces back.  Hence the name.  The idea is illustrated in 
Fig.  2.  As 𝜎 increases, the system becomes more solid like and hence less permeable.   
 
To include swelling and distortion we interpose cycles of LB with cycles of mechanical 
response to local pressure.  A point-stress displacement function is evaluated for a unit stress 
applied to a single node in a uniform matrix.  This has been calculated for both an infinite 
system and a finite system with fixed (not moving) boundaries (Irgens, 2008) (Downes & 
Faux, 1995).  Neither is exactly what we seek, but both offer a useful approximation in 
different scenarios.  The latter satisfies a periodic, infinitely repeating system and is used in 
this paper.  It allows internal distortions of the matrix, but not macroscopic swelling.  The 
fluid pressure is calculated as normal for LB at every fluid node.  The stress in the solid 
matrix is calculated from the spatial gradient of matrix displacements (i.e.  the strain) 
multiplied by a modulus parameter.  The two are combined to form a map of “swelling 
stress” that is convoluted with the point stress displacement function with “wrap” boundary 
conditions.  This gives the updated displacement map of all original nodes.  The material 
properties at the displaced positions are extrapolated back onto the original LB matrix and the 
cycle resumed.  In practice we find that we require about 100 LB cycles to every cycle of 
distortion analysis.   
 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS. 
In this work, we use the so-called D2Q9 lattice implying 2 dimensions and 𝑓" with 𝑖 = 1…9 
for a central node, 4 immediate node neighbours and 4 diagonal node neighbours. 
 
Two systems have been investigated. First, to illustrate opportunity, a small extract 
comprising just 3×3 = 9 cells from a statistical model described in our companion paper in 
this volume.  These 9 cells required a matrix of 10510 by 119 nodes ensuring that the cells 
were correctly rendered with the proper aspect ratio.  This is used to generate the data in Fig. 
3. For further study (Figs 4-8), a matrix of stylised rectangular cells that “look-like” wood has 
been created. The cell lumina were assigned as fluid nodes (𝜎 = 0).  The cell walls were 
made semi permeable, (𝜎 = 0.3).  Pits were added to connect all horizontal neighbour cell 
pairs – so four pits per cell.  The pits were initially either “open” 𝜎 = 0 meaning that fluid 
could flow through them unhindered or closed, 𝜎 = 0.3, meaning that they functioned like 
cell wall material.  For the results presented here the cell length and width were 64 and 22 
respectively, the cell wall was 9 nodes thick and the pits 9 nodes wide.  A matrix comprised 8 
by 4 cells or 512	×	88 nodes and was periodic in all directions.  A row of source / sink nodes 
was created at the top and bottom of the matrix to allow wetting / drying from both ends 
(maintaining periodicity).  It is possible to have a source at the bottom and sink at the top 
with no additional computational complexity but results for this are not presented here.   
 
Rules for “dynamic” pits can be envisaged, incorporated into simulations and their effects 
tested.  The dynamic rule explored in this work is that an initially open pit may close if the 
cell on one side is full of liquid water of density > 150 mu/lu2 (LB mass unit per lattice unit 
squared) and that on the other is filled with vapour of density < 150 mu/lu2.  Further to this 
rule, a pit that closes never reopens. 
 
The parameters (and nomenclature) of the LB simulations follow closely those in our 
previous work (McDonald & Turner, 2016) which, in turn, were based on a parameterisation 
studied by Sukop and Or (Sukop & Or, 2004).  In particular, the fluid-fluid force term 
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strength 𝐺 = −5,  the fluid-fluid potential amplitude, Ψ7 = Ψ89: = 4; the density scaling 
parameter within the potential is 𝜌7 = 250 mu/lu2 (previously 200 mu/lu2).  The effective 
fluid density assigned to the solid is 300 mu/lu2.  We note the 2D fluid weighting factors used 
here are 𝑤> = 0,4,4,4,4,1,1,1,1  which corrects an error in McDonald & Turner, 2016 that 
was promulgated from Sukop & Or, 2004 and is why we changed 𝜌7 .  As a result, the 
equation for the pressure, equation 19 in McDonald & Turner, 2016 contains a factor 18 as 
used here rather than 12.   For these parameters the densities of bulk liquid and of liquid in 
the semipermeable material are circa 916 and 460 mu/lu2.  The corresponding vapour 
densities are 82 and 85 mu/lu2. 
 
For swelling, the unit displacement map is given by 𝑑 𝑟 = 𝐴𝑟 + 𝐵/𝑟  where 𝑟 is radial 
distance from a localised delta function stress and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants defined such that 𝑑 𝑅 = 0 for 𝑅 = min	[𝑁L, 𝑁M], the smallest matrix dimension and 𝑑 1 = 1.  This 
necessarily introduces approximations and assumptions not discussed here save to say that 
the system is assumed periodic. 
 
RESULTS 
Spatial Equilibration 
Fig.  3 shows the equilibrium distribution of fluid in an exemplar 2-dimensional 3×3 array of 
cells produced from the statistical model introduced in our companion paper in these 
proceedings.  Equilibrium was deemed to have been reached when the fractional fluid density 
change per node per cycle was less than 10-8. The cell array is surrounded by true solid so 
locking the water in.  The volume of water introduced is sufficient to fill 65 % of the total 
space occupied by the cells (i.e.  including the walls, excluding solid surround).  The liquid 
condenses primarily in the cell walls and in the top and bottom apices with respect to the 
major axis of the cell.  The central parts of the cell lumina are vapour filled.  This distribution 
is very much as might be expected for a partially filled wood specimen left to equilibrate for 
a “geological” age.  In practice, it may be hard to obtain as no mechanism for transporting 
water into the cells was considered. 
 
 
Figure 3.  (a) The equilibrium distribution of water in a 2D 3×3matrix of cells generated 
using the statistical model.  The horizontal axis corresponds to the longitudinal direction in 
wood (i.e. the major axis of a tree). The matrix size is 10510 by 119 pixels and is shown with 
the aspect ratio stretched by a factor 5 in the cell width direction. This is for illustrative 
purposes only.  Liquid water (light colours) condenses within the cell walls and around cell 
interior apices.  These locations can be identified in (b), the underlying microstructural 
matrix.  Individual pits can be observed in the image if a digital version is viewed on a screen 
and magnified.  In (a) the colour bar is in mu/lu2; in (b) it merely differentiates matrix 
regions. 
 
Drying 
Figure 4a shows the initial distribution (actually after 50 LB cycles to allow time for start-up 
interfaces to locally equilibrate) of fluid in a stylised regular matrix of cell interiors and walls 
containing an equilibrium bulk density of liquid, 916 and 460 mu/lu2 respectively.  The 
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stylised system more easily evidences processes.  A sink row at the top and bottom is held at 
a density of 53 mu/lu2 representing 65% relative humidity (RH) in the environment.  The pits 
are maintained open.  Figure 4b and c show the subsequent fluid distribution after 20,000 and 
40,000 LB cycles respectively.  As the simulation progresses, the cell interiors empty behind 
a clear drying front but the cell walls are maintained full of water.  Hence this simulation 
mirrors expectation of drying wood above fibre saturation point.   
 
 
Figure 4.  The distribution of fluid in a stylised wood cell matrix after (a) 50, (b) 20,000 and 
(c) 40,000 LB cycles of a drying simulation.  The vertical direction corresponds to the 
longitudinal direction in wood.  The top and bottom are maintained at 65% RH.  Light 
colours are liquid, dark colours are vapour: the colour bar calibrated in mu/lu2 is the same 
in each frame (a)-(c).  With time, the cell lumina empty but the cell walls do not.  (d) The 
matrix of cells, walls and open pits used for the simulation.  Cell lumina (𝜎 = 0) are black 
and the cell walls (𝜎 = 0.3) are white. 
 
Figure  5 compares the situation after 60,000 cycles with pits open for drying at 30 % RH, 65 
% RH (continuation of figure 4) and 90 % RH.  At 30 % RH, the external environment is 
sufficiently dry to empty cell walls as well as cell interiors so the system dries to below fibre 
saturation point (FSP).  As above, at 65 % RH only cell interiors empty: hence this is above 
FSP.  At 90 % RH neither interiors nor walls empty except at the very end of the sample 
where there are cells that have been cut and therefore have no end wall to restrict water 
movement.  At 90 % RH the external vapour pressure reduction is insufficient to overcome 
the Kelvin-Laplace pressure associated with the curved meniscus of fluid in the first row of 
pits.  Even though the pits are open, liquid water does not pass through.   
 
 
Figure 5.  The distribution of fluid in a stylised wood cell matrix after 60,000 cycles of LB for 
a drying experiment with the environment held at (a) 30, (b) 65 and (c) 90 % RH.   
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Figure 6.  The distribution of fluid in a stylised wood cell matrix with dynamic pits after 
60,000 cycles of LB for a drying experiment with the environment held at (a) 30, (b) 65 and 
(c) 90 % RH.  Light colours in the fluid distribution are liquid, dark colours are vapour: the 
scale bar is the same in each frame (a-c).  (d) shows the initial matrix with open pits applied 
in each case.  All horizontal pits between cells are open.   (e-f) are the evolved cell matrices 
corresponding to (a-c) respectively.  Note in (e) how pits in the dry regions of (a) have closed 
slowing the drying process compared to Fig 5a.   The closed pits in the top and bottom row of 
cells of (f) have stopped drying altogether. This situation is to be compared to 5b. 
 
The simulations have been repeated for exactly the same parameters except that in the second 
series the pits are made dynamic according to the rule introduced above.  The pits start open, 
but close if they evolve to a state of vapour on one side, liquid on the other.  At 90% RH, 
nothing materially changes, Figure 6c.  The system cannot dry save for the cut end cells.  The 
situation at 65 % RH is very different as shown in Figure 6b that should be compared to 
Figure 5b.  Now, as soon as the cut end cells dry, the pits in their walls close.  This cuts off 
water in cells deeper in the sample and they cannot dry.  The wood holds its water whereas 
previously it did not.   At 30 % RH, Figure 6a, although the pits close in accordance with the 
rule, the environment is at sufficiently low RH to enable the cell walls to dry and so the 
system as a whole can dry.  However, the cell walls are less permeable than the open pits and 
so drying is slower than with static open pits: compare to Figure 5a.  To aid understanding, 
the initial (Fig 6d) and corresponding (Fig 6e-g) matrix of cells with open and closed pits are 
also shown.  It is immediately obvious how the pits that have closed behind the drying front 
have dramatically slowed the drying at 30% RH and prevented drying at 65% RH.   
 
Figures 7 presents the mass of fluid in the system as a function of square root of time for each 
of 30 and 65 % RH drying with open and dynamic pits.  The fact that these are predominantly 
linear plots is to be expected.  In the very early stages of drying, the system has not “settled 
down” and in the late stages of the more severe drying the top and bottom fronts are 
impacting on each other.  The linearity of the plots is sufficient to confirm that the drying rate 
is not limited by the external surface evaporation rate.  If that were the case, then a linear 
decrease with time, not root time, would be expected.  However, linearity is not sufficient to 
differentiate between capillary desorption and diffusion mechanisms.  Figures such as 4, 5 
and 6 show that a strong drying front moves into the sample creating predominantly “dry 
outer” and “wet inner” regions.  More spatially uniform drying – that may be more realistic 
for macroscale real samples that can be observed from MRI -  is achieved if the matrix is 
filled with water to a greater concentration.  It may also be achieved for much taller matrix 
samples.  This is under investigation and will help differentiate capillary from true diffusion 
mechanisms.   
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Figure 7.  The normalised fluid mass in the matrix as a function of square root of time for 
drying at 30 % RH with open pits (dashed line) and dynamic pits (solid line) and for 65 % 
RH open pits (dot-dash line) and dynamic pits (dotted line). 
 
Wetting 
Figure 8 compares the uptake of liquid water from an external bulk reservoir maintained at 
1300 density units into a sample pre-equilibrated at an average 50% RH equivalent 
concentration (mean 42 mu/lu2) for the case of permanently open (Fig 8a) and closed (Fig 8b) 
pits.  The fluid distributions are shown after 25000 LB cycles.  In the case of Fig.  8a, water 
can be seen just breaking through a row of pits at the wetting front with a meniscus forming 
at the base of the neighbouring pits.  In Fig.  8b, in two columns of cells the water front has 
just reached the end of a pit slightly ahead of the front, presumably drawn forward by 
capillary action whereas in the other two columns water has just broken through the cell wall 
and a meniscus has formed near the start of the cell.  Figure 8c shows the total mass uptake as 
a function of square root of time.  In the former case the water ingresses faster as it travels via 
the pits.  In the latter case it must repeatedly cross only semi-permeable cells walls.  The 
experiments have been repeated for the external reservoir at 1100 mu/lu2 (not shown).  In this 
case, the excess pressure is insufficient to overcome the Kelvin Laplace pressure at the pits 
and so whether or not the pits are open, the water is forced to permeate the cells walls in 
order to ingress.  The two uptake rates are the same. 
  
Figure 8.  Results of a wetting experiment for (a) open and (b) closed pits after 25,000 LB 
cycles.  The liquid reservoir top and bottom is maintained at 1300 mu/lu2, sufficient to 
overcome the Kelvin-Laplace pressure at the pits. (c) shows the normalised mass of water in 
the sample as a function of the square root of time for open (solid line) and closed (dash line) 
pits.  With open pits, the system fills before the end of the simulation at 60,000 LB cycles. 
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Swelling of the solid 
As a final, and preliminary, result that introduces our approach to swelling, Figure 9 shows an 
idealised capillary.  The capillary contains about one third the mass of liquid required to fill 
it.  Periodic boundary conditions apply.  The fluid spontaneously separates into a liquid 
bubble in the middle and vapour at the (periodic) ends.  In this example, the surrounding 
matrix is “solid” (𝜎 = 1) and is liquid wetting.  There is lowered fluid pressure in the liquid 
region due to the curvature of the liquid / vapour interface in the capillary.  Once equilibrated, 
the swelling mechanism is “switched on”.  The system deforms and re-equilibrates to the 
situation shown Figure 9b.  Clearly the pressure deficit has caused the inner capillary to 
collapse.  The modulus parameter (200) has been carefully selected to show partial, not total, 
collapse.  The associated principal components of the lattice strain tensor are shown 
alongside.  Notice that the strain is zero on the boundary due to the periodic boundary and 
central bubble.   
 
 
Figure 9.  (a) A capillary is equilibrated with a central liquid bubble.  (b) The resultant 
capillary pressure results in collapse of the capillary and distortion of the surrounding 
matrix.  (c and d) The principal components (𝜖MM	 and  𝜖LL) of the lattice strain respectively. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The results presented here suggest that, moving forward, LB will be a powerful technique for 
the study of drying and wetting of wood, including the study of hysteresis and irreversibility.  
Results presented here show how dynamic pits dramatically alter the drying of wood 
compared to a model in which they are assumed permanently open.  If they stay closed, then 
subsequent uptake of water is different to what would have been had they stayed open 
throughout.  Advances in the LB method to incorporate swelling will only enhance that 
opportunity.  The simulations are relatively fast and the “engine” of the computer code short 
and simple.  For instance, the data for Figures 3 and 4 each required about 30 minutes to 
collect running MATLAB® on a basic Apple Mac® laptop computer.  The “engine” required 
less than 30 lines of code. 
 
As it stands much still needs to be done.  No attempt has been made in the work presented 
here to match the material properties of real wood to the simulation properties nor to match 
the rheological parameters of the fluid and simulation timescales to real water.  To a limited 
extent this can be done within the confines of the model as presented here.  However, at the 
moment we use only one parameter to control the cell wall permeability (which is different to 
how much water it can absorb – sub-resolution porosity) and the contact angle at the cell 
wall.  Moreover, the density ratio between liquid and vapour is small.  With regard to 
swelling, a single bulk modulus for the system has been assumed and it is implicit that the 
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Poisson ratio is 0.5 which is true of a fluid but not necessarily of anisotropic cell walls 
material.  The fact that, within the Shan Chen model the vapour is less compressible than the 
fluid has been overlooked.  This situation can be improved upon within the current model.  
However, a future transition to using the more computationally expensive free-energy rather 
than Shan Chen model will help overcome more of these limitations.   Within the free-Energy 
model most of the important rheological and material parameters become separately 
controllable.   In yet a further variation, a 2-fluid, single phase model can be adopted: for 
instance liquid water and air. 
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